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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON MONITORING ACTIVI-
TIES OF THE OFFICE OF SPECIAL EDUCA-
TION AND REHABILITATION SERVICES

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1, 1984

HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION,

COT/HITT= ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in room
2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Austin J. Murphy
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Murphy, Biaggi, Simon, Wil-
liams, Bartlett, Erlenborn, and McCain.

StEff present: Judith L Wagner, staff consultant; David Esquith,
professional staff member; Tanya Raha 11, staff assistant; and Pat
Morrissey, minority counsel.

Mr. MURPHY. Good morning. The Subcommittee on Select Educa-
tion began oversight hearings on the Education of the Handicapped
Act in September of 1979 and on the Rehabilitation Act throughout
its long histc,ry.

This hearing is part of the process by which Congress learns
about the implementation, results, effectiveness and adequacy of its
past legislative efforts, including the policies implicit in its laws
and the programs and activities carried out under those laws.

The subject of this morning's hearings is the monitoring activi-
ties of the Office of Special Education, and if we have time, reha-
bilitation services. These monitoring activities have been defined
by the subcommittee to include the Memorandum of Understand-
sng the Office of Civil Rights within the Department of
Education and the Office of Special Education Programs. This
Memorandum was the subject of a similar hearing in 1980 and the
subcommittee is interested in the status of its implementation
since that time.

Monitoring activities are a critical part of the optimal function-
ing of any program, of course. Monitoring is conducted to ensure
that the intended objectives of Congress and responsible Federal
agency are being accomplished.

A program which is not monitored properly stands as a risk not
only to the program beneficiaries, but also to the program s bene-
factors and that is the American public who, through their tax dol-
lars, fund the programs. Failure to properly monitor a Federal pro-
gram forces the public and its public servants into a very risky
guessing game.

(I)
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Instead of knowing whether a program is being implemented
properly, we end up guessing whether or not it is achieving its ob-
jectives or any objectives. Once we guessing, our ability to ob-
jectively determine the strengths an limitations of a program are
seriously at risk.

Considering the nature of the two programs we are discussing
today and the vulnerability of the handicapped individuals affected
by those programs, we shoulta not, of course, take this risk.

Certainly there are 'limits to the time and resources that can and
should be devoted by congressional monitoring of any Federal pro-
gram. It would prove equally undesirable to overemphasize moni-
toring at the expense of the program itself. The challenge is to
design an optimum monitoring system that provides the Federal
agency with timely factual information concerning the nature of
program implementation.

e are hopeful that the information that will be provided to us
today will address both the strengths and limitations of our moni-
toring activities under these two important p : The com-
bined budgets of the Education of the Handicap. Act and the Re-
habilitation Act are approximately $2.5' billion. Programs of this
magnitude and importance to handicapped individuals demand and
deserve a system of feedback that is adequately staffed and sup-
ported.

Our witnesses today will include representatives from the De-
partment of Education, as well as representatives from the disabil-
ity community. The Department of Education representatives will
summarize their activities, as well as comment specifically on the
memorandum of understanding, and the representatives from the
disability community will share with us their assessment of the im-
plementation of the Education of the Handicapped Act, including
the memorandum of understanding.

Our first panel of witnesses is made up of Mr. Frederick Wein-
traub, the Assistant Executive Director of the Council for Excep-
tional hildren, Department of Governmental Relations and the
Chai an of the Coalition for Citinns with Developmental Disabil-
ities, .ucational Task Force; as well as Mr. Martin H. Gerry, an
atto ey with the law firm of Pickard and Gerry, and the former

r of the Office of Civil Rights within the Department of Edu-
cation.

Now, if the first two witnesses will take the witness stand. We
should have other Members of Congress. Here is my good Dal-
le e, Mr. Bartlett, from Texas. If you gentlemen will suspend, we

ask Mr. Bartlett if he has his opening remarks prepared, and
Mr. Biaggi of New York.

Mr. Bartlett, I have already given my opening statement.
Mr. BARTLICIT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize for being late. It is, as well all know, it is a hectic

time during the sessionduring the legislative session.
I am looking forward to today's hearing on the monitoring prac-

tices of the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services.
The extensive reauthorization schedule which we have had has pre-
vented this subcommittee from learning more about the adminis-
trative practices of OSERS and, therefore, within that context, I
anticipate that today's hearing will be quite useful.
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Today is also the opportunity we havethe first opportunity we
have had to review the tenure of.Mrs. Will, who has been Assistant
Secretary of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services in the
Department of Education since May 1983. In 1 short year under
my observation, Mrs. Will demonstrated clearly her concern for the
disabled and her ability to establish new priorities in legislation
and resource allocations.

Mr. Chairman, I think at the beginning of this hearing in par-
ticular, as an oversight hearing, it is important that we stop and
think for a minute and I would begin, I suppose, by commending
Mrs. Madeleine Will for her unwavering determination and her
seemingly tireless efforts.

There have been some remarkable accomplishments during her
tenure. Madeleine Will developed a comprehensive program to im-
prove the transition of handicapped youth and young adults from
school to work; she has worked to improve the availability to par-
ents and professionals of information on early intervention and
education of handicapped infants.

Mrs. Will also developed an initiative to increase the employ-
ment of severely disabled individuals in competitive and supported
employment. Furthermore, she has appointed a special assistant to
promote outreach to parents of handicapped children so that par-
ents might better understand both their rights and their responsi-
bilities under 94-142.

In an effort to overcome one of the major impediments to achiev-
ing her goals in rehabilitation in the area of economic incentives,
Mrs. Will invited to Washington 10 of the country's leading econo-
mists to deal with the questions on the economics of health and dis-
ability to advise her.

This is also the first opportunity this subcommittee has had this
session to learn about the Office for Civil Rights in the Department
of Education and particularly its efforts related to compliance and
to enforcement activities in elementary and secondary institutions.

I commend Mr. Singleton for the work of his office during 1983.
Now, according to information that I have received, in 1983, the
Office logged 610 section 504 complaints pertaining to elementary
and secondary institutions and closed 790 of those complaints.
Given the overall number of complaints registered with your office
in 1983which is 1,233in the total number closed, 1,466, over
half of your enforcement activities are related to school-based com-
plaints pertaining to the handicapped.

A similar trend is reflected in compliance reviews initiated by
your office. Of the 165 compliance reviews initiated in 1983, 51 ad-
dressed the provision of a free, appropriate education for handi-
capped children and , youth. Moreover, of the 174 compliance re-
views completed, 47 addressed the provision of a free, appropriate
public education.

Again, I am looking forward during this hearing to learning
more about the monitoring practices of the Office of Special Educa-
tion and the Rehabilitation Services and the Office for Civil Rights.
This hearing, I think, represents a unique chance for the public
and for the Congress to increase our understanding.

I appreciate the chairman's indulgence and I sincerely am glad
that we are having this hearing.
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Mr. MURPHY. Thank you very much, Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. Biaggi, do you have an o ning statement?
Mr. BIAGGI. Yes, I do, Mr. C rman. I would like to take this

opportunity to commend you for calling this oversight hearing to
examine the activities of the Department of Education in its moni-
toring of its programs for the handicapped.

. Specifically, we are here to examine the working relationship be-
tween the two offices in the Department, the Special Education
Programs Office and the Office of Civil Rights, and learn how they
are discharging their responsibilities under the law.

What is disturbing is the fact that our initial research has re-
vealed that he memorandum of understanding which outlines how
these two offices will coordinate their responsibility under the law
is being ignored. Congress was clear in its intent that these pro-
grams should be aggressively monitored to assure compliance with
the law.

We were also clear in our intent that these progiams at the
State and local level be provided appropriate technical assistance
in order to assure the provision of educational services to students.
What is not clear is how this intent is being carried out

It is both ironic and appropriate that today the House will con-
sider the Labor-HHS appropriations bill, which contains funding
for Public Law 94-142, and the Rehabilitation Act. This bill pro-
vides for $1.29 billion for handicapped education and $1.71 billion
for rehabilitation, both increases over last year's funding levels.
While funding is going up, monitoring of programs is going down.

While we are ready and willing to provide increased funding for
these programs, we must be equally as willing to assure that the
Department is discharging its responsibilities under law through
the memorandum of understanding.

I know that my colleagues share my belief tad that we need to
encourage the best management possible of these programs, given
the substantial Federal, State and local funds which are allocated
to the programs. Our purpose is to assure that the handicapped re-
ceive the educational services they are guaranteed under the law
and nothing less.

I look forward to today's testimony, Mr. Chairman, and hopeful-
ly, we will be able to assure all parties that the memorandum of
understanding an congressional intent have been fully complied
with, and if not, why not, and if not, let's make it happen.

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you very much, Mr. Biaggi.
Mr. Weintraub, you may proceed.

STATEMENTS OF FREDERICK .1. WEINTRAUB, ASSISTANT EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR, ACCOMPANIED BY BRUCE A. RAMIREZ, AS-
SISTANT DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENTAL RELA-
TIONS, THE COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN; AND
MARTIN H. GERRY, ATTORNEY, PICKARD & GERRY

Mr. WEINTRAUB. Thank you, Mr. Murphy.
I would like to introduce Dr. Bruce Ramirez, who is the Assistant

Director of CEC's Department of Governmental Relations, who is
accompanying me today.
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We thank you for the opportunity to appear before this panel to
offer the views of the Consortium for Citizens with Developmental
Disabilities, Education Task Force, respecting the current status of
monitoring by the U.S. De s ent of Education of State compli-
ance with both Public Law -142 and section 504.

The Consortium for Citizens with Developmental Disabilities,
CCDD, is composed of national organizations interested in the wel-
fare of persons with developmental disabilities. The organizations
joining in this statement :y represent the majority of parents
and professionals concerned ..ut the issues of education of the
handicapped, and I will not go through that list. They are con-
tained in the statement

Before I begin the formal part of the statement, I would like to
make two points. One is that we would hope thatwe would share
with Mr. Bartlett our greatest respect for the Assistant Secretary,
Mrs. Will, and the Director of the Office of Special Education Pro-
grams, Dr. Cu liar, in terms of their fundamental commitments to
handicapped children. I would hope that our comments today,
which may be critical of the problem, would not be seen directly as
critical or questioning their commitment

Second, we would hope that our statement would not be seen as
a commitment to the past, and that is, that the answer to the prob-
lems is to return to the good old days of yesteryear. There we have
many questions about how good the days of yesteryear were and we
are concerned, not with the return :o old practices, but the ques-
tion of how do we have and establish a quality program of monitor-

of our Federal Jews.
ince the inauguration of Public Law 94-142, many of our orga-

nizations have worked with the Federal agencies and with the field
toward the achievement of a fair balanced, and effective monitor-
ing system to achieve compliance under Public Law '94-142. We
wish to discuss the current status of the Federal aspect of that
monitoring for compliance today.

The Department of Education has indicated in testimony before
the House Subcommittee for the Departments of Labor, Health and
Human Services in education appropriations that "The current
syStem for monitoring State and local compliance with Public Law
94-142 is adequate."

Based upon our review of Department of Education annual re-
ports to the Congress, appropriation hearing records, previous ad-
ministrative reviews; second, meetings conducted by the Depart-
ment on monitoring of States; and three, discussions with service
providers and advocates, we have concluded that both the design
and implementation of the present monitoring system has serious
deficiencies.

We base our conclusion on an analysis of a number of features
and I would like to now go through those. The first deals with the
triannual onsite reviews. It has been the stated policy of the De-
partment to monitor on site each State at least once every 3 years.
As can be seen in figure 1 of our testimony on page 4, the Depart-
ment has, since fiscal year 1982, consistently failed to conduct a
sufficient number of onsite reviews to ensure that all States would
be monitored triannually.
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As a result, it has become the exception, rather than the rule,
that a State is reviewed onsite by the Department every 3 years.

We might add that the Department has apparently abandoned
its pol!c3r to conduct triannual onsite reviews. Specifically, the De-

ent has indicatedI am sorryas indicated in testimony
fore tht House Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human

Servicesr, 'ealed that it no longer establishes a specific target
number of States for review.

While there is nothing sacred about the 3-year reviews; we are
not clear as to what the Department's policy is. In testimony before
the Congress, once again it indicated that it no loner establishes a
specific target number of States for review because the present
monitoring system allows for identification of those States in great-
eet need of monitoring or more frequent review.

Based upon our understanding of the present monitoring system,
we have grave concerns about such a course of action. First, we are
not aware of any criteria or procedures employed by the Depart-
ment to select and prioritize States to be monitored during a given
fiscal year. Second, although Public Law 94-142 has been in exist-
ence for nearly 10 years, the Department has yet to monitor many
States onsite for a second time.

Finally, in light of the other problems discussed in other parts of
our statement, we do believe that at least for the present triannual
onsite reviews are both programmatically and administratively
prudent.

Scope of monitoring. In order to avoid confusion about the stand-
ards to be used in monitoring, the Department developed the State
Education Agency Monitoring Guide, which contains the 21 areas
monitored by the Department. If you will note on page 7, we list
those areas that the Department is to monitor, as well as the type
of information necessary to document compliance with a, given pro-
vision. However, when conducting an onsite review, the Depart-
ment monitors only 11 of those 21 requirements. And if you will
again note on page 7 in the second column, you will see those areas
that are monitored.

In order to make it simple, there are 21 things that they are sup-
posed to monitor, 11 are supposedlyonly 11 of those 21 is what
they do monitor.

Furthermore, it is our understanding that these 11 requirements
are often compressed even further during the conduct of an onsite
review. In other words, in many cases, not only are not 21 items
monitored, not even 11 are monitored, sometimes less than 11.

Thus, not only are S+ -tee monitored less often, but the scope of
what is monitored has been reduced significantly.

In its sixth annual report to the Congress on the implementation
of Public Law 94-142, the Department noted that the most impor-
tant problem issues that needed to be resolved during the State
plan review processes were in the areas of procedural safeguards,
IEP's, least-restrictive environment. right to education, participa-
tion of private schoolchildren, confidentiality and general supervi-
sion. This is the Department saying those areas that are in the
most critical need for monitoring, and yet these are exactly the
areas that are no longer monitored.

UV
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Based upon these findings, we believe the Department needs to
take steps to assure that all of the requirements urder 94-142 are
included in its program administrative reviews.

Parent advocate and professional input. In planning the program
administrative review, the Department contacts statewide parent
advocacy and professional groups requesting comments on the im-
plementation of Public Law 94-142 in their particular State. While
onsite, the Department also conducts an informal public hearing
with interested parent advocacy and professional groups to discuss
any major problems concerned with how a specific provision of the
act is being implemented.

It is imperative that the Department continue to involve parent
advocacy and professional groups in the program administrative
review of the State receiving funds under Public Law 94-142. How-
ever, we believe that current practices need to be strengthened in
order for this participation to be more meaningful and useful.

Some of the difficulties parent advocacy and professional groups
have experienced include: The first is that monitoring that is in
constant flux. What tends to happen is the Department announces
that on a certain date, they are coming to the State of Illinois.
What happens, then, is letters go out to parent groups and say: "If
you would like t, meet with is, we would be glad to meet with
you," and a date is set. Ther, what happens is the Department
three or four times changes th... schedule of the date that they are
going; the result is the parents are left in confusion and the result
is that it is very difficult to provide that kind of input. If you are
going to go, you need to have schedules that people can meet and
be committed to.

Second is a lack of advance information on the areas to be moni-
tored. What happens is that it is just generally a statement to the
parents and professionals and others saying, "Tell us what your
problems are,' and sometimes those problems have nothing to do
with what the Department is, in fact, looking for. People don't
know what the issues are that are being examined.

It is important to note that before the Department goes to a
State, it puts together a profile of the State, which lays out what
the past information is, what they identify as what some of the
problems may be. It is our belief that that should be shared with
parents, professionals, and others so that they can have something
concrete to respond to when they talk to the Department.

Finally is the lack of followup regarding monitoring concerns
and outcomes. What happens is the Department may meet with
parents, professionals, and other groups; however, there is no feed-
back to them on what they learned from such a visit, nor is there
feedback to them on what the final conclusions were of the Federal
Government's monitoring effort.

Onsite reviews. Local educational agencies are not routinely vis-
ited. Under Public Law 94-142, the State Education Agency has
the ultimate responsibility for ensuring the availability of a free
appropriate public education to handicaped children throughout
the State. Well, we would agree that monitoring under Public Law
94-142 should focus on the State Education Agency. It does not nec-
essarily follow that such onsite reviews not include, as a matter of
practice, selected visits to local education agencies, intermediate
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educational units and, where appropriate, State facilities, institu-
tions, and other agencies providing services.

We do not believe a monitoring service that relies so heavily on
State Education Agency data and information provides an ade-
quate basis for determining whether the entire State is in compli-
ance with the requirements under Public Law 94-142. Perhaps I
can make it simple: Basically, under the present monitoring
system, the Federal Government goes and visits the State Educa-
tion Agency and talks to them about how adequate a job they are
doing in monitoring Public Law 94-142 in their State. They do not
go out and visit local school districts to see what the practice is.
They do not go out in the sense and investigate the practice--

Mr. BIAGGI. At any time, anywhere?
Mr. WEINTRAUB. Not atonly if there arein situations that

dramatically call for that. Now, it used to be the practice that they
went and randomly selected some school districts and went and
looked, talked to teachers, talked to parents, looked at IEP's of chil-
dren and got some sense of what the practice is. That gives you
some basis to be able to talk to the State about what the State is
doing.

I hate to use the analogy, but it is like going to the chicken coop
and asking the fox how / the chickens are doing. Sometimes you
have to go at least peek around the corner and see whether there
are any chickens in the coop.

Now, again, I would emphasize that under Public Law 94-142,
the Federal Government does not have the direct responsibility of
monitoring local school districts. We are not suggesting to you that
the Federal Government ought to go out and visit 16,000 school dis-
tricts and check for coinpliance. That is not what Public Law 94-
142 says.

The Federal Government's responsibility is to monitor the State.
All we are suggesting is that in order tQ have the information to
know how well the State is doing, you have to have some basis of
knowing what the practice is.

The final point I would make on this deals with the size of onsite
monitoring teams and that is that during this year's appropriations
hearings, the Department reported that in fiscal year 13, there
were 10 professionals who conducted onsite reviews, as compared to
fiscal year 1980, when there were 40 individuals. The effect of such
a drastic reduction-75 percent in personnelcan be seen in the
number of staff involved in the onsite reviews.

Prev;ous to the adoption of the current monitoring procedures,
onsite monitoring teams were composed of an average of six mem-
bers. During fiscal year 1984, the onsite teams averaged only three
members. In fact, it most instances, these onsite teams consisted of
only two individuals.

Admittedly, the data collection analysis the Departient now car-
ries out in preparation for an onsite review is of tremendous assist-
ance in identifying those requirements of concern. However, we
find it difficult to believe that two individuals, no matter how expe-
rienced, could be expected to conduct a comprehensive and thor-
ough onsite review of compliance with Public Law 94-142 in a
Site.

12
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The last point we would say on the Public Law 94-142--or two
more points. One is the consistency of followu Once an onsite
review leis been conducted, Department p urea call for the
State Education Agency to receive a program review letter within
6 weeks. The program review letter contains the findings of the
monitoring review and lista those areas where there are inconsist-
encies with Federal requirements. The State then has 4 weeks tc
submit a voluntary implementation

Final negotiation approval of the voluntary implementation plan
is to occur over the next 6 weeks. Although we do not know wheth-
er these are isolated cases, we are aware of several instances,
which are noted in the testimony, where there have been delays of
up to year between the onsite visit and the receipt of the program
review letter.

Given the fact that the Department has butand I would note
an inconsistency in the testimonythat should be 10 professional
Stateassigned to the State monitoring section within the Division
of Assistance to States, we are concerned that there may not be
sufficient staff available to consistently do the job that is needed.

I will skip over the next int on eval of the monitoring
process. What we are basi l y sugges there needs to be
some third party or independent evalua on, on o evaluation of
the Federal Government' s efforts on monitoring. Many States, by
the way, are now contracting with outside firms and others to
evaluate their own monitoring process, and we believe that the
Federal Government ought to have some system where there is
some independent review of the adequacy of the monitoring process
they are carrying out.

I would like to just comment very briefly on the Memorandum of
Understanding between the Office of Civil Rights and the Office of
Special Education. In October 1980, the Department of Education
promulgated a Memorandum of Understanding, MOU, between the
Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights and the Assistant Secretary for
Special Ed and Rehabilitative Services for the purpose of coordinat-
ing OSEn's and OSER's overlapping responsibility for guaranteeing
handicapped children a free appropriate public education and
equal educational opportunity.

The MOU was a response to criticisms from providers and con-
sumers that inconsistencies in policy, process and data relating to
State plan approval, monitoring and complaint investigation re-
sults in confusion and incongruity in the'field. While the MOU is a
complex procedural document, the following 15 points represent
that administrative behaviors the 'MOU requires of the Depart-
ment and can thus be utilized to determine if the MOU is in full or
in part being implemented.

The fascinating thing about the MOU is that it is written in be-
havioral terms. It is very simple to read it. It says that on certain
dates certain things will happen. There will be the following
number of people, the following kinds of things to judge whether
compliance with it is taking place.

As I indicated w you, and I will not go through them, in my tes-
timony, between pages 15 and 19, it lists the 15 things that the
MOU requires. I can summarize the behavior very quickly to you.
There is not one of the 15 things that is presently being complied

13
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with by either the Office of Civil Rights or the Office of Special
Education Programs.

From our analysis, unless there is significant information we are
not aware of, we must conclude that. he MOU is presently being
administratively and procedurally disregarded by the Department
without having to declare that to be departmental policy. We find
it ironic that only slightly less than a year ago, the administration
amended the MOU, while at the same time not complying or not
intending to comply with the MOU, even in an amended fashion.

We do not believe that cc' pliance with the MOU is an end in
itself. The issue is coordination between OCR and OSEP and public
knowledge of the manner in which such coordination occurs. If the
Department wishes to change the basis for such coordination
through a new MOU, they should do so with appropriate public
input, but simply to disregard what the public understands to be
the rules of the game is not acceptable behavior.

Mr. Chairman, if I may conclude, many of our manizations
have always pursued a reasonable balance between Federal, State
and local responsibility for ensuring handicap children a free
appropriate public education. The Congress, in lic Law 94-142,
carefully crafted such a delicate balance of responsibility for the
varying levels of Government. While there have certainly been
problems along the way, this delicate balance of responsibility has
dramatically improved educational opportunity for over 4 million
handicapped students.

However, after examining the present status of Federal monitor-
ing and compliance activities, we must conclude that there has
been in recent years a serious deterioration of the Federal Govern-
ment's efforts in monitoring State compliance with Public Law 94-
142 and section 504. We are not suggestsng that all handicapped
children in this country are all of su iden in great jeopardy, for as
in a business, if one partner is ill, the other can maintain the busi-
ness briefly until the partner is well. In this case, the well-being of
handicapped children requires the speedy recovery of the Depart-
ment of Education so that it can assume its responsibility.

The question that perplexes us most is why the deterioration de-
scribed in this testimony occurred. There are some who would sug-
gest that since the administration failed at repealing Public Law
94-142 and failed in deregulating it, it was, therefore, natural to
simply cease to administer it.

The CCDD Education Task Force is not yet ready to accept this
conclusion. We hope the administration, working with the Con-
gress, recognizes the seriousness of the problems they face and take
immediate steps to bring its monitoring and compliance activitiesinto full health.

In so doing, they must attend to at least the following: One, the
establishment of reasonable, coherent and enforceable policies and
procedures detailing how the Federal monitoring of compliance
system will work, such policies and procedures should be developed
with public input, reported to the Congress, and made publicly
available. There must be adequate qualified staff with sufficient re-
sources to carry out the policies and procedures. Such staff must
have the authority, with appropriate supervision, to carry out their
responsibility.

14
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The President has expressed his commitment to carry .oat Public
Law 94-142, as has the Secretary. The Congress has shown consist-
ent bipartisan commitment to this issue. It is important that as we
strive to improve the process, that it not be a partisan issue.

Finally, efforts to deal with monitoring compliance must not be
done at the expense of other responsibilities of OSER's and OCR.
The present state of discretionary programs administered by OSEP,
for example, if examined carefully, would raise many of the same
concerns that have been documented in fhis testimony.

We cannot rob Peter to pay Paul when neither Peter nor Paul
are well.

Finally, we are deeply saddened that we had to come before you
today with this greatly disturbing testimony. This Nation, for dec-
ades, through Democratic and Republican administrations, has had
just cause for great pride in Federal leadership directed at improv-
ing conditions for th© handicapped citizens. We sincerely hope that
this hearing will be the first step toward restoring Federal moni-
toring to a level deserving of such national pride.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statement of Frederick J. Weintiaub follows:]
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WPMMMO,
XDOCATDOW TANS POWS

DP TVS
CCONOATIcin KM MIMS NITMoirmsbommorm. DISAMILITVCS (CO),C

American association on Mental Deficiency
American Coalition of Citizens with Disabilities
American Speach-LanguagsAleartno Association
Asaociatioa for Children awl Adults with Iisaceime
Disabilities

Asaociation for Retarded Citisana
Conference of Oducatioshl Administrators Serving the
.Deaf

The qouncii for taceptional Children

Convention of American Instructors of the Deaf
tpilopey Poundatlom of America
National Association of Private beside:MI*1 PaCilities
for the Mentally Setarded

National Association of Private Schools forIhroaptional
Children

national Association of Protection f. Advocacy Systeme
National Council oa Ashabilitatioa Nducatioa
National education Association
National liahshilitetioa Association

National Society for Children and Adults with Autism
United Cerebral Palsy Associations

to

sOSCONNITTlit ON SELICCT IDUCATTON

of

TEE U.S. MOUSE or REPNESUNTATMS ILDOCATION AND LABOR CONNITTItt

with caveat to

MONITORING AND COMPLIANCE UNDER P.L. 94-142

August 1, 1964

For further background, contacts PrOderick J. Neintraqb, Joseph Ballard, or
Bruce A. Ramirez, Department of Governmental !halation:, Ms Council for
exceptional Children, 1920 Association Drive, lim,ton, Virginia 22091,
Telephones (703) 420-3660.
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sc. chticsan

Ms thank you for the opportunity to apps; befogs this distiaguisAed pawl of

the United States Sousa of Sopcosemtatives to offer the views 0 the

Consortium for Cities's, with DeveloPemetal Disabilities, iducstion Task fortis

csapecting the current status of ecisiborieg by the U.S. Departesot of

Education of state cospliamos with both P.L. 14-142. Tha Sdocatiom for 111

aadicapped Children Act of 1975. and. where appropriate, Section 504 of toe

vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

The Consortium for Citisens withilowelopmaa Disabilities MOOD) Is composed

of national organizations froter,...-:Scl is the Wolfe e pomace with

developmental dthabiliti4 t coacillum is organised according to working

task forces.' The followng momber0300e Sdooet

11

fast.Pbcce have sodorsad

this statements Americansoociaadoe om Mists% DO closely; American Coalition

..of Citizens with Disabflitiaa.! American Speech-/ usgs-Mearing Association;

Association for Children and $1;Ults_witP_Learming Disabilities; Association

for lOtarded Citizens; Confezence of adocationsI Administrators Serving the

Deaf; The Council for Exceptional Children/ Convention of American Instructr.rs°

of the Deaf; Epilepsy foundation of Ameelca; Rational Association of Private

Residential Facilities; for tag Mentally Retarded; Rational Association of

Private Schools for Exceptional Children; Rational Association of Protection

Advocacy Systems; National Council on Rehabilitation Rducation; Rational

Relocation Association; National Rehabilitation Association; Motional Society

for Children and Adults with Autism; and United Cerebral Palsy 3esociationa.

Since the inauguration of P.L. 94-142, many of our organisations have worked

with the federal agencies and with the field toward the achievement of si fair,

balanced, and effective monitoring system to achieve compliance under P.L.

38-949 0 - 85 - 2
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S4-142. Me wish to &limas. the current stn . of the redeyel event of that

monitoring for compliinct today&

Secondly, we Wien to review in this testimony the current degree of adherence

to the memorandum of Undecatandiag of 1199, which relates to monitoring of

both P.L. 94-142 end Section S24. Parenthetically, when tbs Department of

Education came into being, many of our organisations etromgly urged that the

first Secretary of Education, Shirley Maratedlec, inaugurate a Secretary-level

Task Force to wrestle with the coordination and refinement of monitoring

respecting these two statutes, and urged that such a task force include the

Office of Special Education and Sehabilitative Services MUM), the Office a

Civil Sights (pm), and otter involved agencies, along with representatives of

the Department of Justice. The Secretary did ao, and the Memorandum of

Understanding between OSLO and OCN, which will be dlicussid today. was a

direct result of that task force's final report to the Secretary.

ND111T9I9c COV44ANCI 119449 P.t., 94-142

The Department of Education has indicated in testimony before the house

Subcommittee for the Depae\sents of Labor. Health and Human Services and

Education Appropriations that, the current system for monitoring state and

local compliance with P.L. 94-142 is adequate." lased upon our (1) review of

Department of Education annual reports to the Congress respecting the

implasentaticm of P.L. 94-142, appropriations hearings records, and previous

dedministrative reviews; (2) meetings conducted by the Department on the

monitoring of state* under P.L. 94-142; and (3) discussions with service

providers and advocates, we have concluded that both the design and

Lmplementotion of the present monitoring system have serious deficiencies.

18
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We bias our ooeclusions an as analysis of lino followimg fawn :sax

Trisanual oa-sits reviews

loops of monitociags

Parent, advocate and psofessloaal laputi

Ors-sits reviews;

Sias of on-sits amitosis, t.on

Coasistamoy of follow-opt and

Evaluation of the mositoring process.

Tciannual Rnlitte ltevfleve

.1t has been the stated policy of the Depattmant monitor on-site each atat*

(including the Moreau of Indian Affairs as well ari the insular aseas receiving

Park $ funds) at Least owe ovary three years. am can be mesa in Figure 1 the

Depattaant has, sine* fiscal Lssa, Oomaistaatly !filed to conduct a.sufficiset

number of on-sits revises to ensure that all states would be monitored

tslannually. As a result, it has Moose the samption rather than the rule

that a state is reviareed on-sits by the Oparbemit every three yriars. roc

example, it has now been lore than four ytars sines California, transit,

Minnesota, Texas, American Soma, Guam, Trust Teiritories, and Virgin MUMS

have been reviewed on-site (Table a). There are also another 14 states, last

visited in 1911, (i.e., Arkansas, Delaware, Georgia, Indiana, Kansas,

Kentucky, Massachusetts, Nevada, Ohio, Oklahoma, abode saland, South Carolina,

varmont, and mast virginia, for whom on-site reviava would have been Inipectad

this year.

We night add that the Depaptment has apparently abandoned its policy to

conduct triannual on-site, reviews. apactlidally. the Copartners:it, as indicated



(23)

I6

(14)

1982 1983 1984

Fiscal Year

Figure 1. Number of states reviewed, onsite, FY 19410-19134. The
'dotted line represents the number of states to be visited
annually in order to contact trianaual on-site reviews.
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Table A

States Receiving Site- Visits Under Mae Monitoring Procedures
as of Maras 1. 1984

FY 1982
((pct. 1. 1981-Sept. 30, 1982)

FY 1983
(Oct. 1. 1942-Sept. 30. 1983)

FY 1934
(Oct. 1. 1983-Sept. la. 1984?

Yet to be Visited and
Date of Last Site Visit

Alabama
Alaska
Colorado
Florida
Maine
Mississippi
Missouri
Nebraska
New Jersey
Oregon
Tennessee
Bureau of Indian Affairs

Connecticut
District of Columbia
Iowa
Michigan
New York
Pennsylvania

Arizona
Idaho
Illinois
Nbittoni

Kee Hampshire
filbrth Carolina

North Dakota
fuarto Rico
South Dakota
Utah
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Arkansas (4/81)
California, (4/80)
Delaware (1/81)
Georgia (2/81)
Kawaii (2/80)
Indiana (I/81)
Kansas (3/81)
KentoCky (12/80)
Louisiana** (5/79)
Massachusetts (1/81)
Minnesota (4/80)
Nevada (2/81)
Nee Mindco***
Ohio (5/81)
Oklahoma (2/81)
Rhode Island (5/81)
South Carolina (1/81)
Texas* (2/80)
Vermont (S/61)
West Virginia (3/81)
Amsrfcdn Samoa (1/80)
Guam (I/80)
Trust Territories (1/80)
virgin Islands (4/80)

'76SCii conducted a pre.sfie visit Ti.e. to understand the ipecial education delivery system) to California
and intends to conduct a pre -sSte visit to Texas in September 1984. .

**OSEP conducted an on-site review in Louisiana in March 1981 to pilot-test the then new monitoring.
***New Mexico has not participated under Part 8 of Maims 1978; however, the state is in the process of

state plan for participation beginning fiscal 1984.

April 1984

developing

AO.
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In testimoey before the *sues Suboomeittee oa Labot, health anU Human Services

and Sdacatina Viot0PristiOms, revealed that it as longer establishes 'a

specific target (number of states) for review* became the present monitoring

system aliens for be ideatificatiox of those states is *greatest reed of

mooitosing. or "mo.- frequent review.' Based upon our understanding of the

present sonitoring system we have grave concerns about such a course of

action. first, we are sot ewers of say criteria or p000sSures employed by the

Department to select sad prioritise states to be monitored during s given

fiscal year. Secondly, although P.L. -142 has been in existence rag nearly

10 year the Department has yet to soeitos many states on -site for sewed

time. Lastly, in light of the other problems discussed is other parts of our

statoseat we believe triannual om-site feet', are both programettioally and

administratively prudent at this tine.

Seem of sonitocing

In order to avoid confusion about the stead/oft to be used fs =nitwit*, the

Department developed the "State liducetion Aosscy Monitoring Guide* which

container the 2 areas monitored by the Department (fable 5) under P.L. 24-142.

as well as the type of information necessary to document compliance with a

siven provision. 'however when conductiag an on-site review the Department

monitors only those eleven requirements for which the SEA has direct

impleeentation responsibility (Table s-State Agency specific Settee).

(Furthermore, it is also our understanding that these eleven requirements are

often compressed even further during the conduct. of the on-site review. In

such instances states are informed that there is no presumption of coepliance

for those areas not actually monitored.

22
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Table I

P. L. 04-142 Sequicemonts Contain*. In the
Department of 24ocationss sou, Mositoring Guide an Compared to Thaen

liequirementa Covered to the SSA DR-Site Soview (*State Agency Specific Awviee)

SEA Monitoring Guide

SSA General Administtative Propeduces
- State Piro
- State Advisory Panel
- Monitoring of at S Provision
- Compliant Management System
- General Supervision
- LILA Applications
- Pre-alchool, Incentive Grants
- Administration of Ponds by SLA
- Admix, tration of other Medical

!raccoon Consistent with PAPS

State Agmloy Specific Review

SSA Administration of Specific Content
Ares* of F. L. 24 -142

7. Might to 114uoatton

- Prioritise
- Child Identification. Location and

Evaluation
- Individualised Education Programa

(12P.)

- Procedural Safeguards
- Confidentiality
- Protection in 2*alustion Procedure.
- Least Aentrictive Xriviconment
- comprehensive System of Personnel

Development (CSIND)
- Participation of Children Placed in

Private Schools by Their Parents
- Placement in Private Schools
- Administration of Funds by Lida

- State Advisory Panel
- Monitoring and Correcting

.Deficiencies
Complaint Absolution

- General. Supervision
- Approval of Local Applications
Pre-eabool Inoentive Grants

- Administration of handing by the MIA
- Administration of Stat. Operated/

Supported Programs
- Comprehensive System Of Personnel

Development (COD)
- aliVIIM of *wings by SMA

23
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While it sight Ds contended that the cloven areas sonitored on-site el pass

all of the specific areas listed in the 'SSA Monitoring Guide, such

procedure would seem to preclude any assningful exaninetion of the various

substantive requirements (i.e., right to education, child identification,

individualised education programs (IDS), procedural safeguards, etc.). Paa

',temple, it one coverts the requirements for ISIS it beComos quite cigar that

the State Agency Specific produoes information of a general

ptocedutal nature. while the 'SSA Monitoring Guide' provides a more indepth

eseeination of both the substantive and procedural aspects of this particular

requirement.

bather than signal a need to give less attention to the substantive

requirements of the Act, the fiscal 19112 administrative program reviews

conducted by the Department, as well as the Department's review oi the 19114-Se

state plans, both indicate that states continue to experience serious problems

in many of these substantive areas. Of the 12 states reviewed to 19112 more

than half were found to be in noncompliance with the least restrictive

environment, procedural safeguards, and ItP requirements, while slightly less

than halt were in noncompliance with the right to education requirements

(Table C). With respect to the review of state plans. the Deportment reported

in its Sixth Annual teport to Congress on the Imeltmentetion of P.L. 94-142

(p. 71) that the 'most important problem issues' that needed to be resolved

during the state plan review process ware in the arise of procedural

safeguards, ItPs, least restrictive environment, right to education,

participation of private school children, confidentiality. and general

supervision. eased upon these findings, we believe the Department needs to

take steps to ensure that all of the requirements under P.L. 94-142 are

included in its program administrative reviews.

24
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Table C

Areas of Wonoomplisece Identified During the !Fiscal 1912
Mowitoriag Cycle

Requirements

Numb at of Stites with Ariake
of Moimmisplierics .fe Program

Eaview Letters(PELS)

Stet, Advisory Panel
*Monitoring
Complaint Management
General Supervision
*LEA Applications
Mu' Administration of funds
State-Operated and State-Supported

Programs (SOPS)
*Comprehensive System of Personnel

Development (CSPO)
Right to Education (PAPS)
Child Identification, Location, and

Evaluation 1

Individuaiised Education Program (ItP) 7

Procedural Safeguards 9

Confidentiality 2

Protection in Evaluation Procedures (PEP)
'Least Restrictive Inviconeent (LSE)
Participation of Private School Children 2

Placement in Private Schools 1

LEA Administration of Funds 1

1

LO

7

10

2

2

S

S

Source: U.S. Department of Education, pixth Annual Report to Cconries on
the implvwestation of P.4. 96-162: The Education for ALI
Handicapped Children, P. 76. Starred items constitute the cOre

of the State Agency Specific



jaginagltunga-
la planning the program administerive review, the Department contacts

statewide parent, Advocacy, and professional groupa rwquesting comilthts on the

bbpleeentationof P.A. 94-142 in their particular state. While on-site the

Departaant also oonducts an informal public meeting with loterested parent,

advocacy, and professional groups to discuss any major problems concernei with

bor a 'Pacific Provision of the Act is beim iMplemente4, as wail as any

exemplary statewide or local practices being administered in the state.

It is imperative that the Departmen. continue to involve parent, advocacy, and

professional groups in the program administretive review of the states

receiving funds under P.A. 94-142; however, we believe the cbsrent practices

need to be strengthened in order for this participation to be more meaningful

and useful. Boma of the difficulties parent, advocacy, and professional

groups nave experienced include'

(1) manit§(ing schedule that in in constant fLix. The Departient's

monitoring schedule has been subject to suob frequent and sudden changes

that one cannot teasonebly be certain that a ;tete will actually be

monitored on -site as originally announced. While it is our understanding

that restricted travel funds are primarily to blame for such scheduling

changes, many of our organisational counterparts in the states have had to

endure numerous cancellations and delays as they have attempted to

coordinate with the Department so far as monitoring is concerned.

(2) Lac., of advance information.on the area* to be monitored. Noticeably

absent from the Departeent's efforts to involve parent, advocacy, and

professional groups is the provision of advance information on the
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specific seem wider orailiterattan dulls, the program edminiotretive

review. In the course *pleasing sod preparing fin the on -site review

the Depettmest develops "e stets profile wick contains inforeation on a

given state's implementation of the baste requireeem-- of E.L. g! -l42.

This Anounent or some other docueent would, if routisely provided in

edvence o parent, advocacy, and professional groups, be invaluable in

tares of focusing attention on those requirements under review by the

Departnent.

(I) Lack of follow-a.ocega;dinv eonitQring conctrne_and outcomes. In spite of

these previously sentioned difficulties, many state-wide potent, advocacy,

and professional groups take the time to become involved in the monitor!

process, however, all too often they do not receive any feedback regarding

their specific concept-11s, nor are they informed about the Department's

findings. Ws do not believe it is helpful to the parties involved or the

actual monitoring itself for there to be a lack or follow-up regarding

monitoring concerns or the monitoring findings.

On-Site Reviews

Local Ldacational Agencies Not Routinely Visited. Under P.L. 94-142 the state

educational agency has the ultimate responsibility for ensuring the

availability of a free appropriate public education to handicapped children

throughout the stets. while we might agree that monitoring under P.L. 94-142

should focus on the Sin, it does not necessarily follow that such on-sits

reviews not include as a matter of practice visits to selected local

educational agencies (LeAm), intermediate educational units (ICUs} and, where

appropriate, other institutions and facilities providing special education and

Leisure services to handicapped children and youth.
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trevious to the eAoption and implemeatation of the current monitoring

psoceituren, the Department 'elected and routinely visited LIM, 12U5, as well

as public and private facilities (residential and nonresidential) serving the

handiapped 45 a part of its compliance reviews to determine the degree to

which state policies, procedures, and practices were consistent with federal

requirements. The Department now reviews selected LEA applWations, state

monitoring re,orts, etc. on file at the SSA to determine the extent to which

the SSA is complying with the requirements of P.L. 94-142 for which it has

direct responsibility. and only under special circuastances are visits to

Mks and other agencies and facilities conducted.

We do not believe a monitoring system that relies so heavily on SMA data and

information provides an edeque(.0 basis for deters/inn whether the entire

state is in compliance with the requirements under P.L. 94-142. We might add

that at this time it does not appear thee most states have acquired the

necessary experience to monitor effectively. Of the twelve states reviewed by

the Department in fiscal 1992, ten were cited for noncompliance so fat as

monitoring is concerned. for Chime reasons we believe the current monitoring

procedures should be revised to include, at the very least, a sampling of Lift

as well as other institutions and facilities providing special education and

related services, and that the Department continue its p(ectice of including

visits to state operated programs when conducting on-siteireviews.

Sire of On-Site monitoring Team. During this year's appropriations hearings

the Department reported that in fiscal 1993 thine were 10 professionals who

conducted on-site reviews as compared to fiscal 1980 when there were 40

individuals. The effect of such a drastic reduction (75 percent) in personnel
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can be seen in the numoer of staff involved in the on-sits reviews. Previous

to the adoption of the current monitorino procedures, on -site monitoring teams

were composed of an average of six manners. During fiscal 1,114, the on-site

teams eVeraged'only three members. In fact. in most instances these on -alts

teams consisted o2 only two individuals. Admittedly, the data collection and

analysis the Department now carries out in preparation for as on-site review

is of tremendous assistance in identifying terms requirements of concern;

however, we find it difficult no believe that two individuals, no matter how

experienced. could be expected to conduct a comprehensive and thorough on-site

review.

We farther find the idea that two individuals are sufficient to conduct an

on-site review inconsistent with the Department's contention that it now

focuses its monitoring on those states in *greatest need of monitoring* or

'more frequent review.' If this, in feet were the case, we would expect that

such states by definition would necessitate a greater number of individuals to

conduct the on-site review.

Consistency of follow-up

Once an on-sli review has been conducted Department procedures call for the

SEA to receive a Program Review Letter (PAL) within six weeks. The PAL

contains the findings of the monitoring review and lists those areas where

there are inconsistencies with federal requirements. The state then has four

weeks to submit a Voluntary Implementation Plan (VIP). Final negotiation and

approval of the VIP is to occur over the next six weeks.

Although we do not know whether these are isolated cases, we are aware of

several instances (i.r., Michigan, Alaska, the. Dietrich of Columbia and the
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Suseas of Indian 4.2fairs) whale tease leave been delays of up to a year between

the om-site visit and the receipt of the PRL. Given the fact that the

Department has but nine professional staff assigned to the state Monitoring

Section within the Division or Assistance to States, we are concernad that

there may not be sufficient staff available to consistently prepare PRLs

within the stated timelines as well as follow-up on the VIP to ensure that the

monitoring review is actually closed-out.

evaluation of the Monitoring ProComp

As was indicated earlier OUP monitoring of states has undergone conceptual

and procedural changes. 11 terms of evaluation of the annitoring process the

Department in its Sixth Annual Report to Congress on the laolseentation of

Public Low 94-142 stateds

...Internal evaluation is achieved through third-party
examination of SAP team procedures and their effectiveness,
as well as the epproculateness of the materials and data
used for monitoring. Maternal evaluation is achieved in"
part through structured feedback from *embers of the
PrimarY group monitored by SSP. the Stets directors of
special education. lite results, of internal and external
evaluation indicate that the process is working to the
benefit of the purposes of the law and is !spraying
administration of special education programs and the
provision of related services throughout the country. (p.
75)

Given soma of the problems we have discussed, we do not consider an evaluation

process that reties principally on thr feedback of those being monitored

(i.e., state directors of special education) sufficient or appropriate. We

oelieve would be extremely useful for the Department to evaluate the

eunitoring process it employs through the utilization of an outside third

party. Should the Department fail to initata such an evaluation, we would

strongly urge the Congress to request a review by the U.S. General Accounting

Office.
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ComtptmATION MklwIpi Km; Or war, rums AND

THE Trefelf OP SPICIAL ROWATIOW PROGRAMS

In October, 1910, the Department of Education promulgated a Nemorandue of

Understanding (MOO) between the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights and the

Assistant Secretary for Special !Education and Rehabilitative Services for the

purpoos of coordinating OCR's and OSJIA's overlapping responsibilities for

guaranteeing handicapped children a free appropriate public education and

equal educational opportunity, as required by P.L. 94-142 (Part of the

Education of the Handicapped Act (S$.A)) and the Vocational Rehabilitation Act

of 1973 (Section 504). The MOO was a reec4nse to criticism from providers and

consumers that inconsistencies in policy, process, and data relating to state

plan approval, monitoring. and complaint investigation resulted in confusion

and incongruity in the field.

while the MOO is a complex procedural document, the following fifteen points

represent the administrative behaviors the MOU requires of the Department, and

can thus be otiliaed to detereine it the MOO is in whole or in part being

implemented.

1. The HOU requite. OCR and OSSMS to each designate a full time coordinator

with responsloility for the day-to-day implementation of the MOO. Those

individuals are to sect at least weekly. it is our understanding that OCR

and 05ERS only have part -time coordinators. While these part-time

coordinators meet, it is not on a weekly or scheduled basis.

2. OCk is required to designate a person in each regional office to assist

office of Spacial Education Programs IOW) staff. While °SEP does not

have a regional office configuration, it is required to designate °SSP
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staff who will serve ea contact pollees for Regional OCR staff. To the

best of our knowledge OCR has designated such * person in each regional

office. OSEP ayparentiy has not designated.cootact staffin Washington,

D.C. The system is apparently half in place, but more i.portantly is not

utilised. OCR_Ipoltcy or procedure requires that all complaint

commwnication go directly from the regional office to the Assistant

Secretary for Civil Rights.

3. 3Ct will investigate complaints filed with or refereed by OSEP. OCA viii

notify OSEP of complaints filed with 004. OCR mill also notify the state

education agency. Since October 1980, eolainte have hese referred

by OUP to OCR. One hundred nineteen of those have bairn closed out and 31

are still pending. Since the vast majority of complaints to OCR ere

angotiated at the Regions/ Office level and not referred Co Washiegeon,

D.C. they are not reported to OSEP. To the best of our knowledge SEA's

are not being notified by OCR of complaints filed from their stin.

4. Complaints based solely on Section 504 are a sole responsibility of OCR

for resolve. Complaints involving both Section 504 and the Education of

the Randicapped Act shell be coordinated in their resolve and complaints

that are solely SHA-based are the responsibility of OS&P with

OCR advice. There appears to be little, if any, OCR and OM cooperation

or coordination in complaint investimion.

5. Each agency is to provide technical assistance and advice to the other on

investigating complaint,. it appears that this has not occurred since

1960,
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b. Within S day. Ichanged to 10 days Natoli 30. 19113) of receipt of a proposed

state plan OUP will provide OCR with a copy for review. While this did

csbesairtisinc4aSailioatracintsc2undopfstateanarovallsne

were not sent to OCR.

mirlP

7. OCR is required to report to OSSP within 15 days (expandad to 25 days on

march 30. 19031 all enforcement activities within the gnats relating to

the state plan. This is not presently occurring.

S. OSIP and OCR are to coopersts in reviewing state plan*. While primary

responsibility rests with OUP, OUP most notify OCR of its intentions to

approve or disapprove the plan. OCR bas time to concur-or seek

modifications. Disputes arm to be resolved by the Assistant Soicritaries.

The purpose of this procedure is to facilLatir that Section 504 and P.L.

94-142 work in harmony and that is *acacia; thine laws falderal agencies

use consistent criteria for determining compliance. The Singleton Mimi at

marsh 304 1910/. repealed this provision and declared thh; 'OCR bee no

formal role in the review or approval of state plans" and "QC* is in no

way bound by the provisions of the stets plans in the conduct or

=Inclusions of its subsequent iftWOmtigatiofts.'

.4

9. By October 1 of each year, OCR and Oast will develop as annual compliance

activities plan including methods of selecting sites for compliance

visits by each officio identification
of priority problem issues to No

considered, hoe each Office will assist the other and describe the joist

OCR -OS it visits that will take place. To the boat of our knowledge one

plan was developed in 1921, and there tins one Point OCR -OSEP site visit.

38-949 0 - 85 - 3
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LO. OCR and OW are required to consult wilb each other In 4tvellopiq

geamdial strategists. Coacuscemoe betties's Offices is to be sought and

achieved. Our understanding is that this occurs sporadicalls and is the]

exception rather than the rule.

11. These must be 44 annual joint treining plan for 0681 and O staff wh'

perform functioas Covered, by the ROW. To the best of our 'knowledge this

plan has never bean developed,

12. The OCR and 0621, coordiastoss are to meet oil e quarterly basis to

determine areas in which joint policy development are neosasasy.

Procedures to be followed for development of such policy are pot fortis in

the MOO. It Is our understanding that this was 010Y Odcs in the first

13. oats shall be exchanged between OCR and 062P. There is to be a data

planning group that meets at least every six months to review data needs,

data instruments under development, and strategies For data use sad

management. sy January 1, of ascii year, a jointly &mapped aralual data

analysis plan is to be developed and submitted CO the Assistant

Secretaries. It is our understanding that there is Oreseht/y no formal or

informal cooperation or coordination between OUP and OCR on matters

relating to data collection or utilisation.

14. There is to be established an annual joint technical assistance plan

submitted to the Assistant Secretaries by August 1, of each year, that

responds to the technical assistanr needs of 22As, Utast other

recipients, handicapped children and their parents, teach's*, disabled

34
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coasuaers, providers, om4 other persons. To the bait of our kapwledle no

such plan has been developed or submitted.

15. Than is to be a report by July 1, of meek year, bythe coordinators to

the Assistant Secretaries oa the effectivenese with which the MOU is being

implemeated. It ie our uoderetandinAthec at least a drAft .sport wAs

dowel° d in the first sr but that noth.r- subso u nt hes occur '.

From our analysis, unless there is siesificant isfarmatioo we are not suers of,

we must conclude that the MOU is presently being admisistratively and

procedurally disregarded by the Departmeat without having declared shit to be

Departmeatal policy. Ws find it ironic that only slightly loss than a year

ago the Administretion &waded en agreemeet that they were mot complying with

and did not inteod to comply with even in an emended feabioe.

Ws da oat believe that compliance with the MOU is an sad in itself. Tice issue

is coordination between OCI and OSIP and public koowledge of the sanest in

which such coordination occurs.'
If the Department wishes to change the basis

for such coordination through new MOU they should do so with appropriate

public input. but, simply to di.rsgard what the public naderstande to be the

rules of the game is not acceptable behavior.

Conclusion

Mr. Chairman, many of our organisation, have always pursued a ressogable

balance between federal, state, sod local responsibility for assuring

handicapped children a fres Appropriate public education. The Congress in

P.L. 94-142 carefully crafted such delicate baleace of responsibility for

the varying levels of government. While there have certainly been some
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problems along the way, this delicate Wasece of respoisibility has

dramatically improved educational opportunity for over four million

handicapped students. Mowever, after examining the present status of federal

monitoring and cospliaoce activities,
we must coaclude that there hes been in

retest years a serious deterioration of the federal goveatiments efforts in

monitoring state compliance with P.L. 94-142 and Section 504 of the Vocational

Rehabilitation Act of 1973. We are not suggesting chat all handicapped

children in this country are all of a sudden in great jeopardy, for as in a

businees, if one partner is ill the others can maintain the business briefly

until the partner is welt. to ibis case the well-being of handicapped

children requires a speedy recovery of the Departeest of Education so it can

assume its responsibilitiso.

The question that parpleses us the most is, why did the deterioration

described in this testimony occur? There are some who would suggest that

since the Administration failed
at repealiag P.L. 94.142 and tailed at

deregulating it, it was therefore natural to simply cease to /administer it.

The CCDD Education Task Force is eat yet ready to accept this conclusion. We

hope the Administration, workiog with the Congress, will recognise the

seriousness of the problems they face and take immediate steps to bring its

monitoring and compliance activities into full health. In so doing they mutt

attend to at least the following:

1. The establishment of reasonable, coherent, and enforceable policies and

procedures detailing how the faders! monitoring and compliance syster will

work. Such policies sod procedures should be developed with public input,

reported to the Cmcagrres, and nude publicly available.
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4. There east be adequate qualified staff with sufficiest resources to carry

out the policies and procedures.

3. Such staff suet have the authority, with appropriate supervision, to carry

out their responsibilities.

4. The President has expressed his commitment to carry out P.L. 94-142, as

has the Secretary. Tha Coegress has shows comailtest bipertieee

commitment to this issue. This should net be a partisan issue.

S. Eftorts to deal with menitorieg and coeplisoce must eat ha dose at the

expense of other respeesibilities of CMS sod OCR. The present state of

discretionary programa admieietered by OSSP, for example, if shamieed

carefully, would raise essay of the same coaceres that have bees documented

is this testimony rullgardin P.L. 94-142 dad Section 504. We csamot "rob

Peter to pay Paul" when neither Peter nor Paul are well.
*

Finally, we are deeply saddened that we had to come before you today, with

this greatly disturbiag tlatimony. This nation for dec4'es, through

Democratic and Kepublican Administrations, has had just cow for great pride

in federal leedership directed at improving conditions for its handicapped

cititeat. Ws sincerely hope that this hearing will be the first step toward

restoring federal monitoring .to level deserviog of such national pride.
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Mr. MURPHY. Thank you very much, Mr. Weintraub.
If the members agree, we will withhold questioning until Mr.

Gerry hai testified.
Mr. BARTLETr. Mr. Chairman, if it would lie the will of the chair-

man, I do have one questionI suppose commentas to one of the
last statements that Mr. Weintraub made and then we can go on
with some of the questions about some of the substance of the testi-
mony.

I suppose I was disturbedI was at the White House when you
were at the White House when the President fully supported
Public Law 94-142 and, in fact, went one step further and said that
he was issuing the declaration of no amendments to either laws or
regulations, and yetand you say that you want to keep it nonpar-
tisan and not partisan attacks and then you say words like: "As
the administration," and I have to put it in quotes because I am so
shocked that you would say it since the administration "failed at
repealing Public Law 94-142 when the administration"the Presi-dent of the United States was M the room; I heard it with my ears
and you heard it with your ears, of his support for Public Law 94-
142 of Mrs. Will's enormous and magnificent support for enforcing
Public Law 94-142 and massive progress in that enforcement. The
President's declaration of support for not only Public Law 94-142,
but also in its present form, with no amendments in regulations or
in statute. I suppose it is a little bit disturbing to then take it from
the perspective of implying that the President had tried to repeal itin some--

Mr. WEINTRAUB. Well, I Quid notvometimes, as you know, Mr.
Bartlett, it is difficult to separate-1 did not say the President. I
said the administration. If you remember, there was lehrislation
proposed by the administration early on to, in fact, repeal Public
Law 94-142. There was legislation which this Congress rejected.
There was legislation proposed to amend--

Mr. BARTIxer. Which the President rejected in the White House
conference.

Mr. Wm/Tamils. If you remember, the President rejected it fol-
lowing the effort to deregulate it. I don'tand as I say in my last
part of this, thaw the President has indicated his support. The Sec-
retary has indicated his support. I wanted to disassociate our-
selvesand you will note in the sentence following the one you
quotedthat we said we are not ready to accept this conclusion.
We would like it not to be the conclusion, however, I would suggest
to you that there are people out in the field who see the question of
the failure to monitor the law in some substantive way as a natu-
ral progression from the events of 1981 and 1982.

We hope that is not the case. We don't believe that is Mrs. Will's
intention; we don't believe that is Dr. C,ullar's intention; and that
is why we think this issue needs to be resolved in a bipartisan fash-
ion as rapidly as possible so that the conclusion is not reached that
this is a part of some large scenario.

Mr. BARTLETT. Conspiracy theory that you would propose for us
today.

Well, I appreciate your clarification, I think. I do think we need
to examine the issues and determine what is the best monitoring
system for the Department. I think some substantial improvement
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has been made since May of 1983, and indeed, since 1979. But we
will get into those specifics.

I did want to make sure that we covered the point as to the
President's support for these issues and for handicapped children,
which has been demonstrated on numerous occasions.

Mr. MURPHY. We are also joined on the panel by Congressman
John Erletboni. Thank you, Mr. Erlenborn. Do you have an open -
ing statement, John?

Mr. EaLENVORN. No; I don't. Thanks, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you. OK.
Mr. Gerry, you may proceed.
Mr. GIRRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and mciebers of the subcommittee, first let me ex-

press my appreciation for your invitation to testify this morning on
the subpet of monitoring by the U.S. Department of Education to
determine the compliance of State education agencies to part B of
the Education Handicapped Act, its implementing regulations and
provisions relating to etimitiietration included in the edu-
cation department gene administrative regulations.

I understand that the subcommittee is also reviewing the coordi-
nation within the Department of compliance activities under part
B and under section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and I
would also like to comment on that briefly.

Because I am not testifying in a representative capacity, I would
like to outline my experience with Federal and State monitoring
activities under the act briefly for the subcommittee before com-
menting on the present performance of the Department of Educa-
tion in this important area.

During the period 1969 to 1977, I served in a variety of poaitions
within the Office of the Secretary of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare. From 1973 to 1974, I served as Deputy Di-

rector of the Office for Civil Rights, and in 1975, I was appointed
Director of that office by President Ford.

While serving as Deputy Director and Director of OCR, I was as.
signed principal responsibility by the Secretary for the develop-
ment of regulations to implement section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973. In fact, virtually all of the regulatory development ac-
tivities under that statute had been completed at the time of my
resignation from the Department in February of 1977.

During the same period I was also charged by the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare with oversight responsibility for
the development of the regulations by the Bureau for the Educa-
tion of the Hen. dicapped to implement Public Law 94-142.

As regulations for section 504 and Public Law 94-142 were being
developed concurrently by the Office for Civil Rihts; and the
Bureau for the Education of the Handicapped, Dr. Edwin Martin,
who was then the Associate Commisaioner of Education in charge
of BEH, and I discussed at length the question of the effective co-
ordination and implementation of the two statutes insofar as they
both applied to the operation of elementary and secondary educa-

tion programs.
In order to best use the existing resources of our two agencies,

and in order to take advantage of the different enforcement proce-
dures incorporated in the two statutes, Dr Martin and I developed
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an interagency agreement on the joint implementation of those
statutes. Under the teems of that agreement, which was signed in1976, OCR agreed to take responsibility for the investigation ofcompliance and the conduct of compliance reviews with respect tothe adherence of both local education agencies, LEA's, and State-
operated programs with the requirements of the two statutes.

In furtherance of this agreement BEll was to provide technical
staff support to regionally based OCR investigative teams duringall phases of their activities: initial investigation, formulation offindings, negotiation for voluntary compliance, and if necessary,enforcement.

The final element of our joint plan in this area was that where
voluntary compliance efforts were unsuccessful, the two agencieswould use the enforcement., options available under section 504that is, an administrative hearing procedure leading to a targetedLEA fund cutoff or suit by the Department of Justice seeking in-junctive relief, rather than the indirect SEA-oriented remediesavailable under Public Law 947142, which are very severe andwhich involve funds that are paid, to an entire State, rather than toa specific school district.

A second jor section of the joint agreement between OCR andBEH addr.d the compliance of State education agencies withthe provisions of both statutes. These agencies, of course, havedirect statewide compliance responsibilities under Public Law 94-142 and indirect responsibility for Statewide compliance under sec-tion 504, derived from the so-called "pass through" of Federal
funds to both LEA's and other State-operated programs.In this area, it was agreed that BEH was to assume responsibil-ity for the investigation of complaints and the conduct of compli-ance reviews with respect to the adherence of State educationagencies with the requirements of both statutes. OCR was to pro-vide technical staff support to BEH in those section 504 compliance
areas not coextensive with Public Law 94-142program accessibil-ity, for example, architectural barrier issues and nondiscrimination
in employment being two key examplesand in the formulation ofjoint findings and subsequent negotiation for voluntary compliance.

Enforcement optic= under both statutes were to be available to
BEH which would select the enforcement strategy most appropri-ate in light of the particular violations that were identified.

By its terms, the 1976 agreement was to become effective with
the publication of final regulations under each of the two statutes.After leaving the Department in 1977, I was informed by Dr.
Martin that the agreement had been unilaterally canceled by theOffice for Civil Rights at the beginning of the Carter administra-tion chiefly because of its political history.

In October of 1980, OCR and BEH, now in the Department of
Education, entered into a formal memorandum of understanding
which lacked the direct delegations of authority contained in the1976 agreement, but which did call for greatly unproved coordina-
tion between the two agencies, and Mr. Weintraub has listed 15 im-portant provisions of that agreement.

On the basis of my familiarity with both the past and current
implementation by the Office of Special Education Programs andOCR of the October 1980 MOU, I am convinced that the Office for
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Civil Rights has unwisely aid unilaterally withdrawn from or de-
faulted on some important obligations contained in that agreement.

I continue to believe that the effective coordination between
these two agencies can'and would dramatically improve the compli-
ance monitoring capabilities of both.

My dired involvement with the compliance monitoring activities
of the Bureau for the Education of the Handicapped began in 1979.
During that year, the Children's Defense Fund and other advocacy
organizations, together %Ailed the Education Advocates Coalition,
issued a major report critical of the operations of the Bureau in
five major areas related to monitoring and enforcement of Public
Law 94-142 requirements: monitoring procedures, lack of enforce-
ment, failure t4 issue policies, targeting of -resources, and the as-
signment of training and staff the five areas.

At Dr. Martin's request, and 'ng closely with staff in the di-
vision of assistance to States, I agreed to assist BEH, in e'en-eval-
uation of its current monitoring activities and in the dev-elii
of a plan to overcome any identified problems and to improv its
overall effectiveness. During 1979 and early 1980, I closely re-
viewed the SEA compliance monitoring activities of BEH, both, past
and current. In the course of this review, I studied the overall com-
pliance information collected by BEH during reviews of several
State education agencies, probably tens of thousands of pages of
documents, both offalte and onsite, and I reviewed carefully. the
content and subsequent compliance history of numerous letters of
findings issued by MR to various State education agencies.

During this process, I also reviewed BEH compliance monitoring
procedures and interviewed BEH staff members. In conducting this
review, I attempted to assess the accuracy of the various criticisms
of BEH compliance monitoring programs presented in the report of
the Education Advocates Coalition.

Based on this in-depth review, I identified four important prob-
lems which I believe significantly reduce the effectiveness of BEH
compliance monitoring efforts. These 1980 problems that were iden.-
tifitd, at least by me, were: One, a lack of understanding ae to
what monitoring is or should be and a consistent confusion be-
tween the administrative responsibilities imposed on State educa-
tion agencies by Federal requirements that could be monitored di-
rectly and the underlying local program of compliance require-
ments which proper execution of SEA administrative responsibil-
ities are designed to ensure. That was the first area.

The second was an inappropriate overlapping of State plan ap-
proval issues and compliance monitoring findings?, as evidenced by
the failure of BEH to require State education agencies to develop
and include in the State plan policies and procedures which trans-
latp general Federal regulatory requirements into measurable oper-
ational litandares that could be used at the local level.

The third area WWI a rigid adherence to a triannual onsite moni-
toring sci--edule for each State education agency, regardless of its
current compliance-related data or its compliance h. 'Any, a lack of
adequate advance preparation for SEA complier, monitoring
visits, including the identification and analysis of ._ available in-
ior-lation, and the routine conduct of short, unfocused visits to a
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small number of local education' agencies in each State which, in
my ,judgment, provided no reliable compliance information.

Finally, the unstructuNd and unfocused collection of information
which often resulted in the inability of OSEP to legally support
findings presented to State education agencies and the lack of any
effective followup where voluntary implementation plans were
agreed to by BEH and SEA.

Mr. Chairman, during the balance of my testimony, I would like
to provide the subcommittee with, one, a brief explanation of each
problem identified; and two, an assessment of how and to what
extent each problem exists currently within OSEP.

Before doing so, I would like to briefly explain the basis for my
familiarity with current OSEP and SEA compliance activities.

Since leaving the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
in 1977, in addition to my involvement during the 1979-80 review of
BEH compliance monitoring, which I have described, I have
worked directly with over 40 State education agencies and with
scores of local education agencies in a wide variety of legal policy
issues related to the implementation of Public Law 94-142.

In this regard, over the past 7 years, I have drafted State special
education laws, regulations, policy statements and interagency
agreements. I have served since 1977 as counsel to the House
Wednesday Group of the House of Representatives and in 1983 and
1984, I served as cochair of the Commission on the Financing of a
Free Appropriate Public Education for Special Needs Children
asked by this subcommittee to study a range of financing and ad-
ministrative issues crucial to the effective implementation of
Public Law 94-142. I have participated actively in the preparation
of its report.

During this same 7-year period, I have represented parent dis-
ability organizations. including several members of the consortium,
in a wide range of courses designed to protect the rights of handi-
capped children guaranteed under the act under section 504.

Finally, I serve as a project officer on part B grants awarded by
the Department of Education to the Fund for Equal Access to Soci-
ety, a nonprofit organization with which I am connected, and the
National Association of State Directors of Special Education, to
train State Education Agency special education compliance moni-
toring, complaint investigation and policymaking staff.

The first area, the concept of monitoring and Federal/State ad-
ministration under part Band I want to go through this mainlyi
because I thin the word "monitoring" is used in many different,.
ways for may different things and some of the confusion about
what monitoring is and who does it is based on, I think, a lack of
clear view of exactly what we are talking about. So I would like to
take a couple minutes to talk about what monitoring is, as I under-
stand the statute and regulations.

Mr. MURPHY. Could you rather summarize those explanations
and those points, Mr. Gerry, we may be called to a rollcall and we
would like to have your testimony completed before that.

Mr. GERRY. Well, let me say this: I think, Mr. Chairman, first
and I will try to summarize this as quickly as I cansince this is
the heart of my testimony about the problems with--
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Mr. MURPHY. Well, we don't want to spoil the heart of your testi-
mony.

Mr. GtititY. I will try to summarize it without losing the point.
First, I think that I identified two different theories of monitor-

ng which have been interchangeably used in conversations and
which I think are profoundly different. One view is that monitor-
ing is a management process by which an agency collects informa-
tion regularly, not periodically, analyzes the information in an
effort to try to identify potential problems of compliance. That is

an ongoing process and it involves both work offsite or onaite and,
to me, monitoring is a permanent ongoing responsibility under this
statute of the Department of Education and the Office of Special
Education Programs.

Now, the other theory of monitoring is what I call in my testimo-
ny the "travel event theory." It seems to be how many places you
visit is whatin other words, peoplerefer to monitoring as though
it is an event that can be described. I went out yesterday and I
monitored the State Education Agency.

That concept of monitoring kind of runs through a lot of the dis-
cussion because we then talk about how many states have been
monitored, for example. It is very important to discuss which defi-
nition of monitoring we are talking about. Are we talking about
how many teams went to visit specific places and specific States or
are we really talking about whether there is a system to collect
and analyze information which will include visiting states. It may
include visiting local education agencies.

The first thing I think is important is for us to talk about moni-
toring in a broader context because it is clear to me that in the
General Education Provisions Act, which is actually the place
where the monitoring responsibility connected to Public Law 94-
142 is currently defined, I believe it is clear that what congress had
in mind was the broader view of monitoring as a management
process.

If we start with that, then I think the next important question is,
who is responsible for monitoring the behavior of which agencies?
In other words, if we talk about this management of information,
we are looking to identify problems. The question is, who is sup-
posed to be doing this? In the way I read the statute, it is quite
clear that both the Federal Government and the States are sup-
posed to be actively involved in monitoring.

In fact, most of the provisions of the General Education Provi-
sions Act address State monitoring. So if that is true, then the
question is, who are they supposed to be focusing on?

Now, in my reading of the statute and regulations, the Federal
Government, as Congress designed this statute, was to be primarily
focused on monitoring States and States, in turn, were to be pri-
marily focused on monitoring local education agencies.

Now, if that is true, the question is, what is the content of that
monitoring, what should be? Now, this gets us to this question of 21

areas versus 11 areas, whether there is a reduction or increase in
monitoring. I think there is confusion here.

For the most part, State education agencies don't operate direct-
ly local education programs, so that when you talk about monitor-
ing placement of children in 'least-restrictive environments or you
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talk about monitoring the evaluation of children who are learning-
disabled, you are talking about an activity that occurs almost
always at the local level, not at the State level.

When you talk about what States do under the act, I think there
are 11 general administrative responsibilities identified in Public
Law 94-142 and in the General Education Provisions Act. Five ofthose are, I think, from an advocacy standpoint, really crucial to
the protection of the rights of handicapped children and those five
are: the review of local applications;' the investigation of complaints
by parents; the monitoring of program operations at the local level;
the conduct and review of due process hearingsI think those are
the five. I may have left one out, but 'I willthat is a process which

think the Congress created and taken together, it represents the
State's efforts to protect rights at the local level.

So when, for exampleas did occurthere was a change in the
focus of Federal monitoring for 21 areas to 11 areas, what there
really was was a defining of the proper role of Federal monitoring.
The 21 areas, by the way, don't exist in the statute or regulations
as such; they werethey. happen to be 21 areas that Were listed in
the document compiled by the Office of S. Education Pro-
?rams. When the office went through its analysis of its proper role,it moved to a definition of 11 areas, not to reduce anything, but
just to figure out the difference between/what happened at the
State level and what would happen at the local level.

Now, the 10 areas that aren't on the list of 11, such as placement
in the least-restrictive education environmentan issue I am very
interested inis monitored curre:tly under this system, but not di-
rectly. It is monitored indirectly. For example, if it occurs at the
local level, then the States should be monitoring and one of the
things that OSEP compliance monitoring staff do is to look at the
monitoring procedures that are used by the State for a least-restric-
tive environment, so they would look at the questions that are
asked, the data that is collected, how the State analyzes that data,
and what kind of findings the State presents the local school sys-tems.

The same thing would happen with due process hearings. They
would look to see what due process hearings were conducted on
least-restrictive environments, what the outcomes of those due
process hearing were, what the decisions were, and so on, with
State/local applications, the content, hearing decisions and com-
plaints.

So that it is not that those 10 substantive areas have dropped out
of the monitoring system, rather, they have been properly incorpo-
rated in it as focused-issue reviews of the States. So how are the
States doing in each of those 10 areas because the law primarily
puts on a State the responsibility for setting policythat is the
fifth area of general supervisionand enforcing.

So I don't agree with the proposition that the scope of monitor-
ing has decreased at all. I think that the--what has happened isthat there has been a needed clarification and distinction between
State monitoring and local.

The second major area that we talked aboutI will skip over
generallyis the State plan review and compliance monitoring ac-tivities. I think there were a lot of problems with the issues that
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were raised to approve State versus the issues that were
raised to monitor districts. The te plan review system is basical-
ly a contractual system in which the States are required to enter
into certain assurances, provide certain policies and laws and dem-
onstrate that they have the structure to implement the act.

In concept, it was not designed as a mecha niam -for dealing with
specific compliance issues. In any event, I think most of the confu-
sion in that area has been eliminated and the remaining needs
probably are to, as I testified earlier, to try to et the State educa-
tion agencies to do their policymaking job. The t4 est single prob-
lem right now, I think, 'in terms of structuring this whole process is
that few States have detailed measurable standards. I mean State
standards, not Federal standards, but State standards, which tell a
local school system what this general Federal requirement means,
or at least what options the local school system has legally to run
their programs.

I think that is the major issue remaining. It is important to
making the system work.

That gets us to this whole issue that was raised in the third of
my points, which is the planning and structuring of monitoring.ac-
tivities, and again I think we have gotten into an area ofconfusion.
The triannual review, which has been discussed quite a bit, strikes
me as something which we need to really look at closely.

In talking with Dr. Martin, I think I can identify its origin in
what I describe in my testimony as a kind of show the flag concept.,
which I am not sure is a bad idea. In fact, I think it was probably a
good idea the first few years after the passage of the act.

The idea was, literally, the travel event, that Federal officials
would travel to each State, would appear in the State capital,
would meet with State education oiEials and parents and advoca-
cy groups and go to the local level in an effort to reap y. convince
and we know that some States were more reluctant than others
States that there really was a serious compliance obligation that
this law had passed and that the Federal Government intended
that it be implemented.

I think that that kind of show the Vag strategy makes some
sense in retros , but it has been a long e since we passed the
law and I think we can say with some amour: = at this. point that
there really are few, if any, local education encias or Statesno
States, certainlythat don't know that the law',has been passed or
what their general responsibilitiez are or who ,need that type of
strategy any more.

The question is, at this point, does it make any .sense to critique
the Office of Special Education for moving away from a
triannual review? It seems to me answer is exactly the oppo-
site; no, it doesn't make any. sense. The Children's Defense Rind
one of the their major fin., was the lack of targeting b the
Federal Government on spec' is compliance problems. In tea
before Congress over, I guess, a total of about a 10-year pen
when I was in the Federal Government, one of the questions that
was consistently asked of the Office f Civil to and other Fed-
eral agencies is what are you doing to really d out where the
problems are, as opposed to just going out and routinely spending
travel money?
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That, in fact, became part of the order in Adams versusI have
to go back, I think it wasthen we went through all the Secretar-
ies and it is now Bell. In the Adams case, what the U.S. District
Court for the District of Columbia did was precisely reject the rou-
tine periodic review theory and say to the Office for Civil Rights:
"You have to go out and collect information about what is going on
out there in the States and then you have to target your monitor-
ing effort based on likely indicators of problems."

That is the structure in the Adams case and that is where OSEP
has moved to.

To condense a couple of pages of my testimony, I see nothing
wrong with that.

The second point is this question of visiting local school districts
and that is one that I have very strong feelings about, having run a
compliance program for a few years that visits a lot of local
schools. First, I reviewed the results of a lot of these visits in about
10 States and I can tell you that other than identifying what I
would describe as global issues that came up in the first couple
years of the actfor example, no handicapped children would have
IEP's or there would be no child find system. Something that
would literallycould be identified in the 10-minute conversation
and that you wouldn't need much legal support for once you vali-
dated it.

There is very little documentary evidence of compliance or non-
compliance collected during most of these visits and if you think
about it, you could see why becausesay I went into a State the
size of Pennsylvania, Ohio, or New York, and I had to do a sample
of local school systems. If I am a lawyer and I am investigating
compliance with the law, what kind of a sample would I have to
take of the number of handicapped children in the State or the
number of districts in order to really have reliable findings alut
compliance at the local level on a statewide basis? Say that I said
10 percent. So I had to takewell, I once read a large review of the
New York City School System and if I just thought about 10 per-
cent of the handicapped children in the New York City School
System and the number of staff it would take to investigate any
major issue of compliance in any competent way at the local level,
for 10 percent of the children in the New York City School System
in 10 percent of the schools, I certainly couldn't drop by for a visit
for a couple of days with a team of two or three people and come
away from that visit with anything that could be described as reli-
able compliance information.

While the New York City School System is the largest school
m in the country, I think I could say the same about two or

t ree people in a day or two in almost any school system. The ques-
tion is, what is the utility of doing that? At this point in the imple-
mentation of the law, would we really identify the kind of complex
difficulty in challenging compliaisee problems which we know exist,
but are we going to document anything with that procedure? I
think the answer is clearly no.

What OSEP has done, as I understand it, is to say, "Look, we are
going to take this issue-specific focus at the State level; we are
going io go into a State-level State Education Agency; we are going
to see how they are handling an issue like placement in least-re-
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strictive environment or evaluation." As we review their docu-
ments, if we see some problems, then we are going to go to specific
LEA's that we identity and we are going to really look at that
problem. OSEP did that, for example, in Ohio, with the placement
of children in separate schools for mentally retarded children,
where they went into Ohio and they went into four school systems
and they did a very tho ...II review of that problem.

Well, when they = that review, they had something to go
to the State of Ohio with because they had spentas it turns out
probably the time of between 5 and 10 people forI would esti-
mateat least 2 to 3 weeks collecting data just on-site to deal with
that one issue, which was the assignment of trainable mentally re-
tarded students to separate schools. They had, I believe, legally
supportable findings.

But the idea that somehow they could just append or ought to
append to their routine State visits unfocused reviews of LEA's
strikes me as really a waste of their resources. It is also something
that may tend to confuse States as to what they are supposed to be
doing, because if we asked the States to target compliance prob-
lems, I think we ought to spend most of our resources seeing if
they do a good job, not routinely visiting school systems to try to
kind of replicate in a very shorthand fashion what they are trying
VI do.

Finally, since I have, I think, defended or at least supported sev-
eral of the changes that have gone on, which I don't think are re-
gressive or show any lack of support for the law or its enforce-
mentin fact, I think that there are successful efforts to improve
the administration of the system, I do think there are two or three
areas where we needcontinue to need improvement and hel

The first is the actual collection of information ons
.

ite. e
there has been some progress, there seems to me to be considerably
more needed in terms of training staff to collect evidence that can
be used in an enforcement proceeding if necessary, which includes
the advance preparation of data-collection instruments, proper
interviewing techniques, some of the basic issues of onsite activi-
ties. I think that is primarily a training activity, but it is a belly
needed one.

Perhaps most ;mportantly, and here I agree completely with Mr.
Weintraub's testimony, I think, the lack of followup, I think, is a
very serious one. It is important for the Department to deal with
thisthat when compliance plans are agreed to, where a State and
the Federal Government agree on a particular strategy to over-
come an identified problem, my understanding is right now that
there is very little staff time, if any, committed to really checking
up to see whether that occurs or not. In other words, whether those
various actions that are supposed to take place do take place.

There are really two issues: One, are the agreed-upon actions
carried out; and second, do they do any good? In other words, when
you are monitoring a plan, you always want' to look at each of
those issues. Right now, I think that there continues to be a prob-
lem with that which needs to be rectified.

In general, let me say that I think, Mr. Chairman, that there has
been significant progress by the Office of Special Education Pro-
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grams in the last 3 or 4 years, I think that has been .strengthened
during the last year by Mrs. Will's administration.

I know that there are activities under way within the office,
which I am sure you will hear more about, to make further im-
provement& I think that the °SEP Program is, in my judgment,
currently moving ahead aggressively and successfully.

I thank you very much for the opportunity to testify.
[Prepared statement of Martin H. Gerry follows:}

PISAAID STATICSIZITT or MAXIM H. GLARY, Arroitexe, Picea= & GSARY

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, first let me express my appre-
ciation for your invitation to testify this morning on the subject of monitoring by
the US. Department of Educe''sn to determine the compliance of state education
aencies with Part B of the Education of the Handicapped Act (as amended), its im-
plementing Regulation (34 C.F.R. 300), and Provisions relating to Program adthinis-
(34 CFR 76). I understand that the mittee is also reviewing the -' Ili::
tration included in the Education Do. ,., AdministrativeGeneral Administrave

within the Department of compliance activities under Part B and under Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

I would like to outline my experience with Federal and State monitoring activitiesunder the Act before commenting on the present performance of the Department of
Education in this important area. During the period 1969-1977 I served in a variety
of positions within the Office of Secretary of the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare. From 1973-1974 I served as Deputy Director of the Office for Clvil

ta (OCR) and in 1975 I was appointed Director of that Office by President Ford.
re-sponsibility by the of HEW for the development of regulations to imple-

le serving as De ty Director and Director of OCR, I was assigned principal le-

nient Section 504 of th.. Rehabilitation Act of 1973. In fact, virtually all of the regu-
latory development activities under that statute had been completed at the time of
my resignation from the Department in February of 1977. During the same period I
was also charged by the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare with oversight
responsibility for the development of the regulations being eaveloPed by the Bureaufor the Education of the Handicapped to implemented Pi. 94-142.

As r ,Istions for Section 504 and P.L. 94-142 were being developed concurrently
by the Mice for Civil Rights and the Bureau for the Education of the Handicapped
(BEH), respectively, Dr. Edwin Martin (who was then the Associate Comnaissioner of
Education in charge of BEH) and I discussed at length the question of the effective
coordinated implementation of the two statutes in so far as they both applied to the
operation of elementary and secondary education programs. In order to best use the
existing resources of our two agencies and in order to take advantage of the differ-
ent enforcement procedures incorporated in the two statutes, Dr. Martin end I de-veloped an batra-agency agreement on the joint implementation of both statutes.

responsibility for the iinvestigation of complaints and the conduct of comphance re-
Under the terms of which was signed in 1976, OCR agreed to take

views with respect to the rence of both local education agencies (LEAs) and
state operated programs with the requirements of the two statutes. In furtherance
of this agreement, BEH was to provide technical staff support of regionally-based
OCR investigative teams during all phases of their activities: initial investigation;
formulation of findings; negotiation for voluntary compliance; and, if necessary, en-
forcement. A final element of our t plan in this area was that where voluntary
compliance efforts were u the two agencies would nee the enforcement
options available under Section 504 (Le., an administrative hearing procedure lead-
ing to targeted LEA fund cut-off or suit by the Department of Justice seeking_in-
junctive relief) rather than the indirect SEA oriented remedies available under FL.94-142.

A second major section of the joint agreement between OCR and BEH addressed
the compliance of State education agencies (SEAS) with the provisions of both stat-
utes. These agencies, of course, have direct statewide compliance responsibilitiesunder P.L. 94-142 and indirect responsibility for statewide compliance under Sec-
tion 504 derived from the "pass through" of Federal funds to both LEAs and other
State agencies operating education programs. In this area, it was agreed that BEH
was to assume responsibility for the investigation of complaints and the conduct of
compliance reviews with respect to the adherence of SEAS with the requirements ofboth statutes. OCR was to provide technical staff support to BEH in those Section
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504 compliance areas not co-extensive with F.I. 94-142 (e.g., program accessibility;
nondiscrimination in employment) and in the formulation of joint findings and sum
sequent negotiation for Voluntafy compliance. Enforcement options under both stat-
utes were to be available to BIM which would select the enforcement strategy most

to in light of the `particular violations that were identified.
y its terms, the 1976 nt was to become effective with the publication of

final regulations under each the two statute& After leaving the Department in
1977, I was informed by Dr. ' that the agreement had been unileterally can-
celled by the Office for Civil is chief! because of its_political history. In. Octo-
bar of 1980 OCR and BEH (now in the t of Education) entered into a
formal Memorandum of Understanding ail0 which lacked the direct delegations
of authority contaiped in the 1976 Agreement but which called for greatly improved
coordination between the two agencies. On the basis of my familiarity with both the
past and current implementation by the Office of Special Education Programs
(OSEP) and OCR of the October 1980MOU, I am convinced that OCR has, unwisely
and unilaterally, withdrawn from or defaulted on important obligations contained
in the agreement. I continue to believe that effective coordination between these
agencies can and would dramatically improve the compliance monitoring capabili-
tiee of both.

My direct involvement with the compliance monitoring activities of the Bureau
for the Education of the Handicapped began in 1979. During that year the Chil-
dren's Defense Fund and other advocacy organizations (together called the Educa-
tion Advocates Coalition) issued a major report critical of the operations of the
Bureau in five meinr areas related to monitoring and enforcement of P.L. 94-142
requirements: mattering procedures; lack of enforcement; failure to issue policies;

of resources; and assignment and training of staff. At Dr. Martin's request
an woe closely with staff of the Division of Assistance to States, I agreed to
assist BEH a self-evaluation of its current monitoring activitas and in the devel-
opment of a plan to overcome any identified problems and improve its overall effec-
tiveness.

During 1979 and early 1980 I closely reviewed the SEA compliance monitoring ac-
tivitas of BEH, both pst and current. In the course of this review I studied the
overall compliance information collected by BEll during the review of several SEAs,
both off-site and on-site, and I re' iawed carefully the content and subsequent com-
pliance history of numerous letters of finding issued by BEH to various SEAs.
During this process I also reviewed BEH compliance monitoring procedures and
interviewed numerous BEH monitoring staff members. In conducting this review I
also attempted to assess the accuracy of the various criticisms of the BEll compli-
ance monitoring program presented in the report of the Education Advocates Coali-
tion. Based on this in-depth review, I identified four important problems which I
believed significantly reduced the effectiveness of BEH compliance monitoring ef-
forts. These problems included;

(1) A lack of understanding as to what "tnoni - is or should be and a consist-
ent confusion between the administrative rem ties imposed on SEAs by Fed-
eral requirements that can be monitored directly and the underlying local program
compliance requirements which proper execution of SEA administrative responsibil-
ities are designed to ensure;

(2) An inappropriate overlapping of State Plan approval issues and coo
monitoring findings, as evidenced by the failure of MI I to require SEAs to
and include in the State Plan policies and procedures which translate general Fed-
oral regulatory requirements into measurable operational standards;

(3) A rigid adherence to a triannual on-site monitoring schedule for each SEA (re-
gardless of current compliance-related data or state compliance history), a lack of
adequate advance preparation for SEA compliance monitoring visits (including the
identification and am of all available information) and the routing conduct of
short, unfocused visits to a smell number of LEAs in each SEA which provided no
reliable compliance information; and

(4) The unstructured and unfocused collection of information often resulting in
the inability of OSEP to legally support findings presented to SEAs and the lack of
any effective follow-up where voluntary implementation plans were agreed to by
BEH and an SEA.

Mr. Chairman, during the balance of my testimony I would like to provide the
Subcommittee with: (1) a brief explanation of each problem identified; and (2) an
assessment of how and to what extent each problem exists within OSEP. Before

so, I would like to briefly explain the basis for my familiarity with current
and SEA compliance activities.

38-949 0 - 85 - 4
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Since leaving the Department of Health, Education and Welfare in 1971, in addi-
tion to my involvement during 1979-80 in the review of BEH compliant! monitoring
described above, I have worked directly with over 40 SEAs and with worse of local
education agencies in a wile variety of lewd and policy issues relating tOthedirn=
mentation of P.L. 94-142. In this regard, over the past sewn years I ha
state special education laws, regulations, policy statements and iota agree.
manta. In 1983-84 1 served as a CoChair of the Connaision on tlis of a
Free Appropriate Public Education for Special Needs Children asked by Sub-
committee to study a range of financing and adminiatrative issues crucial to ef-
fective implementation of P.L. 94-142 and participated actively in the
its report During the same seven year period I have remanded parent and
ity organizations in a wide range of cases designed to protect the rights of
capped children guaranteed under the Act and under Section 504. Finally, I current-
ly serve as Project Officer on Part D grants awarded by the Department of Educa-
tion to the Fund for Equal Access to and the National Association of State
Directors of Special Education (NASDSE) to train SEA special education compliance
monitoring, complaint investigation and policy making staff.

MR CONCEPT OF MONITORING AND FRDERAL/RTATIC ansurneraarzon UN= PART

Much of the confusion regarding the proper nature and wettest of Federal monitor-
ing of SEA and LEA compliance with P.L. 94-142 and related regulatoty inovisions
sterns, I believe, from a basic misunderstanding of the concept of monitoring, itself.
In my view, "monitoring" is an 0.4 management process through which (1) in-
formation is regularly collected analyzed to determine whether the behavior of
all those agencies subject to monitoring scrutiny meets standards established by or
adopted by the monitoring agency, and (2) all agencies not conforming to established
standards are required to do so. Thus, monitoring becomes a continuous manage-
ment process by which all sondes are regularly reviewed and required to conform
to established standards.

Applied to P.L. 94-142, this definition would envision a monitoring role in which
information conce the behavior of state sad local education agencies would be
collected and analyzed to determine compliance with applicable Federal require-
ments. Where deficiencies were found, non-complying agencies would be required to
promptly comply with established standards.

This view of monitoring differs sharply from what I would call the "travel event
theory" which is often used as the frame of reference for discussions of monitoring.
The "travel event theory" defines monitoring in terms of visits or appearances in
particular places at particular tames. Under this theory an agency can be said to
have been "monitonel" when it has been visited by a team of individuals charged
with reviewing its compliance status. In sum, this theory of monitoring confuses one
important aspect of an overall monitoring process, an no -site data collection visit,
with the process, itself. This confusion often generates questions which are
exclusively to on-site visitation, such as "How long has it been since they have
monitered?"

Once a clear definition of monitoring is established, the next important question
is: "Who is primarily responsible for monitoring the behavior of which agencies?'
While there has been an assumption by some that the Federal Government is prin-
cipally responsible for monitoring the behavior of all education with regard
to the requirements of P.L. 94-14Z current Federal statutes regulations perti-
nent to the administration of P.L. 94-142 clearly differentiate the principal monitor-
ing responsibilities assigned to Federal (MEP) and state education agencies. Pursu-
ant to P.L. 94-142, the General Education Provisions Act, and their implementing

pi ce of local education agencies, and state operated programs (i.n, aldose)
tions, SEAs are charged with principal responsibility for mash the DOM-

with the substantive provisions of the Act. In contrast, the Department of Education
is assigned principal responsibility for the monitoring of the compliance of SEAs
with tha administrative requirements imposed under bWI Federal Statutes. There
is no question that the De t of Education has authority under P.L. 94-142 to
review the compliance of but the basic design of the statute requires that this
authority be used in the contest of ensuring effective State administration.

Under the provisions of P.L. 94-142 and the General Education Provisions Act (as
defined in the Education Department General Administrative Von), SEAs are
required to carry out eleven (11) basic administrative tee ties linked to the
operation of the Part Et program. Five of these responsib titles involve the SEA in
direct review and regulation of program compliance at the local level. These five
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The apt of untergeted periodic reviews also is quite inconsistent with the
standards for civil rights coclipliance reviews in a eerie* of consent orders issued by
the United States Daetrict Court in Adams v. Beg and its peedecessoto. In 1976 I
negotiated a Comsat ititreestsest with repreeentatives of the NAACP legal Miens
Fund, Inc. and other major civil and woesee's _rights organisations which called for
the collection and analysis of information by OCR to target its compliance reviews
under Section 504 and other civil rights laws on those state and local *ducal=
intencies which to have the greatest likelihood of compliance problems.
This same a - is reflected in Part 11 of the District Court's most recent Con-
sent Order ( 11, 1983) in the csee.

During the last three years MEP has initiated and is continuing to improve its
collection of general compliance from both State and local education agencies. This
information, in conceit with SEA cord history and complaints, has been used
to "target" specific SEAN for in d compliance rsinitoring activity. A second
eneior consequence of this effort has been the design and partial implementatkin of
a continuous screening proms for identifying and tracking the correction of identi-
fied SEA compliance problems. .

A second element of the early BEN monitoring system was inclusion in
state visits of relatively unstructured visits to LEAs and other state operated
education programs. These visits were an important part of the "show the ffse
strategy and also allowed Federal officials to gal go the degree to which the basic

=rand guarantees of P.L. 94-142 had been communicated by the SEA to the
el. The visits often revealed first generation -- problems on which

the SEAS were to follow-up (gg., no IEPs for identified children) but
rarely provided reliable compliance information on more than global issues.
Again, whatever the usefulness of the visits may have been, as time passed their
utility declined sharply and the fact of the visits contributed greatly to SEA confu-
sion about the proper role of SEA monitoring and administration. The notion that
the conduct of these onite inspection visits did or could produce relAble evidence
of statewide notocompliance on local program operations is absurd. It would take
scores of OSEP staff several months to review the ovendl program compliance of a

le sample of LEA* in a single Sate.
regiral.gb the last three years OSEP has concentrated its efforts on SEA administra-
tive requirements and on the effects of those administrative actions on ins-
pornint send generation com problems at the local level. Because at the
SEA administration and supervision of many State operated programs, OSEP has
continued to make in-depth visits to theme programs when conducting oneits visits
to SEAs. In contrast, on-site visits to LEAs have been made as warranted by
the results of initial review of SEA administrative operations. LEA visits are
scheduled, the information to be collected at the I -ZA level can be focused and reli-
able.

vance planning of its compliance monitoring activities. Off -site data collection and
Finalgndnuring the last three years OSEP has also made major gains in the ad-

analysis efforts have been dransaticolly expanded and comprehensive state profiles
have been prepared in connection with all scheduled compliance monitoring activi-
ties. These profits have provided an extremely important frame of reference for
both OSEP monitoring teams and SEA special eth administrators.

OUP INVIIIIGATIVE AND PUIOW-vie PSOCIDLIUS

My review of specific BEH compliance monitoring files and related documents re-
vealed pervasive problems both in the planning and collection of compliance Woe-
(nation and the lack of follow-up to negotiated corrective action_ *ns accepted by
BEN. Because in part of the lack of internal, interpretive inaMer& related to both
SEA administrative responsibilities and LEA substantive compliance rseponsibd-
itiss, BE/I SEA compliance reviews wen stractUred mainly around "checklist" of
regulatory provisions. As a result of this approach information oallectbd by BEH on-
site monitoring teams was often both extraneouti and unusable in terms of eviden-
tiary value. In my judgment, data collection should be focussed on collecting those
piece of information needed to teat an investigative or compliance hypothesis (e.g.,
SEA X is (is not) investigating every complaint it receives?). These i nvestigative lay-
pathless must, in turn, derive from specific statutory or 2110111tOly provisions. In
this way a .tear linkage between legal requirement and data collection can be made
and an "investigative data base" for any compliance monitoring activity CAD be PIP
crated. Once data base exists, data collection can be planned and structured data
collection instruments can be developed with due attention to legal evidenoiary re-
quirements. Based on this system, legally supportable findings can than be made
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and enforced. On the basis of my 197140 review of lIEU compliance monitoring ac-
tivities, I concluded that none of thee. beak building blocks was yet fully in pisos.

During the last three or four year' OSEP has make measurable gains in -
ins the type of investigative system I have just described. Internal interpretive
standards have been developed in several areas and overall data collection planning
(partiadarkv off-aitel has improved. While the advance preparation of structured
data collection instruments has improved in certain arms, the problem of organized
data collection and analysis has not been fully addressed.

My review of BEN compliance monitoring urea also revealed a serious prob.
Wm with respect to the lack of follow-up by - 54' of SEA implenseutation of correc-
tive action (or "voluntiuy implementation") plans. While the development of the
new continuous screening procedures I described above will make an important con-
tribution to this area, the problem of inadequate follow-up by OBEP of plan imple-
mentation remains a serious one.

Mr. Chairman, I again wish to express my appreciation for the opportunity to tes-
tify this morning. I b.Ii.ve the questions which the Sub-committee is addressing in
this hearing are of vital importance to millions of handicapped Americans. I be-
lieved the Office of Special kducation Programs has made important in the
last three years to improve the quality and effectiveness of its com monitor-
ing program. While serious problems remain to be solved, the )1' program is, in
my judgment, cunently moving ahead aggressively and successfully.

I would be happy to answer any questions that you or other members of the Sub-
committee may wish to ask.

Thank you.

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you very much, Mr. Gerry.
I have one or two questions and then I will turn it over to the

other members of the panel. I welcome Mr. Paul Simon, Mr. Pat
Williams: and John McCain, who have also joined us here at the
hearing.

Mr. Weintraub, do you feel that the reductions in staff within
the Office of Special Education Programs have been hindering the
Office's ability to monitor the programs? You mentioned that you
felt they have not monitored local school districts and do you be-
lieve that it is reduction in staff that has caused this?

Mr. Wzamrs.Aus. Well, as I had indicated in my statement, Mr.
Chairman---

Mr. MtraPHY. Or a reduction in commitment?
Mr. WEINTRAUB [continuing]. There has been a 75-percent reduc-

tion it the number of people available to do the job. Basically what
you have got is you have got a very complex law; you have got 50
States plus the territories, et cetera, and you have 10 people in the
Federal Government who sup y are responsible for seeing
that all of what has to take p .= takes place. I think that is a
little bit overwhelming.

There used to be 40 of those people. I don't know whether 40 is
the magic figure. It partially depends, Mr. Chairman, on what
model you use. Mr. Gerry has suggested that there is a new model.
Well, if the new modelcertainly not enough to do the old model
.1 question whether it would be enough to do the new model as well.

Mr. MURPHY. May I ask you, Mr. Gerry, do you think, then, it is
not the obligation of the Office of Special Education to monitor any
local school districts? Do you think they should not go into the
LEA's at all?

Mr. GERRY. No, Mr. Chairman, I don't think that. I think that
they should go into LEA's where they have identified reasons to go
into LEA's. In other words, I don't think that they should routipely
monitor LEA's and I don't think the act calls for that or an ci-
pates it. I think that they should monitor State education agencies,
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look at the data that they have on hand from State education agen-
cies and directly from JAA's--

Mr. MURPHY. From your experience, were you satisfied that all
State agencies monitored the local agenciesif you don't monitor
the lam; educational agencies, which is where the actual student is
either being attended to or not being attended to, is actually get-
ting the full education; is actually being mainstreamed. If you
don't get down to that level, how are you going to monitor to see
whether the act is accomplishing the purposes?

Mr. GERRY. Well, maybe I can give you a couple of examples. It
seems to me that if you properly monitor the State education agen-
cies' monitoring activities, because they have their ownthat is, if
you look at how they selected local State education agencies, what
data they analyzed, how they asked questions and what informs,
tion they collect, what they do with the information, how they ana-
lyee it, whether they send letters identifying problems to local
school systems. If you go through that process and you review how
they are doing their job, it seems to me then the bigand, of
course, you have the benefit ofand I agree completely with Mr.
Weintraub and I think it is important to meet with parents and
advocates. It is important to listen to what people are telling you
through complaints, both direct and indirect, and if you have no
evidentiary data and you have no complaints and you have no indi-
cations of problems at the local level, then I don't think it is neces-
sary to monitor at the local level.

'the problem I have, Mr. Chairman, is if it were helpful, I don't
think it could be done with enormous increases in resources compe-
tently becauseif I were, for example, going to go and visit a local
education agencyand this is what used to 'happenfor a half day
or a dayand I have two people, and I were going to visit any
school system of any sizethis law, of course, is individual child-
specific, so if I am going-to look at what is happening, I am going
to have to look at the records of individual children, really. I mean,
I am going to have to seeI just don't think that the capacity,
apart from the philosophy, thai, the capacity exists with 10 times
the staff to really do that in a respectable statistically representa-
tive sample.
- Mr. SIMON. Mr. Chairman

Mr. GERRY. So I think both philosophically
Mr. MURPHY. Do you believe that they arethat the office is

properly staffed now to do the monitoring job or
Mr. GERRY. I don't know what the number of people actually as-

signed to monitoring is, and of course, I don't administer the office.
My estimate would be that if somewhere between 35 and 40 profes .
sional staff, the job, as I understand it, I think, could be done well.
Now, that isand remember, I am just testifying, of course, Mr.
Chairman, for what my view of the way this should be done is.

But I ould estimate that that would be a reasonable number of
.Nople to actually operate the kind of system that I am talking

Mr. SistoN. If the chairman would yield, because I really- -
Mr. MURPHY. All right.
Mr. SIMON. I think you are getting down to one of the heart of

how you proceed and my strong reaction is that if you don't have
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some hands-on feel of that local school district, you are going to
deal in theory when you go in to visit that State agency. My belief
isand however many personnel we need to do thiswe ought to
havewhen they some into the State of Illinois, they ought to
come and visit two or three school districts, have a meeting with
some parents in those --.hool districts, not necessarily school dis-
tricts where there are problems, but visit those school districts,
take a look at some individual records, spend a day or two, then go
to the State, and then you are going to have some feel of the world
of reality.

My feeling is if you simply have people from Washington visiting
people in Springfieid, you are dealing in the world of theory and
abstractions and we are not going to get the job done that needs to
be done. I feel that very strongly. I have beenand I regret I can't
stay for the full testimony I have been reading through the vari-
ous items of testimony and I notice that Assistant Secretary Will
and I hear she is doing an excellent jobbut she says: "During a
visit, team members may also visit State-operated and State eup-
ported programs and a sampling of local education agencies." I
think that ought to be a mandate. I think we ought to do it in
every State you go into: Rhode Island, Texas, Illinois. I don't care
where it is. There ought to be some hands-onthere ought to be a
feel for what is really happening, the real world.

One of the problems of Federal Government is we have become
much too remote from reality. Just an observation. Sorry to take
all your time here, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. MURPHY. No; that is all right. I was ready to call on Mr.
Biaggi. He has apparently left the room temporarily so I will c_111
on Mr. Bartlett for any questions he may have of either of the wit-
nesses.

Mr. BARI-Lem. It sounds as if the difference of opinion here, and
I want to explore some of those differences, is to whether monitor-
ing of State and LEA activities is an activity that is an onsite or a
travel event or is more of Etcontinuous review in monitoring.

Dr. Weintraub, I wonder if I could begin with you and ask you
if,, in fact, you think that that is your definitionMr. Gerry char-
acterized, I think, your definition of monitoring as a travel event
and there are a hundredI mean, it makes some sense numerical-
ly that thatdoesn't make any sense as an actual review.

Now, Congressman Simon's ideaand I would like to get Mr.
Gerry's reaction to that of making sure that we have a hands-on,
real-world sense of understanding what is happeningit seems to
me that is different from trying to review 100,000 schools with
whether it is 10, or 40, or 400, or 4,400it would probably cause
more confusion than anything else.

Could you tell us if that is what you are advocating, that we beef
up the number of travel events?

Mr. WEINTRAUB. I think, first of all, Mr. Bartlett, we have to
have a definable system. I can be rather impressed overall with the
kind of system Mr. Gerry describes. I don't think necessarily the
annual 3-year going out and visiting the State, filing the report, is
necessarily a good way to monitor. The old notion we used to have
in psychology, you know, 10 psychologists standing in a room ob-
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serving the same thing doesn't necessarily produce anything better
than one person doing it.

You know, this is not a system where the answers are solely de-
finable in numbers of visits and those things. However, that is the
system. The system in policy is a system now based, not necessarily
on the theory Mr. Gerry. describes, because if you look at how
anyone perceives the system, it is a triannual system. Mrs. Will is
going to come in and talk about triannual. It is a system based
upon these visits and everything else.

Now, if that is the standard, if thatiswhat States understand it
to be, if that is what parents and consumers understand it to be,
then the only way we can judge it is by the kind of criteria I am
using to judge it, which is how many visits have you made; are you
on schedule on the 3-year reviews; you are not on schedule on the
3-year reviews, et cetera, et cetera. If one wants to have a different
system that is a much more generalized system than Mr.
describing, which conceptually, I don't necessarily have a
with; then it ought to be established and made clear and ought to
be published somewhere and everybody understand the rules of
how it works, plus some criteria applied as to how it will be evalu-
ated in terms of its effectiveness.

Mr. BARTLETr. Dr. Weintraub, could I interrupt you there be-
cause I want to make sure I understand. Are youthen do you ad-
vocate that more along the lines of that system and get away from
the travel event system, because it is my understanding that that
is generally more of the system we have, but

Mr. WEINTRAUB. I think
Mr. BARTLETT [continuing]. Are you advocating one over the

other?
Mr. WEINTR.AUB. I think probablyand Mr. Gerry and I have

hadsat on opposite sides of issues Long enough to know that prob-
ably in many ways we are probably somewhere both in the middle.
I think that what is needed is probably a combination of those
things. I think there are some realities of travel events. I still think
there is some value of waving the flag. I think that there is a need
to get out there and touch real live human beings.

Public Law 94-142 is a different type of law than section 504 or
title IV, which is heavily data-oriented. You gather all kinds of sta-
tistics and data and you analyze those and you assess where your
problems are. I would hate to see Public Law 94-142 become that
model in looking at monitoring and compliance. We have to go out
and touch real live human beings to assess what the issues are.

I would caution, howeverwhat I am not suggesting is that the
Federal Government now assume a responsibility for monitoring
local school districts. That is not in the law; that is not the intent
of the law. However, the Federal Government does have a responsi-
bility to see that States behave appropriately, and in order to do
that. you have got to have some sense of what reality is at the local
level.

Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. Gerry, would you the system you described,
is that generally the system that you think we have in place or

Mr. GERRY. No; I think that the systemand I think my testimo-
nyI was trying to abbreviate a little that whole section, but in
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my testimony, I think I described itI think they are moving
toward that system.

My sense is, and it is very hard to say in a public forum that
going out and getting in touch with people is a bad idea, but visit-
ing a local school system and getting in touch with the problems of
a local school system are, to me, two completely different proposi-
tions.

That is why I agree that there should be open communication,
for example, with parents and advocates. I am really not quite sure
what the value of having two people arrive in any school system
and spend half a day, at this point in time, talking to people in
that school system, or even looking at records, really, is. In other
words, it seems to me that we don t have local special education
directors that I know of any more in this country who don't know
that they are supposed to be IEP's, who don't knowthere is a
checklist, by the way, that used to be developed. They have mas-
tered the checklist, in my judgment. They can answer the ques-
tions on the checklist right.

So if I am going to send two people into a local school system of
any size for an afternoon or a day, they are going to get the an-
swers on the checklist right. Theoretically, what I want to know, or
what I want to find out is, what problems children in that school
system, or in all the school systems, may be bavii

I just don't think that is a technique that does
ti

t. I think meet-
ing with parents and advocates is one way. But the other thing,
Mr. Isartlett, I think .is really important is getting the State to do
its job better. If theyou know, I don't think the Federal Govern-
ment needs to collect more data; I think some of the States need to
collect more data. I think the States need to takeand there are
reasons why the States, I think, historically have beenone of
them is this confusion over who is supposed to do what, but as the
States, I think, get better at doing their joband they do need to
get betterI think that some of these concerns are going to be, you
know, seriously dealt with, and I amI think using 500 or 600
people effectively at the State level is an awful lot more sensible
than trying to use 10, or 20, or 40, or 100

Mr. BARTLETT. Mr. Gerry, you advocate, then, in. terms of improv-
ing the monitoring system which we are all interested in and
which I believe that Mrs. Will has done substantially since May
1983, major improvements, but it has been only a little over a year
nowyou advocate three improvements: increased data collection
onsite; improvement of followup of thins that we already know;
and then third, is increasing the State s monitoring system and
compliance system.

So Dr. Weintraub, I would ask if you agree that those three im-
provements ought to be made and do you think that those are more
important orgiven everything has limited resources, are those
more important or less important than improving the number of
travel events?

Mr. WEINTRAUS. I guessI don't want to get caught in a box. I
would certainly agree with Mr. Gerry that those three things are
important. However, thoseaccomplishing those three things do
notcannot be doneor are not going to be done by a group of
Feds sitting locked up in an office in Washington. It is going to
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take resources to do it; it is going to takein 1983, the Federal
Government, for the compliance with 94-144 spent in travel under
$9,000. Now, you can sumnow, that is not under Mr. Gerry's
system

Mr. BARTIXTT. How much did they spend otherwise in monitor-
mg?

Mr. WEINTRAUB. I am talking about for monitoring, the total
travel money for monitoring was $8,800.

Mr. Sairrisrr. Do you know how much they spent for monitor-
ing? That is for the

Mr. WEINTRAUB. That is for monitoring.
Mr. Iturruerr. That is for the travel budget
Mr. WEINTRAUB. 'That is the travel; OK.
Mr. BAirrtzrr. Did they spend anything else?
Mr. WEINTRAUB. Plus the salaries of 10 people. OK?
Now, all I am s eating, and I amagain, I am not beingI

don't believe this is I rs. Will's agenda to do that. I share with you
her commitment to improve this. What I am saying is you are not
going to be able to deal with what Mr. Gerry suggests without look-
ing at resources. You are not going to be Able to deal with it with
no travel budget. You are not going to beplus we can't get to the
point in which all of this is a data-oriented system. It has got to be
a system that has some basis in which people get out of this town.

I have watched for 17 years now the Federal Government and,
very honestly, if I had anything I would do to improve the Federal
Government, I would put more of the Federal people on travel so
that they got out and saw what real live human beings are and
what life is like in New York City and that kind of thing, because
unless you do that, somehow you begin to forget what it is about.

I would just also point outand just in emphasizing some of
what Mr. Gerry saidin 1982, whdlthey went out and monitored
States, they monitored 12 States; 10 of those 12 States were found
to be having serious deficiencies in State monitoring. OK; 10 out of
the 12. Now, if 10 out of the 12 have a serious problem in State
monitoring, we can't have a system that is totally based upon the
adequacy of the State monitoring. We have got to have some bal-
ance between that.

Mr. GERRY. Maybe I can respond to
Mr. BARTLETT. With the chairman's indulgence, and I won't

ask-
Mr. GERRY. I agree with Mr. Weintraub. I think he is right, those

deficiencies were identified. Now, the point is, what happened as a
result of that, and I think in each of the cases, the States were
asked toand in most instances that I know ofand I don't know
the statistics exactlyhave made serious improvements in their
monitoring capabilities.

I agree with Mr. Weintraub. We don't start today with 50 State
education agencies having a perfect inplace system. I think there
are many historical reasons for that, not all of which are because
of lack of willingness to do that, but whatever the reasons, it is
true and I think the difference may be that I think it is worth a
significant investment of time and effort and resources by the Fed-
eral Government to put the pressure on the State education agen-
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cies to do the job properly, rather than, in a sense, taking the job
back away from them and trying to do it directly.

I think you have got to do one oryou have (got to kind of do one
or the other. Now, I am not against going into local education
agencies. I just think that it makes sense to go there, where there
is a specific reason to go, and where you haveas I said, I think in
Ohio, which I would use as a good example of how to do that
where OSEP staff went into local school districts in Ohio because
of the statewide problem that they had identified that had to do
with the categorical placement of trainable mentally retarded chil-
dren. That system worked well and they got at the problem, but
the other point is that we are in effect here talking about law en-
forcement and it is good to say that we are not all that interested
in data collection and data has gotten to be kind of one of those
wards that people don't like to use too much, but the truth is that
if we are going to have something that I think both of us would
agree with, which is a monitoring system that has the integrity ul-
timately to enforceit is not going to be worth too much if it
doesn't in the final analysisthen I think we do have to collect
data. We have to prove something.

I think we are in an area now, as I see the overall problems,
where we are reaching newsort of what I call second-generation
compliance issues, compliance issues where all reasonable people
may not agree, and where we may have some problems that are
identifiedwhere the Federal Government may identify some prob-
lems with the States and vice versa where there is not going to be
easy cooperation.

I don't like to envision that model, but I think it is real. The es-
sence, it seems to me, to being in a position to carry out Federal
responsibilities is to be able to prove, document, support what the
findings are. I think one of the things that I said earlier, that has
not been done well enough, either. That is an area of strengthening
the training and the actual structuring of the work.

Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr. Gerry.
Mr. MURPHY. Mr. Biaggi.
Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a number of questions, but in deference to time, I will try

to limit them. Clearly in the system that we are talking about now,
we have the Federal Government talking to the States and the
States talking to the locals. The question is really bureaucrats talk-
ing to bureaucrats. I have never known any bureaucrat that is not
going to defend his position. That doesn't necessarily give you an
honest assessment.

Ultimately, I think the optimum situation would be to have some
hands-on experiences. Now, I am not so sure that the resources
would permit a universal application, but there should be some
ability to spot check. You should be able to do it, really, as a
matter of routine. If you are going to ask a State agency for their
data and their experiences, it is one thing, but they should be
checked on.

My experience is that most States will defend their position and
give you a rosy picture. I am just talking about human experience
over a substantial period of time, but again, we are talking about
the practical approach as far as the usage is concerned.

6
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Let me ask you this very briefly. According to our research, 12
States have not been monitored for 4 or more years, inclu my
own State of'New York. As of June 1984, 13 adiiitional States ve
not been similarly monitored in Si or more years. To your knowl-
edge, have any of these States requested information of the Depart-
ment as to why this has not occurred? And if so, what was the re-
sponse they received? Anyone know?

Mr. Gissay. I will be happy to answer that. Fred, do you want to
answer it first?

Well, Mr. Biaggi, I don't work fir the Department so I don't
know what they have asked of the Department, per se. I onlymy
best answer would bethat New York, I know, for example, just to
pick New Yefk, has been involved with extensive discussions over
the last 3 years with the Department of Education in a whole
series of compliance issues. Now, those did not come about, I
gather, from the information you have, as a result of an onsite
monitoring, but interestingly, because it illustrates the point about
the definitions, during that 4 years, the fact that New York hasn't
been monitored onsite, I know for certain, has not precluded major
compliance negotiations and changes in New York's operation of a
whole variety of things, including its IEP practices and procedures,
the appointment of its hearing officers and a variety of other

Ithink maybe what that illustra,:es in part is that it is a defini-
tional problem because it might suggest, if you just read that list,
that none of those 12 States have had any direct contact with Fed-
eral regulatory authorities and I don't think that is true. I know it
is not true about New York, but I can't answer for the Department.

Mr. BIAGGI. Thank _you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MURPHY. Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me pursue for a bit the appropriate State entity or State

rather the appropriate governmental level for the conducting of
the reviews and monitoring. I am becomingand I think many
Members of Congress, perhapsare beco» increasingly con-
cerned that the bureaucracy about which 1. people most com-
plain is referred to as the Federal bureaucracy, but when you
follow their complaints, you find out it is the State bureaucracy
that is the problem, not the Federal bureaucracy. The specificity of
their complaints leads to the State.

I have become convinced that Governors have established with
Federal money enormous bureaucratic fiefdoms in all of these pro-
grams, or many of them. Let me then ask, having given you my
approaching biases on this matterlet me ask any of you this
question. Might we come closer to approaching what you believe
would be appropriate monitoring and reviewing if the Federal in-
vestigators conducted those on-site at the LEA's, rather than
having the monitors reviewing the monitors, the Federal monitors
reviewing the State monitors at the State level?

Mr. Gerry.
Mr. GERRY. Mr. Williams, I recognize that you are askin g me a

national question. If you don't mind, I will answer about Montana
as an example because I have just gotten back from doing a train-
ing session there. They have, I believe, six special education State
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staff in Montana, which is a small empire at best, but four of those
people are involved in monitoring in one way or another.

Now, those four people are also the people, of course, that are
responsible for most of the day-to-day operations at the State level
in Montana anyway; four out of the six people, total. Most of them
are former school teachers or administrators from Montana. I
think all but two, at least, and most of them know a lot more about
the State than I suspectI have to briefly review all the Federal
monitoring staff on whatever list we are using.

Now, I think, as a practical matter, that you are wrong in your
supFosition; that is, that it would be somehow more useful or effi-
cient or less burdensome on the local people in Montana or any
others. I have met with local superintendents and special ed direc-
tors in maybe 20 to 25 States and when I was writing State regula-
tions in Louisiana, the slogan was: "Better Baton Rouge than
Washington." I think that at the local level, there is at least a
sense that with State education agencies, particularly in smaller
States, people understand something about the actual problems.

Mr. WILUAMS. Let me interrupt there, Mr. Gerry, to say that
none of us who are concerned about this problem would recom-
mend that all of the investigators live, work, and travel out of
Washington. In fact, the Montana review and monitoring people
should be Montanans. They should be ex-teachers, but perhaps
they should work for the Federal Government rather than the
State. It is Federal money that is paying them; it is a Federal act
they have to monitor and review, and I think perhaps they should
be Federal employees, because when they are not, you end up with
another layer and then you are required to do what we do current-
ly, and that is to have Federal monitors review State monitors.

Mr. GERRY. Can I respond one more time, briefly, Mr. Williams?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. GERRY. I appreciate your point but I want to make one com-

ment about the law. The law defines a free appropriate public edu-
cationin the most crucial provision of the law, probablyas,
among other things, one that meets the education standards of the
State and one of the big problems that would occur if you really
had federalized monitoring, if you really hired Federal monitors, is
we would lose something pretty important in that section.

If there is one criticismand I made it twice earlierto me, it is
the States have probably not carried out that section of Public Law
94-142 enough. That is, they haven't set education standards where
they are needed and they haven'toften you will find States that
don't monitor their education standards, rather, they monitor the
Federal requirements. I think the genius of the law in large part is
the combining of those two things. That is, State education stand-
ards and Federal, general Federal requirements.

So I think if you followed the logic, you would end up with Fed-
eralyou could have Federal employees monitoring State educa-
tion standards or nobody monitoring them, or you could have one
you could have State staff monitoring State special ed standards
and a Federal staff monitoring Public Law 94-142 standards. Those
don't seem to me to be attractive alternatives.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Weintraub.
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Mr. WEINUAUS. I think the basic nature of Public Law 94-142,
its strength and its wealuiesa, is that it is a State-oriented law. I
think it is one of the reasons, very honestly, why it has worked as
well as it has. It is also one of the problems that keeps it from
working on some of the things that still yet need to work.

I wouldI guess my experience with the Feds is I would hate to
see the day come that the Feds are responsible for going out into
school' districts. I think a lot ofvery honestly, a lot of the prob-
lems we have had over recent years has been the OCi approach,
which is that they go running roughshod into school diatticts inves-
tigating and the result is that we end up with a great deal of confu-
sion and inconsistency from school district X to school district Y.

I think, thoughI have heard some of the same complaints, and
the complaints are less over the monitoring issu and some of the
hostility toward the States --it is that one of the things that the
States have done is the States have used Public Law 94-142 in the
Federal law and regulations and have added a whole variety of,
their own requirements and things on top of it, and when some-
body says:. "Why do we have to do that,' the answer is that the
Feds made you do it.

Well, what has happened is that a lot of localities are beginning
to sort out the difference between who really is making me do
what, and I think somehow some clarification of that in the long
run would be helpful. But I am not one who would like to see moni-
toring on the whole of local districts become a Federal responsibil-
ity. I think the States are getting better at it. I am right now con-
cerned about the fact that I don't think the Federal Government is
assuming its responsibility, as limited as it is, and until it does,
then I am concerned about the degree to which we can project the
States assuming theirs.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I appreciate the response and suggestions of both
of you. I think we all want to maintain flexibility in monitoring
and reviewing these programs, the administration of them. We
want the administration of the programs to reflect the needs of the
local citizens. Sometimes we do that in Federal efforts and too
often we don't. I think that we are beginning to see evidence that
one of the reasons that we find it difficult to reflect the true needs,
or meet the true needs of local constituents is because of layered-
over bureaucracies with far too much money going to administer

ithe programs, even though sometimes it is a 15, or in the instance
of Public Law 94-142, I think a 5-percent cap.

My point, perhaps, is this: If we are going to maintain the proper
balance between the necessities of authority and responsibihty for
Federal fundsif we are going to require these localities to carry
out the letter of the law, we can best do that with the fewest layers
of administration and bureaucracy possible.

When we, at the Federal Government, spend your tax dollars, it
seems to me that we have a responsibility to monitor the use of
those tax dollars as efficiently and effectively as possible. When we
put Governors in the way of that, it seems to me that is exactly
what happens. They too often get in the way of it, and I think that
we are seeing that happennot the Governors are intentionally
doing it, but we are seeing that middle layer of bureaucracy cause
that.
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We have been working on this problem some in the matter of
education and it is astounding to find out that the ratio of adminis-
trators to students is increasing far greater in this Nation than the
ratio of teachers to students, not because of the Federal bureaucra-
cy, but because of the State education bureaucracies and the local
education bureaucracies.

So I am just saying, as Americans in this Presidential campaign
to turn their ire on bureaucracy again, they ought to look at bu-
reaucracy in all of its layers and levels. Well, six people, Mr.
Gerry, in Montana administering this program 'isn't very many,
thai is correct; there is probably a tenth of a person in Washington

imonitoring that effort in Montana and neither is that a am.
Mr. MURPHY. OK, we thank all of you gentlemen for pert N pat-

ing this morning. We appreciate your testimony very much. Thank
you.

The next witness we have scheduled is Mr. Harry Singleton, As-
sistant Secretary for the Office of Civil Rights in the Department
of Education.

Mr. Singleton.
First, I want to thank you, Mr. Singleton, for rearranging your

schedule and enabling you to be with us this morning

STATEMENT OF HARRY M. SINGLETON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR CIVIL FLIGHTS, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY EDWARD A. STUTMAN, ATTORNEY ADVISER

Mr. SINCIZr0N. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, wanted to
extend .a personal note of thanks to you for your patience and un-
derstanding as I tried to juggle some rather competing demands on
my schedule so I could be here today.

Also, for the record, I would like to note that I am accompanied
this morning by Mr. Edward Stutman, who is my attorney adviser.

Mr. MURPHY. Edward
Mr. SINGLETON. Stutman,
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you. All right, you may proceed, Mr. Single-

ton.
Mr. SINGLETON. Mr. Chairman, in the interest of time, I would

!ike to seek unanimous consent to have entered into the record my
prepared statement and I will summarize it.

Mr. MURPHY. We appreciate that.
Mr. SINGLETON. I appreciate the opportuni to participate in

these hearings this morning. The Office for Ci Rights is responsi-
ble for enforcing civil rights statutes that prohibit discrimination
on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, handicap and age in
all programs and activities which receive Federal financial assist-
ance.

These statutes include title VI of. the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
title IX of the education amendments in 1972, section 504, the Re-
habilitation Act of 1973, and the Age Discrimination Act of 1975.
Among these, section 504 is most relevant to these proceedings
since it bars discrimination on account of handicap in programs or
activities receiving Federal financial assistance.

A major portion of the section 504 regulations are devoted to as-
suring that handicapped chilisen receive appropriate educational
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services, and in that respect, the section 504 regulations and those
implementing the ERA 'parallel each other.

This results in OCR having a mejor responsibility for ensuring
that handicapped children receive a free and appropriate educa-
tion. The parallel responsibilities of OCR and OSERS spurred the
collaborative experiment known as the memorandum of under-
standing or MOU which OCR and OSERS entered into on October
15, 1980; 45 percent of the complaints received by OCR in this and
the preceding fiscal year allege that agencies discriminate against
handicapped children in violation of the section 504 regulation; 43
percent of the complaints concluded in that period posed similar
MUM.

Thus, much of OCR's resources are devoted to ensuring that
handicapped children are afforded the free and appropriate educa-
tion to which they are entitled. Most frequently, that goal is
achieved voluntarily through negotiations with recipients, but in
other cases, despite serious negotiations, OCR is not able to achieve
voluntary compliance and does initiate formal enforcement action.

There is much more to the OCR story in this regard, but for the
moment, I will simply state that we are proud of OCR's record of
protecting the rights of handicapped children under section 504.

As I understand it, in 1980, a Task Force on Equal Education Op-
portunity for Handicapped Children convened to review criticurn
that State and local agencies were sometimes receiving conflicting
information on compliance issues from OCR and the Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped, OSERS' predecessor office.

The MOU was an outgrowth of this task force. In the MOU, OCR
and OSERS sought to routinize transfers of certain information be-
tween the two offices and experiment with collaboration on a range
of compliance activities which, prior to that time, each office had
conducted independently.

The principal goal of the MOU was to unify the De ent's
approach to enforcement of parallel provisions of the End sec-
tion 504 when enforcement activity was contemplated by one or the
other office against individual education agencies. The 'es were
meticulous to ensure that the MOU would not tr er, nor give
the appearance of transferring responsibility for enforcing the
EHA to OCR.

As of June 1984, OCR reviewed and commented on 23 EHA part
B plans and received 154 complaints, which were referred by
OSERS to OCR under the terms of the MOU.

Experience in implementing the MOU has revealed its weakness-
es. There were some procedural problems initiallyy, but they were,
for the most part, relatively minor, inevitable gli6es that would
attend startup of any highly complex activity between two offices.

The technicalities of coordination between OSERS, which oper-
ates out of Washington, DC, and OCR, which operates out of 10 re-
gional offices, in addition to its headquarters m Washinerton,_ DC,
caused some problems with the implementation of the MOU. Mech-
anisms for the transfer of information were difficult to put into
place. The differences between the legal requirements of antidis-
crimination enforcement under section 504 and enforcement the
EHA, under a formula grant program, were sometimes difficult for
the staff to master.
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In theory, though, the combination of OCR's legal expertise and
OSERS' expertise in special education should have produced a
blending of knowledge that would strengthen compliance activities.
However, that melding did not come about. In addition, OCR's need
to redirect resources to respond to pressing priorities created by
court orders, to which OCR is subject, also played a role in eclips-
ing parts of the MOU.

Assistant Secretary Will and I recognize that there have been
problems, but we have also concluded that the concept of collabora-
tive agreement is important. For this reason, we have begun dis-
cussions with the goal of developing a new and workable MOU and
we are confident that we will succeed.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I would be happy to answer any
questions that you or members of the subcommittee might have.

[Prepared statement of Harry M. Singleton follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT or HARM/ M. SINGLETON. ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR CIVIL

RIGHTS, U.S. DZPAMTMMNT OP EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate the opportunity to
participate in this oversight hearing to review, among other things, the implementa-
tion of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) operating between the Depart-
ment of Education's Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Service (USERS)
and the office for Civil Rights (OCR).

As you know, Congress bought to ensure that handicapped children were afforded
appropriate educational services in the last restrictive environment through enact-
ment of the 1975 amendments to the Education of the Handicapped Act (ERA). Two
years earlier, the Congress acted to prohibit discrimination against handica
persons through passage of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. OS is
responsible for enforcing EHA and its implementing regulations. For the present,
let me turn your attention to OCR and its duties to enforce Section 504 in all pro-
grams and activities which receive Federal financial asiestance disbursed by the De-
partment.

Section 504 was the third of four antidiscrimination statutes passed by Congress
which OCR enforces. Regulations to implement Section 504 were issued by the SCC.

rotary of the former Department of Health, Education and Welfare on May 4, 1977.
Upon establishment of the Department of Education in 1980, these regulations were
republished without substantive change (34 C.F.R. Part 104). A major portion of the
Section 504 regulation's are devoted to assuring that handicapped children are not
discriminated against in the provision of educational services.

The Section .504 regulations and those implementing the EHA parallel each other
in many important respects. This results in OCR having, as does OSERS, a major
responsibility for insuring that handicapped children receive a free and appropriate
education. The parallel responsibilities of the two offices spurred the collaborative
experiment known as the Memorandum of Understanding which OCR and OSERS
entered into on October 15, 1980. OCR's experience implementing the MOU is best
understood in the extent of OCR's complete record in enforcing the civil right* of
handicapped children.

OCR's efforts to ensure compliance with Section 504 are principally centered on
the activities of state and territorial education agencies (SEAS) and approximately
16,000 local education agencies (LEAs). OCR relies on its complaint Investigation
and compliance review pito:saes to ensure compliance with the statutes it enforces.
During the 20-month period which roughly coincides with my tenure, October 1982
thru May 1914, OCR received 3,267 new complaints and concluded 3,674 of its pend-
ing complaints, It initiated 424 compliance reviews and concluded 432, some of
which were started in previous years. Forty-five percent (1,475) of the new com-
plaints and 43 percent (1,6(18) of the complaints concluded alleged that education
agencies discriminated against handicapped children in violation of the Section 504
regulation. Of the 424 compliance reviews started in this period, 259 targeted ele-
mentary and secondary programs, and of these, 72 percent (187) had, as part of the
focus, discrimination against handicapped children.

These numbers alone, however, fail to reveal the extent to which OCR has taken
steps over the past two years to confront controversial issues represented ir out-
standing cases. To illustrate, following four months of negotiations which I initiated,
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in May 19,80, OCR concluded an agreement with one state which resolved 28 cases
in which OCR he' found that state and local education agencies had denied handi-
cagspeci children free sippropriste educational services. As part of the settlement, the

agreed. to reimburse all of the is for the coot of related services, in-
cluding room and board, which they incurred due to the violation*. The center-
piece of this settlement was an opinion issued by that state's Attorney' General
which held that caychotherapy was not a "medical service," but was a "related serv-
ice which LEAs must provide to a handicapped child where appropriate." The lack
of agreement between the Department andthe SEA on this and other ewes had
lingered for four years.

In other cases, despite serious tions, OCR was not able to achieve volun-
tary compliance and initiated f enforcement action. Over the put year, OCR
referred 10 cases to the Department of Justice seeking enforcement of the rights of
handicapped children.

Additionally, OCR initiated administrative enforcement action which offers the
potential of fiind termination in Section 504 capes against six other state and local
education agencies. In one of those cases, OCR found that an LEA violated Section
504 by it& categorical refusal to consider an individual " child's need for
services beyond the regular school year. This case has recently settled with an
written agreement which included as assurance from the SEA, not an original party
to the action, that its regulations would be revised to instruct LEAs that the need
for extended school year services must be considered in developing programs for
handicapped children. The other cases remain in active litigation with OCR attor-
neys in the lead..

This brief recitation of OCR's more recent efforts to ensure that handicapped chil-
dren are not subjected to discrimination as they seek educational services is only
part of the story. Needless to say, I am proud of OCR's record of protecting, by
whatever means available to it, the rights of handicapped children.

As I understand it, in 1980, a task force on Equal Education rtunity for
Handicapped Children convened to review criticism that State and oral agencies
were sometimes receiving conflicting information on compliance issues from OCR
and the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, M. 5,Me S predecessor office. The
MOU was an outgrowth of this task force.

In the MOU, OCR and OSERS sought to routinize transfers of certain information
between the two Offices and experiment with collaboration on a range of compli-
ance activities which, prior to that time, each Office had conducted independently.
The principle goal of the MOU was to unify the Department's apivw.h to enforo
ment of parallel provisions of the EHA and Section 504, when wiforcement activity
was contemplated by one or the other Office against individual education agencies.
The parties were meticulous to insure that the MOU would not transfer, nor give
the appearance of transferring responsibility for enforcing the ERA to OCR.

As of June 1984, OCR reviewed and commented on 23 EHA-Part B plans and re-
ceived 154 complaints which were referred by OSERs to OCR under the terms of the
MOU.

Experience in implementing the MOU has revealed the weaknesses that concern
you today. There were some procedural problems initially, but they were for the
most part, the relatively minor, inevitably fetches that would attend start-up of any
highly complex activity between two offices.

The technicalities of coordination between WEBS which operates out of Washing-
ton. D.C., and OCR, which operates out of 10 regional offices, in addition to its head -
quarters in Washington, D.C., caused some problems with the implementation of the
MOU. Mechanishis for the transfer of information were difficult to put in place. The
differences between the legal requirements of antidiscrimination enforcement (Sec-
tion 504) and enforcement under a formula grant program (ERA) were sometimes
difficult for staff to master.

In theory the combination of OCR's legal expertise and OSERS expertise in spe-
cial education should have produced a blending of knowledge that would strengthen
OSERS' compliance activities. However, that melding did not come about. In addi-
tion. OCR's need to redirect resources to respond to pressing priorities created by
court orders to which OCR is subject also played a role in eclipsing parts of the
MOU.

Assistant Secretary Will and I recognize that there have been problems, but we
have also concluded that the concept of collaborative agreement is important. For
this reason, weave begun discussions with the goal of developing a new and work-
able MOU and we are confident that they will succeed.

Thank you.
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Mr. MURPHY. Thank you very much, Mr. Singleton.
Your MOU does call for a full-time coordinator, does it not?
Mr. SINGIXTON. That is correct.
Mr. MURPHY. Do you have a full-time coordinator for the MOU

at the present time?
Mr. SusiGLEToN. We have a coordinator presently, Mr. Chair-man
Mr. Mummy. Who is that?
Mr. SINGurroN [continuing]. In terms of the MOU.
This is a staff person in my Policy and Enforcement Service. His

name is Sternberg.
Mr. MURPHY. Sternberg? He has other fluictions in addition to

that?
Mr. SINGLEroN. Yes; he does have other functions.
Mr. MURPHY. So he is not the full-time coordinator, but he is the

coordinator.
Mr. SINGLICTON. That is correct.
Mr. MURPHY. Do you believe that he can handle all of the func-

tions and complaints that come in under the MOU, not being full
time, or not being designated as full-time coordinator, particularly
when MOU calls for one.

Mr. SINGLRION. Well, Mr. Chairman, ;think that it is important
to put the MOU in perspective. There is no statutory requirement
for the MOU, nor is there anything in the regulations calling for it.
The MOU is nothing more than an administrative agreement be-
tween two assistant secretaries.

The MOU was put together some time ago. In OCR's instance, it
was like four assistant secretaries ago. I think in OSERS' case,
maybe five assistant secretaries ago.

Our styles of operation, the way the office is organized, all of
that has cliaed. As a result, I think that the present MOU and
the items it for may no longer be relevant when you view it in
the present context that we have.

Now, don't misunderstand what I am saying. There is a need for
collaboration between OCR and OSERS, but the mechanism which
we use for that, I think, needs a substantial overhaul.

Mr. MURPHY. OK.
Mr. Biaggi, do you have any questions of Mr. Singleton? I have

others, but I will defer to my colleagues.
Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Singleton, I am in receipt of an interr al memo

from your office in which your staff advised you to approve a re-
quest by the Special Education Program Office to become involved
in Office of Civil Rights compliance activities in Illinois and you
denied that request and your rationale wasand I quote:
stakes are too nigh now to grant carte blanche involvement with
the attendant risks of our hands being tied or the process slowed
down because of SEP participation."

Please tell me what you meant.
Mr. SINGLETON. What I meant, very simply in that particular

case was that it was one of the cases identified by the court in
Adams v. Bell, that had to be resolved by June 9, 1983. The com-
plaint in that case had been filed in 1981. We had done an onsite
investigation in 1981, and issued an LOF in FebruaryI believe it
wasof 1983.
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SEP had been advised of that case prior to the time that particu-
lar memo was written. The fact of the matter was that I was oper-
ating under the dictates of a court order to resolve that case just as
quickly as I could. At that point, in my judgment, there was no
time for us to get involved with SEP's investigation because the
time had just simply run out.

Furthermore, the way the request came to me was up through
informal stuff channels. I was not aware that the Assistant Secre-
tary for OSLiiS wanted this particular participation or involve-
ment and I think I may have stated that in the memo. As far as I
was concerned at that point, all I had was some scuttlebutt among
staff people.

Mr. BIAGGI. This is fromI think it is more than scuttlebutt. It
is from Antonio J. Cahill, Director for Litigation Enforcement and
Policy Service. It is a memorandum.

Mr. SINGLETON. That is not the point that I am making, Mr.
Biaggi. The point I am making is that what Mr. Califa was report-
ing to me was something that he had picked up from one of his
staff people who in turn had picked it up from a staff person in
0S/4:KS.

That I am saying to you is I received no formal request from the
Assistant Secretary for USERS to join in that investigation. That,
in my judgment, would have been very significant and I certainly
would have taken it into account.

Mr. BIAGGI. What you are saying is this memorandum is con-
fined strictly to that isolated case. That is the basis for this memo-
randum'?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes. That one particular case involving Illinois, I
believe it was.

Mr. BIAGGI. Well, it would seem to me that it would be more spe-
cifically delineated here because the reference here is OCR compli-
ance activities, rather than just dealing with the case in question.

Mr. SINGLETON. Maybe, Mr. Biaggi, your staff hasn't given you
the entire memo, but the first page of the memo has a subject line
and it indicates that it is OCR's investigation in Illinois.

Mr. BIAGGI. It is possible because I am looking at page 4.
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes; that is what I suspected. You didn't have all

of the information.
Mr. BIAGGI. All right. Thank you.
Mr. MURPHY. Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
In Mr. Weintraub's testimony, he passed along concerns which

have been expressed to him from parents, advocacy and profession-
al groups. Primarily, he focused on three concerns. Let me remind
you of them and then ask you to comment on that.

Firstquoting now from his testimony:
monitoring schedule that is in constant flux. The Department's monitoring

..liedul has been subject to such frequent and sudden changes that one cannot rea-
ccrtain that a State will actually be monitored onsite as originally an-

ti,. "Ied

IA of 3th:owed information on the areas to be monitored. Noticeably absent
troni the Department's efforts to involve parent, advocacy and professional groups is
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the provision lit advanced :iforrnation on the seiVic are,is under consideration
during the program rut lye review.

Finally,
Lack of followup regarding monitoring concerns and outcomes. in spite of these

previously mentioned difficulties, many Statewide parent. advocacy and professional
groups take the time to become involved in the monitoring process; however, all too
often. they' do not receive any feedback regarding their specific concerns, nor are
they informed about the Department's findings.

First is a monitoring schedule that is in constant flux.
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know what Mr. Weintraub is addressing

that comment to with respect to OCR.
Mr. WILLIAMS. He refers to the Department.
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes; he does, and I suspect that he may be

making comments that are more directly related to the OSERS
program than OCR, but OCR does conduct what we call compliance
reviews, along with our complaint processing.

Compliance reviews are more discretionary than a complaint is
and how many compliance reviews we do, of course, depends upon
tht resources that we have available after we have dealt with our
complaint workload.

The Adams order that we operate under sets very specific, very
definite time frames by which we have to complete our complaint
processing, as well as any compliance reviews that we may initiate.

As far as a schedule is concerned, we publish every year what is
known as an Annual Operating Plan in which we state the areas
in which we will be conducting compliance reviews. Each regional
office puts together a list of compliance reviews that they intend to
conduct that particular year, subject to my approval, and, cnee ap-
proved, that list is what they follow.

Consequently, I can't understand his particular point, as it re-
lates to OCR, about the schedule being in constant flux. Unless, of
course, he means just the usual vagaries attendant with anything
of this sort, juggling schedules among very busy staff, not only in
the OCR operation, but in the individual LEA's and SEA's as well.

Mr. WILLIAMS. And the third was lack of followup, which prob-
ably doesprobably was influenced more by the other agency than
yours.

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. WILUAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Williams.
Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. BARTLE'rr. Mr. Singleton, I apologize for missing your verbal

testimony. I have reviewed yourI have another hearing going on,
but I have reviewed your written testimony and also received a
summary of your testimony, your verbal testimony before. this COM-
MittPe.

Mr. Singleton, first of all, I compliment your record in the things
that you have done in the Office of Civil Rights, and particularly as
I see the statistics with regard to section 504 and handicapped
rights of 45 percent of complaints in 1983 and in 1984 with 504 and
43 percent of those other cases resolved that had to do with 504
and think you have reviewed 23 plans and so forth, so I think
that we do owe you a great debt for the achievements that you
have accomplished.
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Mr. SINGLLTON. Thank you, Mr. Bartlett, I appreciate that.
Mr. BARTLETT I note that you had stated that you are working or

you intend to work or you are preparing plansand I think both
br. Weintraub and Mr. Gerry and other witnessesparticularly
Dr. Weintraub, I noticednoted that there might be a need for
some new approaches to a new kind of monitoring and review plan,
and therefore, you have stated that you wouldyou are reviewing
some new aspects or newsome changes in the memorandum of
understanding and you are negotiating that or you plan to discuss
that with Mrs. Will's department.

I suppose my observationand I put it in the form of a ques-
tionwould be that I think Congress would sincerely hope, and
this committeeit would be good for everyone for you to continue
what you and Mrs. Will have begunand that is, your two agen-
cies working very closely together on a continuous kind of commu-
nication. 1 think you have done that.

In the future, I think the kind of progress we have made now in
terms of that communication on specific cases would be beneficial
for everyone, so I would hope in that memorandum of understand-
ing, or even before, you could explore some ways to have a periodic,
a regular kind of communication setting between yourself and the
Assistant Secretary directly so that you could communicate on spe-
cific cases and specific complaints and make surethose are very
important complaints and very important cases and make sure
that there is complete good communication between you and the
Assistant Secretary on these very important cases.

I would hope you would consider including that kind of proce-
dure in your memorandum of understanding.

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, we will certainly look into that, Mr. Bart-
lett. I think that it is important to note that the communications
between me and the Assistant Secretary for OSERS is very good.
We have recognized that we do have problems with the MOUand
have set up a task force of staff members from both of our oper-
ations to review this. In fact, the task force has had one or two
meetings, to date, to try and resolve some of these things. In the
meantime, however, Mrs. Will and I have continued to communi-
cate and have worked out a system whereby I share my policy doc-
uments with he for her input and comment, as well as findings on
some of our more controversial cases arising under section 504 that
she may be interested in, particularly with respect to their impact
on Public Law 94-142, which she enforces.

Mr. BARTLETT. I thank you for your consideration and for your
testimony.

Mr. MURPHY. Mr. Singleton, what happens to the information
when a complaint is received from the field to one of your regional
offices? How does the flow get back to Washington or does it get to
your MOU coordinator. When you have a complaint in one of your
regional offices, what is the-

Mr. SINGLETON. The complaint would be handled in the following
fashion: It would be received in the regional office. The regional op-
erations are the only places where complaints are received. We
don't receive any complaints in headquarters here.

Mr. MURPHY. How many regional offices do you have?
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Mr. SimArroN. We have 10 regional offices. One of those region-
al offices has a suboffice because of the size of the region it is in
and the number of complaints that it gets. So, for all intents and
purposes-

Mr. MURPHY. Basically 11.
Mr. SINGLETON [continuing]. You could say 11, yes. So the region-

al office would receive the complaint; it would then begin to proc-
ess it. First, the regional office would acknowledge the complaint
by writing the complainant stating that it had received a complaint
and it is complete. The regional office would then attempt by what
we call the early complaint resolution process to mediate any dis-
putes between the complainant and the local education authority.
If that doesn't work, then we then go on to conduct an investiga-
tion.

Once our investigation has been completed, we will then issue a
letter of findings, and that will be either a letter of findings of vio-
lation, or violation corrected, or no violations cited letter.

Mr. MURPHY. Now, at that stage, or before that stage, does your
MOU coordinator receive a notice of the complaint?

Mr. SINGLETON. No; the MOU coordinator would not receive a
notice of that.

Mr. MURPHY. How can, then, that person share the information
with SEP if he doesn't have the information?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, that is precisely the point, Mr. Chairman.
As I stated earlier, the MOU was based upon procedures and per-
sonnel and operating methods and styles that are now antiquated.
The MOU was based upon a structure that was in existence in
1980. That is not the case--

Mr. MURPHY. You don't believe, then, it is necessary for SEP to
know?

Mr. SINGLETON. No; I don't necessarily believe that is the case.
believe that there is a need for SEP to know and Asgistant Secre-
tary Will and I have had discussions along those lines, and we are,
in fact, now working out some arrangements to share that type of
information.

Mr. MURPHY. I would think that would be necessary.
Mr. SINGLETON. Absolutely.
Mr. MURPHY. Now, the number of notifications from your office

to SEP has decreased significantly in the last 4 years. Is that be-
cause of your interpretation of the policy and the arrangement be-
tween the two offices?

Mr. SINGeeroN. I think that you may be referring to what has
been commonly called in the past the ''early warning report." I
think that was something which was routinely sent to SEP, but as
I said, our practices have changed. You see, there used to be a situ-
ation in the Office for Civil Rights where complaints, once they
were received in the regions, investigated by the regional offices,
and findings had been made, they were sent to headquarters and
the legal staff in headquarters went over exactly the same ground
on every one of these complaints that had taken place in the
region. This was slowing us down.

We are subject to court orders. The court sets very strict time
frames by which we have to operate. This procedure had been iden-
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tified not only by me, but a number of independent sources as an
unnecessary review causing delay. I eliminated that.

It makes no sense to have a regional operation set up for the
intake and processing of _complaints if you are going to reinvent
the wheel every time those complaints are sent into headquarters.

ed that procedure, and as a result, that early warning
repo , as it was called, went out the window and something was
substituted in its place.

Mr. MURPHY. What?
Mr. SiszcazroN. It is called an enforcement activities report,

which is sent to me by each regional office as to cases where find-
ings of violation have been found.

Mr. MURPHY. I note in your testimony that you have referred a
number of complaints to the Justice Department. Do you know the
status of those complaints?

Mr. SINGLKTON. No; I don't know the status of those complaints,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. MURPHY. Do you continue to monitor those after Justice has
received the complaints?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes. My enforcement staff does monitor those
cases once they have been sent to Justice.

Mr. MURPHY. Can you provide us with that information?
Mr. SINGLETON. Certainly, I would be happy to provide it for the

record.
Mr. MURPHY. We would appreciate that.
Are you satisfied with Justice's handling of the complaints or is

that something you are going to have to followup on as well?
Mr. SiNGLE.-rosi. Well, as I said, I don't have any specific knowl-

edge at this point how Justice has been handling those cases. From
what I can see, I think that they are doing a reasonable job.

Mr. MURPHY. Can you get us the information as to the status of
the complaints and then perhaps, between you and I, we can deter-
mine whether or not Justice is following them up diligently?

Mr. SINGLETON. Certainly. We will be happy to provide that to
you

[The information referred to follows:]
INFORMATION AS REQUISTED AT THli HEARING FOR INSERTION IN THE RECORD

1 r A hst and status of rases referred to the Department of Justice (D0,11.The fol-
lowing is a listing of all cases referred to the Department of Justice since January 1,
1981 We have included the latest status of the case as known to OCR from informa-
tion provided by DOJ.

West Feliciarui Parish School District, Louisiana Referred to DOJ: July 28, 1982,
Status: A consent decree was approved by the Federal District Court for the Middle
District of Louisiana on August 5, 1983.

Alabama State System of Higher Edlirotinn. Referred to DOJ: January 4, 1982.
Status IX)J filed suit in Federal District Court in May, 1983.

Ohio State System of Higher Education. Referred to DOJ: February 18, 1982.
Status: DOJ will send a letter to the Assistant Attorney General in Ohio inviting
further negotiation. DOJ is considering filing a complaint in the event that negotia-
tions break down.

Bakenifieid City Schools, California. Referred to DOJ: July 9, 1982. Status: On
January 23, 1984, DOJ simultaneously filed a complaint and consent decree in Fed-
eral District Court, accepting student assignment plan.

University of Alabama in Birmingham. Referred to DOJ., June 23, 1983. Status:
Awaiting DOJ decision on whether to sue.
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Anna-Jonesboro ( inunitv High School, Illinois. Referred to DOJ: March 5,
1983. Status: On March 5, 19b4, Wal informed OCR that it would not seek enforce-
ment in this case.

Clover Park School District, Tahoma, Washington. Referred to DOJ: June 23, 1983.
Status: Awaiting DOJ decision on whether to sue.

Colonsa Community Schools, Michiisin. Referred to DOJ: June 23, 1983. Statue:
Awaiting Dal decision on whether to sue.

Malcolm-King Harlem College Extension, New York, New York. Referred to DOJ:
December 8, 1983. Status: On February 24, 1984, DOJ declined to file suit.

Bledsoe County School District, Tennessee. Referred to DOJ: September 20, 1983.
SWUM: On November 30, 1933, fallowing en EEOC settlement in this case, DOJ de-
cided against further legal action.

Dayton Public Schools. Ohio, Referred to DOJ: June 23, 1983. Status: DOJ de-
clined to take action on August 8, 1983.

Dillon County School District No. 2, South Carolina. Referred to DOJ: June 23,
1983. Status: Dal declined enforcement on May 24, 1934.

Illinois State Board of Education. Referred to DOJ: June 23, 1983. Status: Dal
sent a letter to Assistant Secretary for Special Education and Rehabilitation Serv-
icA; (OSERS) on January 25, 1934 stating that DOJ did not believe this case in-
volved a Section 504 violation, but pcesibly a violation of EliA. The Assistant Secre-
tary for OCR sent a memo to OSERS on February 9, 1984 stating that OCR believed
this case to be a violation of Section 504. Awaiting Dal decision on whether it will
initiate suit.

Lawrence Public School District, Michigan. Referred to DOJ: June 23, 1983.
Status: Awaiting DOJ decision on whether it will initiate suit.

!wham, University /Perdue University at Indianapolis, Indiana. Referred to DOJ:
June 23, 1983. Status: Awaiting decision by DOJ on whether it will initiate suit

Pittsburgh School District, liennsylvania. Referred to D041: October 10, 1
Status: Awaiting DOJ decision on whether it will initiate suit

Chicago Board of Education, Illinois. Referred to MU: September 20, 1983.
Status: Awaiting Dal decision on whether it will initiate suit.

Illinois State Board of Education. Referred to DOJ: June 23, 1983. Status: OCR
met with Dal on November 7, 1983. Reached as to whether to sue or seek reim-
bursement. Awaiting decision by 1)041 on whether it will initiate suit

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you.
Now, I am sure you are aware of the recent Supreme Court deci-

sion in Smith v. Robinson. It has serious implications for handi-
capped children and youth. What is your interpretation or reading
of your office's responsibilities now in relations to that decision?

Mr. SINGLETON. Mr. Chairman, that is an excellent question. I
have not had an opportunity __to fully analyze that case yet. I have
read some summaries of it. My staff is currently analyzing the im-
plications of that case now and before I woulu even hazard a guess
on that, I would like to have the benefit of that analysis, as well as
some discussions with our Office of General Counsel.

So with all due respect, I would like to decline to comment on
that right now.

Mr. 'MURPHY. Could you send to us a letter, which I will, of
course, share with all of my colleagues on the committee, of what
your interpretation of responsibilities are.

Mr. SINGLETON. Once that analysis has been completed, yes. I
would be happy to, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. MURPHY. All right.
[The information referred to follows:)
(21 An analysis of OCR'S interpretation of the Smith v. Robinson decision on its

rvsponsibilities.I am still in the process of analyzing this decision and will commu-
nicate with you further as soon as that process has been completed.

[No reply was received from Mr. Singleton.]
Mr. MURPHY. Now, one final question Mr. Miller of California

had raised and requested me to raise, that OCR administratively

:4
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apparently closed a complaint in September of 1983, a complaint
that was riled in 1979, even though SEP is to review that complaint
this year. Are you aware of that case? SEP actually isI have got
a whole document here from the superintendent of public instruc-
tion of California State Department reference docket number
09801046.

This is to advise the U.S. Department of Education Office of Civil Rights is admin-
istratively closing the following complaint: Legal Aid Society of Orange County and
Western Center for the Handicapped versus California State Department of
Education. and with that number. This closure is based on the fact that the same
issues raised by the above complaints have been and will mein in the near future
be reviewed by the U.S. Department of Education Office of Special Education, OSE.
At this time, therefore, the investigation by OCR would represent unnecessary du-
plicatiun.

Your office, on September 27, 1983, just closed the case, without
taking any further action or apparently without referring it to Jus-
tice.

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I am not familar with that particular case,
Mr. Murphy. I would suggest that in situations like that my staff
makes nois not supposed to, at any ratemake any findings
under the EHA. We deal with section 504 only.

If some of those issues are involved here, that may be the reason
why it was dismissed. The legal staff determined that there may
not have been any violations under section 504.

Mr. MURPHY. Well, there is a considerable delay in the process-
ing of thissome 14 months after you closed it. May I prepare a
letter for you, and I will attach a copy of this document, and that
would be another matter that I would request you submit to us.

Mr. SINGLETON. Certainly.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you.
[The information referred to follows:]

QUENTIONS RELATING TO Seen:mama 27, 1984, CORIMPUNDENCE Berwima WI Luau
Home. SUPERINTENDENT OE PUBLIC INSTRUCTION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA DE-

PARTMENT OF EDUCATION, AND ROBERT BROWN, REGIONAL DIRECTOR OF THE REGION

IX Orrice Fox CIVIL Ricin's

Question 1. OSEP informs the Subcommittee that it will conduct a site visit of
California in November 1984. Did Mr. Brown have any reason to believe other than
the fact SEP would make their site visit in January of 1984? (SIC).

Answer. In a memorandum dated September 2, 1983, the Assistant Secretary for
Civil Rights asked the Assistant Secretary for Special Education and Rehabilitation
Services for confirmation that OSERS intended to conduct a full program activity
review (YAK) in California in January, 1984. In a memorandum dated September 7,
1984, AS/OSERS confirmed the pendency of the California PAR review and the
date.

Question 2. Would OCR have administratively closed the case had they known
that SEP would be in California in November of 1984 instead of January 1984?

Answer. If it had been OSERS' plan. in September, 1983, to conduct the California
PAR review in November, 1984, OCR would not have closed the complaint in Sep-
tember, 19S3

Question 3. When was OCR told of SEP's decision to move back their date for a
site visit'?

Answer. Prior to the hearing, OCR was never informed of OSERS' decision to con-
duct the ('alifornia PAR review at ei later date.

Question 4. What axaurance does (X'R have that SEP will follow up on the com-
plaint?

Answer. OSERS has stated that the adequacy of the arrangement by which the
California Department of Education assures the provision of occupational and ph i
cal therapy to handicapped children is of concern. That provid .s confidence that
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0.SERS will exert its authority, as nwessary, to insure that Federal requirementsare met
Quest, to; ;; Doe. OCR plan to reopen the complaint before the November 1954SEP visit"'
Answer. Appropriate OCR staff will be instructed to consider OCR's options re-

garding examining the arrangement whereby the California Department of Educa-
tion assures the provision of related services to its handicapped children.

Mr. MURPHY. OK, thank you very much, Mr. Singleton, we ap-
preciate your testimony. Thank you, Mr, Stutman.

The final witness we have this morning is Mrs. Madeleine Will,
Assistant Secretary for Special Education and Rehabilitation Serv-
ices, with the Department of Education.

Mrs. Will. Good morning, Mrs. Will, how are you?
Ms. WILL. Fine, thank you.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you for being with us this morning. When

we originally scheduled this hearing, we did not contemplate us
going into session on Wednesday until at least noon and perhaps
3:00. However, session was moved up because of other matters. I
would, therefore, suggestand I am sure my colleagues will agree
with methat we proceed with your testimony and questioning on
the.Office of Special Education and that we receive your printed
testimony on Rehabilitation Services and we will not get into that
in detail, nor will we question you on rehab because of time. Not to
say that that is not important, because we feel it is very important,
but that it is so important that I don't think we have the time to
get into it in detail today. So what we might do is take your testi-
mony and either query you in writing or ask you to come and meet
with us again at some future date.

So we willyes, Mr. Biaggi.
Mr. BIAGGI. I am obliged to leave, but I really was curious. I

have never met Mrs. Will before and I don't know when you en-
tered this room, but so far this norning, it seems to be a tribute to
Mrs. Will and I just wanted to st the woman who was deserving of
all these accolades. I am delighte(I o see you for the first time and
join with my colleagues in commending you on the work you are
doing. Clearly, it is an area of great sensitivity and obviously you
are moving in the right direction.

Ms. Mu.. Thank you, Mr. Biaggi.
Mr. BIAGGI. Apparently it is due to your leadership.
Ms. Wtu.. Thank you.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Biaggi, for attending and we will,

of course, have copies of the testimony for you.
You may proceed, Mrs. Will.

STATEMENT 010 MAI)ELEINE WILL, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
SPECIAL El l'CATION AND REHABILITATION SERVICES, DE-
PARTMENT 4.11' EIHICATIONACCOMPANIED BY JOAN STAND-
LEE, DE1'7 TV' ASSISTANT SECRETARY, OFFICE FOR SPECIAL
EDUCATION AND REHABILITATION SERVICES, AND WENDY
CULLAR. DIRECTOR, oFFICE OF' SPECIAL EDUCATION PRO-
GRAMS

Ms. Wm. I rim pieased t' have the opportunity to appear before
the Subcommittee on S( Education to discuss current and
evolving efforts of the 0i: ice of Special Education Programs to ef-
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fectively monitor the implementation of Public Law 94-142, the
Education for All Handicapped Children Act.

A year ago when I arrived in the Office of Special Education and
Rehabilitative Services, I was asked to review the status of the
monitoring system in the Office of Spet:al Education and adopt a
system which had been revised by OSEe. That system contained a
philosophy of nionitoring based on a number of important assump-
tions. These assumptions were:

First, that State educational agencies are primarily responsible
for assuring that the requirements of Public Law 94-142 are, car-
ried out at the local level;

Second, that past monitoring efforts focused on assuring that
basic procedural requirements under EHA, such as due process,
were implemented by the States. The OSEP monitoring effort
needed to focus on assuring quality educational outcomes for
handicapped children as well as basic procedural requirements;

Third, that past monitoring efforts were not effectively using
data available on State performance. If this data were used, prob-
lem areas could be determined before a monitoring visit and the
focus of the visit could be more specific and effective;

Fourth, that in many cases, past monitoring efforts did not result
in adequate followup and resolution of the problems and States did
not receive adequate assistance in correcting problems.

Based on my belief that these assumptions were basically sound,
I decided to adopt several initial changes proposed by OSEP in the
way monitoring is conducted. These changes are now being inte-
grated into the process. There are four major components to this
revised monitoring process: presite screening-, onsite monitoring
visit; postvisit followup procedures, short- and long-term; and tech-
nical assistance.

Under presite screening, OSEP collects, reviews and analyzes all
file materials pertaining to a State's implementation of 21 of the
basic requirements of EHA -B. This material delineates implemen-
tation proble..1 areas experienced by the State. Among the materi-
als are State plan reviews, complaints received by OSEP from Fiar-
ents, advocate organizations, et cetera, and reports of investigations
conducted by the Department's Office of Civil Rights.

The substance of this review is then incorporated in a premoni-
toring document. This document is submitted to the State Educa-
tional Agency in advance of the visit. Parent, advocate information
requested from selected representatives within the State is also re-
viewed prior to the visit. OSEP also specifies, prior to the visit, the
types and amounts of additional information needed from the
State, as well as tht specific requirements to be monitored.

For the onsite nitoring visit, a team generally composed of
two to five OSI. staff conducts an onsite review lasting one week
in the SEA. The onsit, review focuses specifically on monitoring
those Federal requirements for which the SEA has ,direct imple-
mentation responsibility. During the visit, team inembers may also
visit State-operated and Statesupported programs and a sampling
of local education agencies or individual schools.

State-operated programs under Public Law 89-313 have been tar-
geted this year for the first time since 1980. The interview and fact-
finding sessions focus on the requirements for which the SEA has

7 7
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direct responsibility, plus the areas in which the recite screen-
ing indicated specific problenu. These areas include: General super-
vision; monitoring and correcting deficiencies; complaint resolution;
review of hearings by SEA; approval of local applications; adminis-
tration of State-operated or supported p ; State advisory
panel; comprehensive system of personnel evelopment; adminisl
tration of funding by the SEA; administration of other programs
and pre-school incentive grants.

A public meeting for parent, advocates and professionals repre-
senting statewide groups is scheduled as part of the onsite review
process. In this meeting, input from the parents, advocates and
statewide group representatives helps determine problems the
State is having implementing EHA.

At the end of the visit, the team conducts an exit interview to
alert the chief State school officer and his or her staff about the
initial assessment of areas of commendation, recommendation and
concern.

Under the postvisit followup procedures, upon completion of the
site visit, OSEP staff analyzes the data and information collected,
requests additional data from the SEA as necessary, and integrates
all available data. A program review letter [PRL] incorporating the
specific Fndings of the program review lists commendationsnote-
worthy activities -- recommendations suggestions for enhancing
SEA administration of Public Law 94-142and concernsincon-
sistencies with Federal requirements.

The PRL sent to the State calls for a formal acceptance of indi-
vidual findings or a request for additional negotiations. If the State
elects not to appeal our findings, the State is required to submit a
voluntary implementation plan. The plan must be submitted to
OSEP within 30 days and should include the specific actions to be
taken by the SEA for each area of concern. The SEA's timetable
for completing each action, a description of the information to be
submitted to OSEP to document the completion of each major ac-
tivity, and if appropriate, any legal barriers which the State may
have to overcome in order to implement its plan.

Under the current plan, OSEP intends to conduct onsite reviews
for each State once every 3 years. Decisions to monitor onsite more
often than once esery 3 years are based on ,an analysis of the
State's previous and current implementation of\public Law 94-142
and State plan requirements.

For example, this year, OSEP plans to conduct two onsite visits
to the State of California because of the complexity and scope of
issues which need to be addressed. We are also considering two
visits to Illinois this year.

The process of corrective action to improve State implementation
of EHA does not end with a program review letter and submission
of a voluntary implementation plan to OSEP. The final component
to the entire OSEP monitoring effort is the provision of longer
term technical assistance to States to assure that problem areas
are adequately corrected.

Technical assistance by OSEP is pro aided through two mecha-
nisms. First, a newly created unit within OSEP has been assigned
the role of reviewing the results of monitoring, categorizing persist-
ent problem areas and developing a technical assistance plan for
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OSEP to provide overall direction in the improvement of State
agency performance.

Second, OSEP has developed a network of regional resource cen-
ters which are capable of providing extensive consultation to State
agencies in solving problems of implementation. There are current-
ly six such centers with funding in excess of $4 million. The assist-
ance provided by the RRC helps to ensure quality outcomes, as well
as the implementation of basic procedural safeguards.

In one State, for example, the SEA's compliance monitoring ef-
forts were found to provide only limited information on program
performance at the LEA level. The RRC intervened and assisted
Idaho in identifying methods for evaluating qtutlity and developing
an acceptable model.

In another, the State was found to need to develop guidelines for
placement of students in the least restrictive environment. The
RRC is providing that State with technical assistance in looking at
national :best- practice models for the development of such guide-
lines.

Those are just two examples of the kind of technical assistance
that can be provided. I would like to submit a lengthier list for the
record if I might.

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you.
Ms. Wit.L. The OSEP monitoring system I have described is man-

aged solely by OSEP staff. However, monitoring of EHA-B is not
done solely by OSEP. Additional resources are available and used.
Among these are audits by Federal and State audit agencies, In-
spector General investigations and OCR monitoring of section 504
complaints.

On this latter point, in 1980, OCR and OSEP entered into an
agreement to coordinate with and assist each other in the enforce-
ment of the parallel provisions of Public Law 94-142 and section
504. The MOU calls for: The joint investigation and resolution of
complaints; the conduct of joint monitoring visits; the sharing of
data; the coordination of policy; and the joint provision of technical
assistance.

Currently, OCR and OSEP are jointly reviewing the implementa-
tion status of the MOU to determine what parts of the agreement
are working effectively and to act jointly to improve implementa-
tion of the MOU in areas where coordination of monitoring and
compliance activities is essential.

Activities under the MOU being looked at are: First, the referral
to OCR by OSEP of complaints received by OSEP involving section
504 violations. Some 150 complaints have been referred to OCR
.since 1980 for OCR investigation and resolution;

Second, the joint review and resolution of compliance violations
uncovered by the respective offices;

Third, the joint review and coordination of policy issuances pro-
mulgated by the respective offices;

Fourth, data sharing;
Fifth, cooperative technical assistance activities. Possible use of

OSEP's regional resource center mechanism is being discussed; and
Sixth, the assistance of OCR in the OSEP State plan review proc-

ess.

7,i
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The review of these activities is well underway and both offices
fully intend to improve the effectiveness of their compliance moni-
toring through mutual cooperation and coordination of activities.

Recent OSEP accomplishments in the monitoring of State educa-
tional agencies' implementation of the law have been impressive.
Over the past IS months, the staff of the Division of Assistance to
States [DAS] has completed a substantive review of each of the
State plans submitted by the 57 States and territories. In addition,
the DAS staff will have conducted onsite program reviews of 16
States by the end of fiscal year 1984. OSEP is currently planning
on-site monitoring visits to an additional 19 States during fiscal
year 1985.

The efforts by OSEP to monitor the discretionary programs for
training, research, media and model program development reflect
the same commitment to comprehensiveness, efficiency and flexi-
bility evident in the State grant program review process. In addi-
tion to the option of performing selected onsite evaluation 'isits,
the discretionary monitoring system employs numerous subs.. ., ive
Monitoring designs, including: offsite monitoring; individual
project performance report reviews; evaluation of continuing appli-

. cation content; and the inspection of final grant and contract re-
ports.
. Some details of these monitoring techniques follow:

Telephone monitoring is an effective method since a large
number of contractors and direct grantees can be the subject of
review. Each division in OSEP has instituted various telephone
monitoring procedures to meet specific needs: upcoming delivera-
bles; project activities; changes in budget; and time lines are some
of the items discussed during monitoring.

Financial progress reports are reviewed and any major questions
the project officer may have regarding procedures or time lines are
sent in writing to the project director. If adequate progress is not
being made, the project officer may meet with the contractor and
request some adfjustments.

The project officer routinely reviews the expenditure reports sub-
mitted to determine whether costs are approximately the same as
the approved budget and whether the costs billed are consistent
with the work carried out.

A site visit by one or more OSEP staff members may be made to
the contractor or grantee's institution to monitor project program-
ming or management activities. The purpose of site visits is to
verify that the project is being appropriately implemented in the
manner agreed to in the contract or grant.

The visits also determine whether any changes should be made
or whether technical assistance should be provided to improve the
quality and efficiency of the project.

When OSEP conducts site visits to funded institutions, an kti
tempt is made to visit all projects funded by OSEP at that institu-
tion. For example, when the Universities of Kansas, Maryland,
Washington, and Utah State were visited, more than 65 contracts
and grants were monitored.

This completes my description of the OSEP monitoring systems
and procedures. Many of the processes which I have outlined are
new. I am just now beginning to receive information on how these
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processes are working. 1 realize that the present system is not per-
fect and I am committed to the development of a stronger and
more effective monitor system.

If you will permit me, there are a few additional observations I
would like to leave. The State monitoring system have been evolv-
ing since 1976. At first, I think it was very necessary to have, a Fed-
eral presence in each State regularly to spur compliance with the
new law. Large numbers of children were unserved and without
IEP's.

Much technical assistance was needed. Monitoring was essential-
ly technical assistance based. In 1979, there was a report issued
supported by a large number of advocacy organizations which
found fault with the monitoring system which existed in 1979 as
having not an adequate data base, not adequate targeting and not
adequate followup.

Since that time, there has been a determined attempt on the
part of the Office of Special Education to improve its monitoring
system. I think that as a result, we see a new generation of issues,
compliance issues, having to be addressed. We are beyond merely
the simple implementation plan.

I would like to outline some of the deficiencies that I found when
I arrived in the Office of Special Education.

I thought that the concept of monitoring was ill defined. There
was abasic eomponents seemed to be to show the Federal pres-
ence, to praise what is beingwhat was beinT done well, to offer
technical assistance and to show concern over areas of noncompli-
ance. I thought that the documentation was insufficient and par-
ticularly felt that followup was lacking.

Program review letters had sometimes not gone out for a year.
Voluntary implementation plans sometimes were submitted and
sometimes were not. There was no review to determine if voluntary
implementation actions had been carried out and I thought the
staff needed more training in data gathering to document noncom-
pliance.

Since I have identified these problems, I have asked the staff to
recommend to me changes for further improvements and refine-
ments in the monitoring system. These are some of the corrective
actions that are underway:

The development of a model investigative plan, which includes
the description of data which substantiates noncompliance; the de-
velopment of criteria for selection; targeting of monitoring sites;
services of consultants to develop systems and to train personnel.
In fact, we are going to ask an independent contractor to evaluate
our monitoring system.

I want better integration of the State plan review process and
the monitoring system, the offsite and onsite monitoring tech-
niques. I want explicit standards for monitoring develoin areas
such as general supervision, procedural safeguards and

We are considering the possibility of using an exchange mecha-
nism between our Federal staff and State and local agency staff.
We want more consumer iinput. I mentioned staff training. In addi-
tion to that, we are going to train SEA staff who are involved in
monitoring the local education agencies; add legal expertise and
perhaps a statistician or t.vo to help us in the data analysis; and
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develop better timetables for followup activities and for the regular
and targeted monitoring of discretionary programs.

That is sort of a hasty overview of the things that we are doing. I
have one additional comment which is somewhat unfortunate that,
very unfortunate that we won't be able to look at the rehabilitation
system because, as I looked at the monitoring system which existed
in OSERS, I felt more and more that there was a need to bring to-
gether the monitoring of both systems, and ultimately what I
would like to do is to produce a plan for OSERS monitoring, not
that we want to violate the integrity of each system, but I find
that, for example, in the rehabilitation system where the monitor-
ing is conducted largely at the regional level, there is enormous ex-
pertise which could be brought to bear in terms of the site visits at
the SEA level and the LEA levels. So we are considering the possi-
bility of training some of our regional office staff on the rehab side
to become more knowledgeable about special education and Public
Law 94-142.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Madeleine Will follows:]
l'imPAIED STATWANNT or MADICLICINE C. WILL, ASSISTANT SIIWGZSTASY FOR ErlIcIAL

FDUcATioN AND EXHABILITATIVE EgliVICKS, DEPAUTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to appear before
the Subcommittee on Select Education to discuss the monitoring activities of the Re-
habilitative Services Administration. The ptfrpose of RSA monitoring is not only to
amen, compliance with the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, but to also assure the deliv-
ery of quality services under that Act.

RSA monitoring activities differ on two points from the monitoring activities of
the Office of Special Education Programs (OSEP). Under OSEP a strong emphasis is
placed on assuring that State agencies carry out their legal rea,tnsiblity to monitor
the delivery of services by local education agencies. Under OS, the LEA's are the
primary service providers. In contract, RSA directly monitors the delivery of serv-
ices by the State agency. Under RSA, the SEA is the primary service provider.

On the second point, it is important to remember that P.L. 94-142 prescribes both
rights to specific services for all handicapped children and procedures for obtaining
these rights. Therefore, OSEP's monitoring emphasizes assuring that these rights
and procedures~ are protected and adhered to by the States and local education agen-
ciet4 and that mandated services are available to all handicapped children. Monitor-
ing of State Rehabilitation agencies, by contrast, places more emphasis on perform-
ance outcomes; i.e., how effectively services are being delivered in relation to achiev-
ing rehabilitation goals. This focus is more prominent in RSA monitoring objectives
since there are fewer procedural requirements under the Rehabilitation Act and not
every handicapped person is eligible for services. This emphasis doesn't imply, how-
ever, that legal and procedural requirements of the Rehabilitation Act are not moni-
tored On the contrary, assuring that legal and procedural requirements a.e ad-
hered to is certainly important in the RSA monitoring system I will describe.

As stated, the purpose of program monitoring in RSA is to assure compliance and
promote quality services. Monitoring is conducted largely by staff in the Depart-
ment's ten Regional Offices. The focus of RSA monitoring activity is directed by re-
gional and central (Washington) office annual work plans. Potential problem areas
and areas needing improvement are identified from several sources, including re-
quired program reports and financial data submitted by State agencies, Audits
result in data which indicate needs for monitoring activities. Reports from Client
Assistance agencies review problems that may require investigation. Evaluation
studies uncover specific deficiency trends across State programs. Administrati, n
and ('ongressional concerns also guide monitoring activities, such as activities to im-
prove services to serverly disabled individuals, to protect client's rights, and to im-
prove job placement activities and State program management.

Monitoring RSA is greatly enhanced by our technical assistance efforts to im-
prove State agency management. These efforts promote mutually acceptable stand-
ards. expectations. and terminology. They have included a project supported by
NUM to provide a results-oriented management system to State agencies. Upon

82
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eonipirtion of the research and development phase of this project, RSA and NIHR
ft.riderl the implementation phase in order to reap the benefits of the invest-

ment and meet state requests for further assistance. In related program manage.
:Went effort, IN has established a Reaaarch raid Training Center with an pssigned
core area of piograrn management.

In caber projects funded by RSA, specific monitoring tools have been developed to
assist RSA in the conduct of monitoring activities. For example, a case review in-
st..utnent io review rehabilization counselor parformaace was designed to examine

' .1(n compliance with RSA case management reqairements.
'Torts of RSA to wrione-ur compliuricT and assure the delivery of quality serv-

cattvirized under four distinct activities. These are:
i' Managyrnent views; 2. Finaial 'Management Reviews; 3. Program

Datli Analysis; and 4. Audits

FNUXIRA111 2.4NACOtemiENT RISVIEWEI

f'n.4grain Miiilligerm.vi Reviews are conducted primarily by regional office staff
'f-hey di.- review of program activities .ender RSA state and discretionary

t, determine the fallowing:
with the award of funds us it re!akes to law, regulations, policia,

planNiappl,e,itions;
Progreeks toward a Nttisfactory level of effort in meeting the objectives estab-

h.hed in the plan :sr application for which an award has been made;
Nes-if f- technical argaiitance and;

4 iirictiew in program or managme- Coat may be suitable for dis-
4eini:nui,in

ElegiTv.ta; xtaff s>te various techniques to fulfil their progranr. monitoring raviponsi-
nihial4 iciclude

I Reviev.: of State pisaa. State iitatutes r.1d policieti, and performance reports; 2.
leleitur& ',kills., 4. Pots:trial coMacts; and b. Site visits.

.irt, N. important moilitorinti instruments that are used in the rehabilita-
tiof. and by tile etti,ional Of.lice in ct.114..i.ing lard organizing perform-
ant,. c;,,ncerlion; Cite L.w c !State Grant proirrartr. the case review ached-

Y.itate agency marpigement rev;ev..
iinritually includes in it work tivheduie plans to review };'..-

':tc-.: to look at the vocnt.oral Rehabilitation casework proc&' and
i he idmielio-,iiain of the Basic peogram using one or both of the in
st.ru.r.s.-116 min,-honed Suc;i reviews result in -a tnor_itoring report to each Skite
iigenc,.' ;';carts. is-te astted to develop a corrective action p!an A follow-
ot3 leW ,16.V01:)pikshe-i a year late.- by R.SP,.

tili mix's of datcreiicoury grant RSA will be landing app:oximately 50() iiiscrt-
i:or,:iiv pioje-cts in 1'Y 19t at a butigi.: I.?vel of $79 million.

tl.e terms A these graat aarta stibstantilil invol%err.ent trf f*",A vith the.
limited After n competitive. aware bias been made by the Wsal.iiegton

O ffa..e. the reqx.mt-.ihility prog7-ant and fiscal monitoring Cl projecte ti transferred
t:, ih.. Ch.fice:, The Waihingtor Office. however, retsina nionitorirg rt.spo r-
t:h:t;t% fie proioct.F, of ezti:inal scope such as training prosthetics and ortliaZics.

mr,nitnring include review of perierreanie and tnipenditure reports.
p-e;ect corr-vnyofiderii2e, woephorie personal rontacts, aid limn visits. RSA
mict7, Torrial fit- tai a sample of o,.going projects eric:1 year. an to !hone

which art' entoiinferirift special problems.
rte .lisco,-tionar a,vist\icd by RSA are menitered by the Reg-am:al Of-

Iteviev.i, nave bc'en coinnieted on ..trants under the fohowing r.tograttis:
v.,nr`,,,,ry, client difiriifitano-. indewndent living, t,.eining, projects with iiviustj,

late .r+pei proiects

rit4tONCA1. 4.SV:EW

Mi%nzwt-nt<'.ot Scrwcrcs ...`F,tai;.' in tile Wash:L.gton Office is charged w.ih per-
mennorins activities. For example, the stoif

,,t.,si.re-s :he p-r,por ailciestio:1 of appr:/pritited funds Ntainst rtatiztury
'.r(t

rmVieW experditkirt- teperts. thz apprco.late expcndi-
,f ''1,110.:- it...cc:Ida-ice with pol:eier, established by 0M13 and the i)epartr.erit.

moritt:iririg t'f the Lias:c il.reets pr.igrain is accor.i.
ri vit,wing finan.:)i.41 tt.,sta stinitiittk-d by Ststt, Vamtional Re..abi!itatic

fi,
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Financial Status Repurta (SF 2691 are reviewed and monitored on a regular basis
to determine if all of ti State's Federal allotment will be used. State agencies are
required to notify RSA of unusable funds so that these funds may be reassigned to
other States. At the end of each fiscal year, Final Funds Reports, are reviewed to
determine if State matching funds have been provided, the amount of excess State
funds contributed, and the amount of Federal funds lapsing. RSA staff work with
State VR agencies to determine why funds are lapsed and to develop strategies to
prevent reeurrer.ce On-wite monitoring is done in those cases requiring in-depth
analysis.

PiLOG RAM DATA ANA LY SIB

Statistical information collected by RSA from the States is used primarily for the
monitoring of program performance to assure the adequate delivery of services to
target populations.

Monitoring entails the review of reported data for completeness and aCcuracy. A
computer editing system is in place to check every applicable item of informstion
reported Data is then used to establish comparisons between States as to how serv-
ices are being delivered in the Federal-State Rehabilitation System. Examples of
theta' comparitionn are the varying trends in case closures and the delivery of specif-
ic therapies. Examples of data which are routinely reviewed are:

I. The flow of cases into and out of each State rehabilitation agency.
2. The personal and program-related characteristics of individual clients.
:11.Z:sorted client outcomee.

on the data review the progress of State agencies toward achieving estab-
lishing service delivery objectives is determined. For example, analyses have identi-
fied agencies that terve largely clients with relatively minor as opposed to severe
handicaps. Data analyses has also pointed to problems such as high percentages of
clients being rehabilitated into non-remunerative occupations, e.g. homemaking.

RSA follows up identified problems and trends by way of an Information Memo-
rbridum to the State Directors. Work plans are then developed by the State to cor-
rect progrsin deficimies

A U D ITS

Audits are conducted by the Office of the Inspector General. In accordance with
OMIT Circular A- (i21', audits must also be provided by each agency (State) at least
Emery z.ive years. The audit findings are provided to RSA for corrective action and
collection of disavowed expenditures. Final Letters of Determination are issued
within 11.4, Jays of the audit report. Within six months after an audit report is sub-
mitted to the State, a site visit is made to the grantee to determine if the planned
core. -ctive actions have been implemented or if the deficiencies have been corrected.
A fiscal year sumniary analysis is made of all audits issued during the year showing
findings, funding pa3 backs, and dates audits were issued and resolved.

In summary, RSA maintains a comprehensive and structured monitoring process
to improve program effectiveness, assure compliance, and promote quality services
to handicapped ?eopie. This is done through a system that involves a number of
monitoring activities and techniques. The' result of these efforts is better services to
handicapped individuals.

Thank yeu. Mr Chairman. I am prepared to respond to questions you, or other
mern'aers of the Committee. may have.

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mrs. Will. I think that those innova-
tions that you summarized will certainly promise to make a great
stride in the monitoring of what we all believe is a very worthwhile
prot;rain.

I al&o want to thank you for the timeliness of the EHA regula-
tions, as well as your efforts to brief our subcommittee staff and
other member's staffs on the status of current regulations.

I will first ask my coileagues if they have any questions. Mr.
Bartlett.

Mr. Biorri,c1.--r. Y?s, Mr. Chairman, I have a number of questions.
I am sitting here -as impressive as Mrs. Will's accomplishments in
the 14 months have been, I hvtve to confess to being even more im-
pressed by her long list an review of those accomplishments.
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Much of what you have implemented and are implementing, I
think many of us were not even aware of and so, for that, I con-
gratulate and appreciate it.

From listening to your testimony, both your written testimony
and what you gave us at the end, it soundsI draw two conclu-
sions: First, and I wonder if you could share for us with any quanti-
tative or just judgmental wayit sounds as if you have vastly im-
proved the monitoring system since 1983, and indeed, in reviewing
the testimony of Mr. Gerry as to what it looked like in 1979-80, it
sounds as if you have vastly improved the effectiveness of that
monitoring system since 1979-80 also.

Do you have any way of quantifying those improvements in
terms of results in the field, or do you have a subjective judgment
as far as how far along on the improvement process are we?

Ms. WILL. I think we are making enormous strides. The States
are making enormous strides. I can cite, by way of example, the
development of policies, regulations, and statutes at the State level
to improve the effectiveness of educational services; the elimination
of waiting lists; the provision of related services to large numbers
of children; and, the development of extended school year pro-
grams,

Mr. BARTIXVF. Would you describehow would you characterize
it? You have made vast improvements since 1983 and also since
197940; that we are three-quarters of the way there, halfway
there, to where you want to be?

Ms. WILL. Well, I don't think that I would feel comfortable trying
to quantify it. I think we have one impressive source of informa-
tion in the most recent deregulatory efforts in 1983. From review-
ing all that information, which consists of letters and resorts sub-
mitted to the Department, and I would imagine that the same sort
of information was conveyed to Congress, the general consensus
was that Public Law 94-142 was an extraordinarily effective stat-
ute. It was a healthy program.

In addition, Congressman Murphy established a Commission to
study the financing of free appropriate education, made up of a dis-
tinguished variety of representatives from the educational commu-
nity, in luding people from the Council for Exceptional Children,
for exa,liple, which has reported that Congress should preserve the
Public Law 94-142 statute without change because it is based on
sound equity principles and is working well to ensure free, appro-
priate public education for all handicapped school-age children.

In addition, the report went on to say that althol gh the Commis-
sion recognizes that in many States the impetus for these efforts
has come from within the State, it believes that such activities
have been greatly strengthened by the passage and ongoing en-
forcement of Public Law 94-142. I particularly like this statement
and highlight it because I think it demonstrates the vitality of the
act, the partnership, the large role that States play in the adminis-
tration of the educational services delivered to handicapped chil-
dren.

This is not to say that you can equate directly the effectiveness
of our monitoring system, but I think it is

Mr. BARTLErr. It is a part.
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Let me followup on that a bit because in listening to your testi-
mony and comparing that with some of the testimony earlier, it oc-
curred to me that you arein very specific ways, that yott are im-
plementinghave implemented and have specific plans to imple-
ment some of the very specific recommendations that were made to
us by several witnesses, including your emphasizing of data collec-
tion, your emphasizing of followup, which is of far more enormous
importance than anything else, following up to make sure that the
recommendations are carried out, your emphasizing of technical as-
sistance. You have adopted an outside monitor of your own moni-
tor, you just told us, which is one of the specific recommendations.

You are including periodic onsite reviews on the 3-year schedule,
combined with the continuous review process, so essentially you
are telling us that you have done both.

I suppose my question is, of the several groups recommended
and I didn't get a count ofDr. Weintraub represented the Assoca-
tion for Children and Adults with Learning Disabilities, the Asso-
ciation for :retarded Citizens, the Council for Exceptional Children
and others, of which you communicate with frequently and I do
also. I suppose I am struck by the fact that they were making rec-
ommendations that you are implementing. bid they know that or
have you talked with the organizations about those specific imple-
mentations or recommendations?

Ms. Wm.. Not formally. We are still in the process of finalizing a
plan. It really is not complete. It wasn't complete a month ago. It
will take another month or so before we are ready to talk about it
in detail.

I think that there may have been some specific recommendations
discussed with individuals in a private meetings.

Mr. BARTLE-yr. So they shouldthe people who made these rec-
ommendations should feel good about the hearing because then you
have come in and told us that in large part you are implementing
many of those recommendations.

Ms. WILL. We are always eager to receive ideas from advocates
who represent them.

Mr. BARTLEFT. Thank you, Madam Secretary.
Mr. MURPHY. Mr. McCain.
Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I notice that we have a vote and I want to apologize to the wit

ness for not being here for your entire testimony.
Mr. Gerry identified in his statements that he felt the largest

area of concern right now was lack of followup and he defined that
as being: Are the programs being carried out and do they do any

Do you share Mr. Gerry's concern, and if so, could you briefly,
understanding time constraints--

Nis. WILL Yes, I do. I think that there has been in the past a
lack of followup and what we are determined to do, and are doing,
I think, much better, is to track adequately responses that we
should deliver to the States and to which we expect return, to pro-
vide on a timely basis and to provide technical assistance to States
in improving the overall educational services and in the develop-
ment of policy and procedures to meet the requirements of the act.
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These regional resource centers which have an appropriation of
$4 million are going to be used to target specific areas of concern,
compliance concerns, for example. A significant number of States
have asked for technical assistance in building their monitoring ca-
pabilities. We want to do that.

Another area of concern was that of procedural safeguards and a
third was least-restrictive-environment optionsmodels; knowledge
about exemplarly practices in the area of least-restrictive environ-
ment. Those are sorts of things. that we would like to assist the
States with.

Mr. McCAIN. Thank you. How many people do you have on your
staff, Ms. Wills, total?

Ms. WILL. 452.
Mr. M(CAIN. Do you believe-
Ms. WILL. That is in the Office of Special Education and Rehabil-

itative Services. \
Mr. MCCAIN. lk you believe that you need an increase?
Ms. WILL. I think that I have adequate resources and I would

like to focus primarily on the staffing of the Division of Assistance
to States, which does a good deal of monitoring. We have people
who are team leaders that go out and they are responsible for orga-
nizing material and identifying problems that may be looked at.
The number of the team leaders is nine and I think sometimes
there is confusion. People equate our monitoring staff to those
nine, but it is much larger than that. In addition, we have other
members of the team, the people who provide technical assistance.
I think that we have adequate resources at this point.

We have enormous flexibility. Our S&E provisions allow us to
shift personnel from one division to another. We have considered
increasing the size of the' technical assistance unit, for example,
and I had mentioned earlier the use of our Federal staff at the re-
gional office level would also be a possibility.

Mr. BAinierr. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. Mc-CAIN. Yes.
Mr. BARTLETT. The questionand I think it is importantwe

know that you have more than nine people monitoring. Would you
have an estimate as to how many people in your department are
involved with monitoring activities? I think that was Mr.
McCain's--

Ms. Wit.L. Forty-two.
Mr. BARTLETT. Forty-two all together. Thank you.
Ms. WILL. We have a number of vacancies. We filled two and we

have recruitment actions in for an additional five.
Mr. McCAIN. Finally, Mrs. Will, one of the things that struck me

about our hearing was the statement that 12 States have not been
visited for 4 years. I am of the belief that Mr. Gerry's thesis that
you don't need to show the flag after a while with great frequency
I certainly agree with. But I also think that to go that long without
visiting States the size of Texas is probably something that needs
to be rectified and I would recommend that you make a few more
visits to these States.

Ms. WILL. Actually that is an erroneous fact. There are four
States, only four States, that have not been monitored for 4 years,
and they are the first set of States to be monitored in 1985.
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Mr. McCAIN. I am glad you brought that to our attention and I
appreciate it Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, gentlemen.
I want to thank you, Mrs. Will. I have a series of questions, but

obviously I would have to keep you here for one-half hour until we
get back and I will not do that to you. You have been extremely
cooperative.

I want to welcome Ms. Cullar to Washington in her new duties
and we look tbrward to working with her.

I would like to submit to you, Ms. Will, a list of questions on
staffing and some other things if you would be so good as to submit
them hack in writing or contact the staff and get them to us, wecan all save some time.

1 just have one question that is not related to this. I recently was
visiting a sheltered workshop in one of the Western States and they
expressed to me their concern of your views on the use of sheltered
workshops, saying that they had the impression that you were not as
keen on sheltered workshops as perhaps they were. Could you giveme your--

Ms. Wm.. Yes; I would be happy to. I feel that sheltered work-
shops are, and have been, a cornerstone in the system, the delivery
system, of services to adult handicapped people who are severely
and protoundiy handicapped. Without sheltered workshops, vast
numbers of young people would graduate from high school and
have absolutely no service, no next step. Having said that, I think
that the emphasis that I placed in OSERS in the area of services
for adults has been to focus on competitive employment and sup-portive--

Mr. MURPHY. Sometimes it doesn't exist, competitive employ-
ment. ,

Ms. WILL That is true, but we know that there are models out
there of success and we are trying to replicate them and we have a
special appropriation approved this year to develop supported work
progfains which will allow severely handicapped people to function
in a competitive situation, a competitive setting.

I know from my experience as a parent that there are some real
problems that sheltered workshop operators face in having to con-
vince a generation of parents, an older generation of parents, that
were told that their young person could never function independ-
ently in a competitive setting and have always had that expecta-
tion.

By con: rant, you have an entirely new generation of parents who
have grown up under Public L..sv 94-142 who feel very strongly
and have been led to believe and even have every expectation that
their young person will be able to function competitively, so I think
that our focus now is to develop a range of options and we are not
critical of sheltered workshops-

Mr. Mt:away. Can't do without them until we get them all fully
competitive.

Ms. Wu.i.. An invaluable service.
Mr. MURPHY. OK. Thank you very much, Ms. Will.
'Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene subject to the call of the Chain]
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[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:)
S I iya*AKTMIENT a,p hIsc( ATIoN, Or INT oF IKE ASEDNTANT SECRWTAIty

from SPIU'IAL KotreATIoN AND REIJAWLITATION StatvirES,
Washington, DC July 27, 1984.

Min AusTIN J. NIL; limn',
Chairman, Subcommittee on Select Education, House Office Building Annex 1,

Washinwton, IX'.
Dr.libt MR CHAIRMAN: Enclosed are the materials you requested regarding OSERS

front office travel for the upcoming hearing on August 1, 1984.
The Assistant Secretary has the discretion to invite experts from the field to par-

ticipate in meetings convened in support of her initiative and priorities. This "invi-
tational travel.' is included in our response us the funds ore charged to the account
of the immediate office of the Assistant Secretary.

Please du not hesitate to contact me if you need additional information.
Sincerely,

Attachments 121.

IMMEDIATE OFFICE

MAPS ULINE WILL

I.Vpose Ccst

i iN(11 Oaf l'Os4 Harr,
i:_liol Inman 1:1 w-orks.N.4) $100

Madeitirop W11 Transition speech 408

Carol Inman LD initiative .
115

man Starrdiev Mental def. plenary session 408

Pau; fixadie Monitoong BucA fats, PA 158

)Garr S1.3Tictirr Cknst group meeting. Texas 865

Iklacietelrie Arti AA,AD speech 408

Cara Inman SSA leadersbvp mretNig 975

loan S14r,11.2e St and V?I speech .

213

Alaoefeine W);1 Hahrveri Ann thuv speech 1/8

loin SIanitlee Spina bifida %peecn 1,234

C....V.JJ 4)74.1 Parent tramIng speech 965

On trourIg adult worts:lop 171

Tor f4ell4r4 TranS,14,n speech 375

kiladeielne ATu Site visit/Clarke School for tne Deaf 331

Tyr Parley Devekoprnefll ills meeting .
615

Maoeieinf Wa: NISH speech 445

C.aitA inm,in Parent groups 518

Bat) WaPtng Baltimore SSA 33

Yip Stvrh-r,.., ln veech 494

Madeieirie W,i1 Review empty. program 591

Dc Site visit/Woodrow iiii3c,t Reh.it Cenrer 106

:area Inmen. Regioi, warkshcc 64/

IV Exceptional parents rneeIlig 583

1X, Panel ore5entni 184

T .(.. Nv, 'ly Speech 516

n, Pane; moderato, ASH 559

YaLieiPrne Wh. Speech ALASDE 1,178

Hen Cramer Health are linaDong meeting 104

CarN Inman Pare! training COnferenCt 421

or; %AKA Panel presents 964

it1.41, YAno',4-4, Ut Cr A.h`isory Cprrimmet 1,281

41 Sontag Site ivtx Wisconsin '2.000

Total

jo.0 ;Of; irv!
R44) , SaIK.ne.
tifd Roth
C4.,;:1

Pivrney

(K

18 210

Stale' directors / spec E D 58?

Rebel ioernatronal 381

klitS5C chid workshop 538

Speech Renate leeherx 299

Hand;c4oped cPsz rritvet'a 396



Wallace 8abington

Do

Dave 6630titia

Tom limy
Rapheal Sencties

Slagie iltriIton

Wheal &filches
Don Bann
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IMMEDIATE OFFICE--Contimed

Drat intefpieting works*. . ..... .....

Dal interpreteis conference
S4-142 meeting
?Tog. directors meeting

Vocational edoc. site e.
t!CSO/CilS

fitgai spec educ contecence

Dart Long hit special education
Caine Conn .. ParaOnvics matting
klaOsione Sdi visit/hew l'ock .

Ed Sontag .. do .............
Madeleine Will ATI3C8

Ton limey do .

teadeleine W J1 Boston site wisits.. ....
Dave %stetter . Monitoring Columbus, 0h0
Winston Wilkinson Po* Law 94-142 nwelgig....
George Cann Regions meetings.
Herman Goldberg USA speech
George Conn kb placement witttence .

Winston WiktnSC41 Black colleges meeting
Herman Gokbefg Pennsitaila spec. educ .

Helga Roth Irdormation sciences ........ .....
Rapheal Senches Public Law 94-142 speech

Do . NASD presentation
Herman Goldterg Pubic Law 44-14? peesentation .

Winston Wilkinson Public Lew 94 142 meeting.

Total 15,181

rig; saw 30 1944

14* 11vtalmal traAl incimks owtatnres d tee &unix! Sacratary swcorliad omplerunt ant, runty baud union, odepandent mrtg.
adedupped ant netts transolon and am8 ollerrentxr
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1,000
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201

506

499

461

306

382

810

167

167

160

160

193

331

618
1,692

560

1,160
441

225

533

366

456

178

515

REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATIONSALARIES AND EXPENSES BUDGET AND TRAVEL

BUDGET

1475 1681 1564

Total salaries and expenses (thousands) 511,932 5 510,366.7 $10,696
Travel ( Masan& ) 550 0 362.9 127 .3

1980 RSA was timed to V* No Dlortcnint ot Ecluc.atoo and Ursa* pact at Me Orke d Sorc444 facaton wad R:tuairt.thon Since

hate &wen 1979 and 1914. salarr, and wanes haket domed 13 wort. trivet toPot 011:33$80 71 ;Km! Wham 1461 and 1561
sganes and Maws *dr 'tumid 3 prowl. Trot* .budget dectialad 65 portant

REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION PERSONNEL

igg to,A to 149'".3

mow to rtvot 1., 1964
MFRS) 05E41--

Headquartec 5 1 '6 140 1!0
Reg Kral 16: 162 124

Total 368 3U2 231

hoot Wpm 1910 and 144 pow to *awe to 056R5 stiff dcraasAl 46 6 parrint, walsal stail dewed 73 5 prrutot, Mai stall
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iota + staff Ocrsased 22 5 oecceol
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RESPoNrili ter RliQUESTII FROM STATE REHABILFTATION AGENCIES FOR PROGRAM-

MATIr OINtiULTATION AND TEVRPIICAL AssuiTANCE: SPOT SURVEY OF A MAJORITY OF

STATE AGENCIeS 32 AtIENCIEs sukVEYED)

QUESTIONS ON SEEKING, ASSISTANCE FROM NATIONAL RSA OFYICE

Has you agency sought such assistance i e past year? 37.5 percent yes; 53 per-
cent no; 9.4 percent no response.

Were you able to receive the requested assistance? 83 percent yes; 17 percent no.
Comments: "When you expect little, you ask for little, you get little". . . . "The

questions asked were simple". . . . "Many times we, have found it easier and
quicker to get help through CSAVR" (Council of State Administrators of Vocational
Rehabilitation )

QUESTIONS ON SWUNG AssISTANCE FROM REGIONAL REA OFFICES

your agency sought such assistance in the past year? 94 percent yes; 6 per-
cent no.

Were you able to receive the requested assistance? 63 percent yes; 37 percent only
partial or no limistance.

Was the assistance provided through a visit to your agency? 23 percent yes; 37
percent sometimes or seldom; 40 percent no.

Would it have been better provided by a visit? 63 percent yes; 13 percent not nec-
essarily; 23 percent no response.

If a reason was given for your receiving only partial or no response, what was the
reason provided? 10(1 percent lack of trawl funds.

Comments: Requeeted that regional representative be allowed to travel to state to
provide his expertise while our administrative review tkiirn did-in internal audit
pursuant to the development of a new case review process. Regional rep was denied
permission to travel;

New state agency for blind has critical need for education in management of
program , . . Has had one visit from regional office, from a junior stair member;

We have had problems receiving timely assistance from our regional office. Meet-
ings were scheduled and canceled at last minute with excuse that travel budget had
nut been approved,

We hive made no formal requests for technical assistance from regional office due
to kno ledge of their travel funds;

Visits are more valuable than communication by phone or mail . . Provide
opportunity to share visibly some of what we are doing as well as provide a sounding
board for new ideas;

Have requested consulting and technical assistance on: order of selection, establish-
ment grants, fee setting, client assistance, independent living, placement/market-
ing On the' whole, the regional office has demonstrated a sincere willingness to pro-
vide assistance. Failure to visit is not because of unwillingness, but due to other con-
straints that make travel impossible;

Timely and valuable visits in the past covered many of the items now covered
only by mail and telephone;

From a state director's point of view, the regional staff's value is in the field
where the action isnot in the regional office;

State Agency Management Reviewmonitoring all aspects of agency manage-
ment, including co-e management and review of files--normally has three regional
office stall fiscal, programmatic and specialist. This year we were told "We only
have money for one person." Resulted is only a paper review;

Meetings always scheduled in the regional office prevents many state agency
people from attending and prevents the sharing of valuable information;

Regional office staff development specialist has not been authorized to attend any
of the biannual meetings of the RSA funded in-service Placement Training Project
for three regions. Since RSA has had a national initiative on Job Placement, it
would appear that regional training efforts could be better coordinuted with states if
RSA Regional office staff development specialists could be part of the planning and
evaluation grow;

It seems that the answer/decision to many questions can only he obtained at the
n Bunion level. Often the regional office must check with the national office before
;o1 answer can be given. Authority/responsibility needs to be fixed at one level. In a
couple' of cases. projects have been given information and decisions without consul-
tations with state vr. This has created many communication and expectation prob-

-e-- lems
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IIKAINUARTIERS TRAVEL EXPENDITURIDS

,14.AR 19si TRAM. TOTAL: $18,21(1 AS OF JUNE 30, 1984

Carol Inman, $5,643 total- LI) Workshop $100; 1,13 Initiative, $115: SEA Leader.
ship Meeting. $975; Parent Training Speech, $965; Young Adult Workshop, $171;
Parent Groups. $518; Regional Workshop, $647; Exceptional Parents Meeting, $583;
Panel Presenter; $184; Parent Training Conference. $421; NASDE: Panel Presentor;
$964.

Joan Stand lee: $4.555 total-- Menta' Del Plenary Session, $408; Const. group
meeting, TX, $865. S.E. and V.N. Speech, $273; Spina'Bifida Speech, $1,234; L.D.
Speech, $494; OED/Advisory Committee, $1,281.

Madeleine Will: $3,651 totalTransition Speech, $408; AAMD Speech, $408;
Ilahnem Ann Univ. Speech, $178; Site Visit/Clarke Sch. for Deaf, $331; NISI'
Speech, $445; Review Employ. Prog., $597; Site Visit/Woodrow Wilson Rehab.
Center, $106; Speech: NASDE. $1,178.

Ed Sontag: $2,000 total---Site visits: Wisconsin, $2,000.
Torn Nerney- $1,690 totalDevelopment Dili. Meeting, $616; Speech, $516; Panel

Moderator A S.H., $558.
Torn Bellamy: $376 totalTransition speech, $371 ;.
Paul Riddle: $158 total.- Monitoring: Buck Falls, PA, $158.
Ellen Cramer: $104 totalHealth Care Financing Meeting, $104.
Bob Walling. $:33 totalBaltimore SSA, $33.

FISCAL YEAR 1983 TRAVEL--TOTAL: $15,187

Georgi.. ('o1111 $3,682 total Puralympics Meeting, $830; Regions meetings, $1,692;
Joh Placement Conference, $1,160.

Rapheal Simches: $2,371 totalState Directors /Spec. Ed., $582; Vocational Ed.
Conference, $:,06, Rural Spec. Ed. Conference. $461; P.L. 94-142 speech, $366;
NASDE Presentation, $456

Wallace Babington $1,828 totalOral Interpreting Workshop, $838; Deaf Inter-
preters Conference, $1,000.

Winston Wilkinson. $1,580 total--P.L. 94-142 meeting, $618; Black Colleges Meet-
ing, $447, P L. 94 142 meeting, $515.

Torn Nerney- $1,056 total --Speech: Rehab leaders, $299; Handicapped Disc. Meet-
ing, $396; Prog. Directors Meeting, $201; ATB('B $160.

Herman Goldberg- $963 total--AASA Speech, $560; Pennsylvania Spec. Educ.,
$225; F' L. 94-142, $178.

Helga Roth. $914 totalRehab International, $381; Information Sciences, $533.
(*aro! Inman. $538 total autistic Child Workshop, $538.
Slagle Allbritton: $499(r.SSO/CEIS. $499
Darld Long $352---N.14, Special Education, $382.
Dave Rostetter: $381 totalP.I,. 94-142 meetiny., $44; Monitoring: Columbus,

Ohio. $:i3-7
Don Barrett. $306 total TEX', $306

Sontag $167 total--Site Visit, NY, $167.

C'otustrrree (IN Ent.TeATioN AND LABOR,
1Vashington, 1X.', November 14, 15+84.

Mrs MAin,LEINF
Assistrint .Secretor,. ()ffire of Spe'ial Education and Rehabilitation Services, Depart-

ment Edacatton, Washington. D.C.
Dvas Thank you again for your participation in our Subcommittee

oversight hearing on the monitoring activities of the Office of Special Education and
Rehabilitat um Services

Enclosed you will find questions on special education which follow up on issues
raised in the hearing and questions related to rehabilitation, which lack of time pre-
vented us from discussing

Since we would like to include this information in the printed hearing record, I
would greatly appreciate having the responses no later than December 10.

Thank you for your :Assistance It has been a pleasure to work with you during my
chairmanship of the Subcommittee

Very truly vours,
AUSTIN J. MURPHY, Chairman.

F:rsc i. ''ices
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QtligriONS ON SPECIAL 1WUCATION

What is the status of the independent contractor's evaluation of the monitoring
system?

What additions have been made or plan to be made to the monitoring staffs in
terms of increased legal expertise as well as statistical expertise?

What has been done to improve the timetable of Program Review Letters follow-
ing monitoring episodes?

What is the status of communication between OSERS and OCR to improve the
implementation of the MOU? What further action will be taken in this regard?

What criteria are used to determine whether a travel request is accepted? What
priority is given to travel for purposes of monitoring as opposed to travel to partici-
pate in professional conferences in both the Office of Special Education Programs ass
well as OSERS front office?

What is OSERS position on the inapect of the Smith v. Robinson decision? Does
OSERS believe that parents or the legal representatives of handicapped children
who prevail in litigation brought under the Education of the Handicapped Act
should be allowed to recover reasonable attorney's fees?

QUESTIONV ON InHAISILITATION

What is the formal division of responsibility between OSERS and RSA? Please de-
scribe the responsibilities of the Commissioner of RSA and the Assistant Secretary
of the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services with respect to the
administration of federal vocational rehabilitation programs and projects.

Plea**. describe the procedure used for the selection and approval of grants, in-
cluding the procedure used to select reviewers for the peer review process. Once a
grunt has gone through the peer review process and been approved by the Commie-
sioner of RSA, does anyone in OSERS have the authority to reduce the amount of
that grant and reallocate the funds?

How many on-site case reviews, and with how many personnel, has RSA conduct-
ed in state agencies in each of the last four fiscal yea* many on-site manage-
ment reviews has it conducted and with how many personnel in each of these years?

One of the primary responsibilities of the management services staff in RSA. is to
determine on u regular basis if all of a state's federal allotment is going to be
matched so that it can be used. It appears that some state agencies, such as Puerto
Rico, are being permitted to hold federal funds up to the last day of the fiscal year
before returning unmatched funds. At the wine time, there are may states over-
matching their allotments and eagerly awaiting additional funds in order to serve
additional clients. What strategies has RSA or OSERS developed to prevent recur-
rence of lapsed funds in Puerto Rico and the Territorities? When was this problem
last addressed in an on-site monitoring visit to Puerto Rico?

Between 19S1 and 1983 the travel budgets for RSA regional offices were cut by 51
,.,ercent In FY 1984, it appears that there was another reduction of about 40 per-
cent. Who sets the allocation for the travel budget for RSA in the Department of
Education? How was it determined that RSA would need less than it has actually
ob/igated for travel in the past?

RSA regional offices are now required to submit quarterly travel plans and have
them approved before they can undertake any on-site visits for monitoring and tech-
nical assistance. Is the responsibility for approving these plans OSERS' or RSA's?
Who it OSERS or RSA routinely looks at travel plans before they are approved?
Who has the final approval?

A recent su. eey of 32 state rehabilitation agencies showed that 30 dates and re-
quested consultation and/or technical assistance from regional or national RSA of-
fices in the past year. Almost 40 percent stated that the assistance was not received
or the assistance was inadequate. The vast majority stated that on-site atasistance
would have been more effective than the assistance they received. Since you note in
the testimony provided to the Subcommittee that monitoring is greatly enhanced by
technical assitance, what steps will you take to improve the provision of technical
assitance from both regional and national offices that is requested by state agen-
cies9

The Rehabilitation Act requires a report to Congress on activities carried out
under the Act for each fiscal year. Although the report is due within 12f days of the
beginning of each fiscal year, Congress has not yet received the report for fiscal year
19S:i. Please provide the Subcommittee with an explanation of this situation. When
will the fiscal year 1983 report be sent to Congress? Will the report ter fiscal year
19se be provided to Congress prior to January 1, 1985, as is required by the statute?
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Cesit-effeetiveness data on the federal rehabilitation program has not been provid-
ed for the last four yearr. Although etutee are individually assessing the cost-effec-
tiveneea of their prtigrama, it it critical that the information be available on a na-
tional basis. Please provide the Subcommittee with the best available date showing
the current cost-effectiveness of the federal program.

U.S. DEPARTMSNT OF EDUCATION, OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY
roe SPECIAL EDUCATION AND REHABILITATIVE SESVICVS,

Washington, DC; January 28, 1.985.
Hon. AUSTIN J. Mt)Kenv,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Select Education, Committee on Education and Labor,

U.S House of Representatioes, Washington, IX.
DEAR Ms. MURPHY: I am writing in response to your letter of November 14. 1984

regarding issues raised during the hearing conducted by the Subcommittee on Select
Education. We have made significant progress in addressing many of the issues
raised during the hearing and plan to continue our work to improve the administra-
tion of these programs.

Your questions are answered individually in the enclosed attachment to this
letter. If you need additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me. I
again want to thank you for the opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee and
look forward to working with you in our mutual efforts to serve handicap* chil-
dren and adults,

Sincerely,

Enclosure*,

MAC -- 'NE WILL,
Assistant Secretary.

yUlaiTIONS ON REHASIUTATION SERVICES

Question. Please describe the procedure used for the selection and approval of
grants, including the procedure used to select reviewers for the peer review process.
Once a grant has gone through the peer review process and been approved by the
Commissioner of RSA, does anyone in OSERS have the authority to reduce the
amount of that grant and reallocate the funds.

Answer: All eligible applications for available new funds submitted in response to
a Rehabilitation Services Administration (RSA) program announcement in the FED-
ERAL REGISTER are reviewed by a panel consisting of three reviewers, one of
which must be a non-federal reviewer. In FY 1984, at least two of the reviewers on
each panel were non-federal experts.

Nominations for new reviewers are obtained from solicited and unsolicited re-
questa from the rehabilitation community, review of currently supported project
personnel, and diSCUSSiOTIS between RSA and Special Education program staff, etc.
The RSA projects officer responsible for each program provides initial nominations
for reviewers in each category in which review panels might be required. Approxi-
mately two to three times as many reviewers as are reauired are nominated initial-
ly to allow for expected reductions due to conflict of interest and nonavailability.
The initial review roster is reviewed by the responsible Office of Developmental Pro-
grams staff prior to final approval by the Commissioner, RSA. The primary basis for
selection of reviewers is their knowledge of the specific rehabilitation program or
program arcats). Competence is judged primarily on the basis of education and expe-
rience of potential reviewers. and past performance of repeat reviewers. Special at-
tention is also given to avoiding conflict of interest and to ensuring that the review-
er pool represents a reasonable distribution of such variables as sex, race, and
handicapping conditions. More specifically, selection of panelists includes consider-
ation of:

(a) Evidence of Scholarship: tl) Advanced dew-cm (2) Publications; {3) Consultan-
cies; (4) Committee services; t5) Professional; (6) Employment expertise.

(hi Past Performance as a Reviewer: (1) Quality of judgements; (2) Thoroughness
of documentation; (3, Independence/flexibility; (4) Timeliness; (5) Consistency; (6)
Maintenance of confidentiality.

lc' Expertise ;1) Knowledge of Vocational Rehabilitation; (2) Knowledge of the
specific program/ program mews) covered by the competitions; (3) Methodology.

;d( Absence of Conflict of Interest: (1) Not directly involved in any application in
the same competition: (2) Not from an organization represented in the applications
assigned to a specific panel.
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)e) ihietribution 9 lialunced representation of sexes; (2) Racial distribution; (3) In-
clusion of handicapped persons; (4i At least one non-Federal reviewer; tro No two
reviewers from the swine inetitutein, Gears raphic distribution.

The final selection of reviewers is made al random from the above pool
The reviewers finally selected for service as panel members are informed of the

date and time of the panel meeting and provided with a written contract for their
services as panelists. The meeting begins with a detailed orientation to the review
process including a review of the program announcement, application instructions,
selection criteria, application evaluation forms, and conflict of interest require-
ments. Written instructions are provided to all reviewers covering the purpose of
the review, the conflict of interest statement, a set of directions for the technical
review and for the completion of the technical review form, the role of the Project
Officer and the role of the Grants Officer. Genera' information about the specific
program is presented for the benefit of new reviewers, with emphasis on the fact
that applications are to be reviewed solely on the basis of published selection crite-
ria A primary reviewer is assigned to each application and a chairperson df the
group is appointed. He/she is responsible for the management of the meeting. '

After completion of the orientation, reviewers are given time to review, evaluate,
and score each application within the competition. Following discussion of each indi-
vidual application and a discussion of reviewer recommendations, the primary re-
viewer for each application prepare a written summary of the group's recommen-
dation. The Project Officer is responsible for ensuring accurate docutnentatioe of
meeting proceedings. After the meeting applications are ranked on the basis of) the
total evaluation score of all panel members. If the number of applications submitted
under the program competition requires the use of more than one panel, the indi-
vidual reviewer :.cereal of all applications from each of the panels are entered into
the computer and compared statistically to arrive at standard scores for each appli-
cation. These standard scores are then used as the basis for establishing the rank
order of all applications within the competition.

Following the pine! review, the project officer prepares a summery report of
panel results including panel recommendations and individual project ratings, a
slate in standard score format of all recommended and not recommended applica-
tions included in the competition and justification of recommendation for funding of
each application selected out of rank order. The panel results and project officer rec-
ommendations are reviewed, appoved, disapproved and/or revised by the project of-
ficer's supervisor(s). The Associate Commissioner for Developmental Programs re-
views the final approved funding package to ensure overall procedural and program
consistency of recommendations and forwards them to the RSA Commissioner.

The Commissioner's review includes an analysis and discussion of the overall',
budget and policy implications of the slate of recommended applications. The Com-
missioner, as responsible official, conducts a prefunding meeting for the program.
The Commissiuner, RSA, invites appropriate RSA staff, other Offire of Special Edu-
cation and Rehabilitative Services (OSERS) responsible officials, representatives of
the (.1ffice of the Assistant Secretary, OSERS, and Assistance Management and Pro-
curement Service (AMPS) representatives to review the transmittal memorandum
and review results at a meeting scheduled for that purpose. Based on the transmit-
tal memorandum and the information from the meeting, the Commissioner, RSA,
makes final recomendations to AMPS for approval of the funding package and n
tuition of the grant budgets. These final recommendations are forwarded to AM
through the Assistant Secretary, OSERS. The final act in this process is the negotia-
tion of the budget among the project officer, Assistance, Management and Procure-
ment Officer and the grantee.

Question: How many on-site case reviews, and with how many personnel, has RSA
conducted in State agencies in each of the last four fiscal years? How many on-site
management reviews has it conducted and with how many personnel in each of
theca' years')

Answer: The number of on-site case and management reviews conducted over the
past four fiscal years and the number of personnel participating in these reviews
has varied frum year to year. During the last 3 years RSA resources have been shift-
ed to provide more technical asistance in areas included in the RSA Goals and Ob-
eetives These include increasing the number of competitive placements, improved
management of the VR system and efforts to provide services to group: considered
underserved.

Qui..qwn. One of the primary responsibilities of the management services staff in
RSA is to determine on a regular basis if all of a State's federal allotment is going
to be matched so that it can be used it appears that some State agencies, such as
Puerto Rico. are being permitted to hold federal funds up to the last day of the
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fiscal year before returning unmatched funds. At the same time, then. are le Any
States( over:made:1g their alliements and taegerly awaiting additional funds in order
to serve additional clients Vtiiat strength has RSA or OSERS developed to prevent
recurrence of lapsed funds in Puerto Rico and the Territories? When was this prob-
lem last addressed in an on -Site monitoring visit to Puerto Rico?

Answer: After being alerted to this situation in FY 1983 and learning that the
cause was related to insufficient State matching funds, over estimation of expendi-
tures and in adequate State agencies accounting systems, RSA requested elober
monitoring of fiscal and statistical reports; directed technical assistance to State on
actounting systems; and required an examination of fiscal matters in on-site visit.
RSA Region II (New York) staff made an on -site review in Puerto Rico on March
27.29, 1984 and a followup visit on June 25-26, 1984. In both sessions, there were
discussions on switching the States' manual accounting system to an automated one.

question Between 1981 and 1083 the travel budget* for RSA regional offices were
cut by 51%. In FY 1984. it appears that there was another reduction of about 40%.
Who sets the allocation for the travel budget for RSA in the Department of Educa-
tion? flow was it determined that RSA would need less than it has actually obligat-
ed for travel in the past?

Answer OSERS receives an annual travel budget from the Department. Each
OSERS component is then asked to submit a travel plan within a target figure.
Final budgets are then negotiated based on travel priorities such as program moni-
toring and the investigation of fraud, waste and abuse.

Question: RSA regional offices are now required to submit quarterly travel plans
and have them approved before they can undertake any on-site visits for monitoring
and technical assistance. Is the responsibility for approving or disapproving these
plans °SEM' or R.SA's? Who in OSERS or RSA routinely looks at travel plans
better*. they are approved? Who has the final approval?

Answer. The' primary responsibility for approving or disapproving regional travel
plans rests with the RSA Commiesioner, with the Deputy Assistant Secretary,
USERS maintaining oversight responsibilities,

Questenn. A recent survey oi 32 state rehabilitation agencies showed that 30 states
had retaliated consultation arc /or technical assistance from regich el or national
RSA offices in the past year. Almost 4() percent stated that the assistance was not
received or the assistance was inadequate. The vast majority states that on-site as-
sistance would have been more effective than the assistance they received. Since
you note in the testimony provided to the Subcommittee that monitoring is greatly
enhanced by technical assistance. what steps will you take to improve the provision
of technical assistance from both regional and national offices that is requested by
state agencies?

Answer: We are not familiar with the survey you have mentioned. We believe our
efforts in the technical assistance area to be substantial. However, we are always
ready to make improvements where necessary.

Question The Rehabilitation Act requires a report to Congress on activities cor-
ne out undecthe Act for each fiscal year. Although the report is due within 120
days of the beginning of each fiscal year. Congress has not yet received the report
for fiscal vear 1983. Please provide the Subcommittee with an explanation of this
situation. When will he fiscal year 1983 report be sent to Congress? When will the
fiscal year 1983 report be sent to Congress'? Will the report for fiscal year 1984 be
provided to ('engross prior to January 1,1985, as is required by the statute?

Answer Section 13 requires that a full and complete annual report be transmit-
ted to the Congress on the activities carried out under the Act no later than one
hundred and twenty days after the claw of each fiscal year. The statutory dote for
the report is therefore January 2e of each calendar year.

The fiscal year 19143 report has been delayed this calendar year because of diffi-
cultis in the collection of data and editorial problems.

The. Office of Management and Budget is Trendy reviewing the report. Upon
completion of this review the report will be t aneeitted to Congress.

The fiscal eau- report is in preparation at this time. The projected transmittal
date of this report is January 28, 1985.

Question Cost-effectiveness data on the federal rehabilitation program has not
been provided for the last four years. Although si are individually assessing the
cot effetivene. of their programs. it is critical iliat the information be available
an a notional Oasis Please provide the Subcommittee with the best available data
,hieting the- current cost-effectiveness of the federal program.

Answer The last issuance of cost-effectiveness estimates prepared by the Rehabili-
tation Services Administration appeared in July Ds?. (cilia' attached) for the period
ending with Fiscal Year 19$)) At the time, the Stet ierid rehabilitation program
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was projected to be cost-beneficial. Since the report was released, the t lice of Man-
agement and Budget asked the Department to study w. Lys to strengthen the method-
ology employed in deriving met-effectiveness estimates. In support of this request,
the Department awarded a contract in September to review underlying assumptions
and to determine the beta methodology to use in future studies, Regardless of meth-
odology, the basic program data needed to generate estimates for Fiscal Years 1983
and 1984 are not yet available.

QUESTIONS ON SPICIAL EDUCATION

Question What is the status of the independent contractor's evaluation of the
Monitoring System?

Answer: Dr. Mary' A. El lacy, Evaluation Systems Design, Inc., completed an inde-
pendent review of the monitoring system. A copy of the report is enclosed. Since the
initial report, SEP has used the services of the evaluator to assist in the design and
development of a more comprehensive and structured monitoring system. A status
report of the progress made on oompletion of products required for the monitoring
system as of close of businees, November 2?. 1984 is also enclosed for your review.

Question.. What additions have been made or plan to be made to the monitoring
staff in terms of increased legal es, ''se as well as statistical expertise?

Answer: SEP has included twc ers ano statistical expertise in the develop-
ment of the monitoring system. %\ satisfied that the quality of existing staff is
sufficient.

Question: What has been done to improve the timetable of Program Review Let-
ters following monitoring episodes?

Answer: SEP has taken several steps to improve its procedures to ensure the
timely delivery of Program Review Letters. First, follow-up for all states monitored
over the past three years has been established as a major priority for monitoring
staff during the past several months. Twenty-two States have been identified for
follow-up, and letters concerning outstanding obligations have been sent. Second, of
the States monitored during the past three years, only two States have not received
Program Review letters. Both of these letters are in final cleanueoe and will be sent
shortly. Third, the new monitoring procedures require the preparation of monitor-
ing reports within sixty days of completion of the monitoring activity.

Question.. What is the status of communication between OSERS and 008 to im-
prove the implementation of the MOU? What further action will be taken in this
regard?

Answer: A task force has met on several occasions to prepare a decision memo-
randum for the respective Assistant Secretaries of OSERS and OCR. The task force
is comprised of professional staff familiar with the implementation of the current
MOU. The task force is offering several broad areas for reconsideration by the As-
sistant Secretaries in the decision memorandum. Upon receipt of the responses from
the respective Assistant Secretaries, work on the implementation and drafting of
recommended changes to a MOU will be immediately initiated.

Question What criteria are used to determine whether a travel request is accept-
ed? What priority is given to travel for purposes of monitoring as approved to travel
to participate in professional conferences in both the Office of Special Education
Programs as well as OSERS from office?

Answer: In the Office of Special Education Programs travel requests to implement
the schedule for monitoring PL. 94-142 is given first priority over requests for
travel for monitoring discretionary grants and requests for speaking engagements
and professional conferences.
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UNMED eTATES DEPARTSEENT OF EDUCATION
Awe sacureav

The honorable Pat Williams
Chairman, Subcommittee on Select

Education
D.S. 1041.14 of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I have received your letter of February 26 requesting the
Department's views am the impact of the Supra Court't deoisionin $uftqt 9., Robinson on our monitoring and enforcement activitiesaffecting handicapped children.

,

We do not believe at this time that the Amitti decision 0000018change in the Department's regulations isplementing Section 504of the Rehabilitation Ant of'1973 or in the Office for Civil
Rights' monitoring and enforcement duties. The Deportment willcontinue its vigorous efforts to ensure that Fedora) funds arenot used to support discrimination

against handicapped children.

I appreciate your efforts,to solicit the Department's views indeveloping legislation on this important setter.

Sincerely.

Willies J. Sennett

0
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